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Abstract

One of the most pressing, modern cosmological mysteries is the cause of the accelerated

expansion of the universe. The energy density required to cause this large scale oppo-

sition to gravity is known to be both far in excess of the known matter content, and

remarkably smooth and unclustered across the universe. While the most commonly

accepted answer is that a cosmological constant is responsible, alternatives abound.

This thesis is primarily concerned with such alternatives; both their theoretical nature

and observational consequences.

In this thesis, we will dedicate Chapter 1 to a brief review on the fundamentals of

general relativity, leading into the basics of theoretical cosmology. Following this we

will recall some of the key observations that has lead to the standard ΛCDM cosmology.

The standard model has well known problems, many of which can be answered

by the theoretical ideas of inflation. In Chapter 2 we explore these ideas, including a

summary of classical field theory in the context of cosmology, upon which inflation is

based. This also serves as the groundwork for Chapter 3, where the varied models of

dark energy (and their motivations) are discussed - many of which are also reliant on

field theory (such as quintessence).

These notions are combined in a model described in Chapter 4, where we describe

our own addition to a scenario that unifies dark energy and inflation. This addition

- involving a coupling of the inflation field to an additional one - alter the way re-

heating takes place after inflation, removing some of the shortcomings of the original

proposal. The analysis is extended in Chapter 5, to include the effect of quantum cor-

rections. There we show that although a cursory analysis indicates a coupling between

quintessence and some other field does not necessarily give rise to dangerously large

quantum corrections, provided the effects of decoupling are taken into account.

We move on in Chapter 6 to examine the basics of cosmological perturbation theory,

and derive the general equations of motion for density and velocity perturbations for

a system of fluids, allowing for the exchange of energy-momentum. We make use of

this in Chapters 7 and 8, were we examine the growth of structure in a universe where



energy is exchanged between dark matter and dark energy. In particular, in Chapter 7

we see that a particular form of the interaction can lead to an instability in the early

universe, and we derive the condition for this to be the case. In Chapter 8, we discuss

how a similar interaction can lead to a mimicry of modified gravity, and relate this

directly to cosmological observations.

Finally we summarise our conclusions and discuss avenues of future research in

Chapter 9.
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Chapter 1

Friedmann-Lematre-Robertson-

Walker

Cosmology

1.1 General relativity

1.1.1 The force of gravity

We know of four fundamental forces of nature. Gravity was the first to be recognised,

followed then by electromagnetism and eventually the strong and weak forces. The

latter forces become rapidly weaker with increasing distance, leaving their discovery

only to recent times. Electromagnetism is intrinsically stronger than gravity, but due

to positive and negative charges being attractive to only their counterpart, large ac-

cumulations and positive or negative charge do not tend to occur in nature, even if

the constituents of matter (such as the electrons and protons comprising the large

abundances of hydrogen gas) are charged themselves.

On the other hand, all mass is attractive. An overdensity of matter simply attracts

more mass to itself, increasing the overdensity and so increasing gravity’s influence in

a powerful feedback loop. Despite the weakness of the gravitational force, this effect

is the dominant one. To understand the large scale behaviour of matter, one needs

1



CHAPTER 1. FRIEDMANN-LEMATRE-ROBERTSON-WALKER COSMOLOGY

to understand the large scale influence of the force of gravity; when constructing a

theory of how matter behaves on the largest scales of all – cosmology – only a theory

of gravity that is valid up to the largest scales will suffice. This theory is Einstein’s

general relativity.

We should recall some of the concepts and basic principles in general relativity.

There are worse places to begin than by paraphrasing Wheeler’s summary: matter

tells spacetime how to curve, and the curvature of spacetime tells matter how to move.

Let us unpack these statements. First, what does it mean for spacetime to be curved?

1.1.2 Flat and not-flat spacetime

Line elements

Consider two events in spacetime (instantaneous flashes of a lightbulb, if you like),

separated by an infinitesimal interval ds. What might this separation look like? In

flat spacetime, we can use our knowledge of flat spatial geometry to tell us. We sum

the squares of the distances. For flat spacetime rather than just space, we need to sum

the square of the spatial parts, but subtract the time part (this is what distinguishes a

four dimensional space from a three dimensional space with a single time dimension).

Another term for this sum is the length of a line-element, and it looks as follows.

ds2 = dx2 + dy2 + dz2 − c2dt2 . (1.1)

The interval ds is an invariant ; all observers will agree on this quantity, even though

they might label their coordinate systems differently. The interval is related to a

quantity with a more physical interpretation: the proper time τ , through

ds2 = −c2dτ2 . (1.2)

If an observer were to move between two points in spacetime (defined by two sets of

four coordinates each), the proper time τ separating these events would be the time

experienced by that observer. The quantity τ for any observer will of course be agreed

by everyone, as it too is an invariant. We should be at least a little pleased about this;

how much time has passed for someone is a very physical thing. We can measure it

with a clock or by counting grey hairs. We can all agree on this; we are reassured it is

an aspect of reality we are measuring.

2



1.1. GENERAL RELATIVITY

Relativity

Every observer has their own τ between points in spacetime. It is calculated from their

own paths through spacetime between those points, and in general will not agree with

the coordinate time t. Already this is different to the Newtonian picture, where if two

observers measure two different passages of time, the inevitable conclusion would be

that one was wrong. Here the conclusion is that the amount of time that has passed

really is different for person to person (or spacetime path to spacetime path). The

question ‘how much time has passed?’ becomes meaningless; the question ‘how much

time has passed for this observer?’ is meaningful.

With an understanding of relativity we can calculate how much time should pass

for each observer, given the geometry of spacetime (the metric) and a knowledge of

their paths. Experimentally we can check by use of clocks, ranging from the biological

(how many grey hairs has each observer acquired?) to the precise (how many atoms of

an unstable element have decayed?)1.

Another way of writing this line element would be to use spherical polars (r, θ, φ,

along with time t). In that form, again just using the familiar flat geometry:

ds2 = dr2 − c2dt2 + r2(dθ2 + sin2 θ dφ2) . (1.3)

Invariant quantities, such as ds, provide a bedrock of objectivity in a theory were

many other quantities are observer dependent. Much of the confusion in understanding

the theory of relativity (special and general) comes from the fact that many quantities

and statements are taken for granted as being entirely objective, when in fact they are

not. They are only approximately true on small scales, at small velocities, in weak

gravitational field. They are only approximately true in the sense of being cases of

widespread subjective agreement. We have already seen this in the case of proper time.

Asking ‘how much time has passed?’ makes sense on small scales, in weak gravitational

fields, at small velocities, because everyone agrees. When these things are not true, it no

longer makes sense to ask that question until an observer is specified (‘how much time

has passed for you? ’). These problems will come back to haunt us in later discussions

of cosmological perturbation theory.

One lesson that should be very quickly learned is that no great import should be

1Perhaps the sceptical reader, or one with a fondness for a Newtonian worldview of an objective

clock, might assert that in such a disagreement, one observer really is right, and all the others wrong.

In defense of relativity: if the passage of years does not mean the greying of hair, the decay of unstable

elements or more generally, the ticking of clocks, what does it mean to say ‘time has passed’?

3



CHAPTER 1. FRIEDMANN-LEMATRE-ROBERTSON-WALKER COSMOLOGY

given to the coordinates. Important quantities are not observer dependent; they are

invariants and physically meaningful features of the world. Coordinates are not, and

could indeed be labelled u, v, w, q for all the difference it would make to calculating

observables. Usually though, the coordinates are some observer’s coordinates. This

can make them useful for quickly relating different observers’ perspectives to the actual

physical quantities.

Equation (1.1) is only valid in flat spacetime, just like Pythagoras’ theorem is only

valid on flat geometries. This gives a little insight as to what curved spacetime means

– it is not flat, and flat spacetimes obey equation (1.1). Still, an insight about what

something is not is not really much insight at all, so we should look at an example of

a curved spacetime.

Curved spacetime

This is the Schwarzschild metric.

ds2 =

(

1− 2GM

rc2

)−1

dr2 −
(

1− 2GM

rc2

)

c2dt2 + r2(dθ2 + sin2 θ dφ2) . (1.4)

The coordinate system is spherical polars, along with a time coordinate. It happens to

be the spacetime produced by a point-like object of mass M situated at r = 0 (for all

t). A few interesting points of note emerge from looking at equation (1.4).

First, the spherical symmetry is apparent as the angular part of the line element is

unchanged from how it would be in flat space-time, as is quickly verified by comparison

with equation (1.3).

Second, the interval between two events separated only by dr or dt is no longer

the flat spacetime result. Instead there is a prefactor that depends upon the radial

coordinate. The effect of the curvature of spacetime has changed the interval (and so

the proper time). Two observers at different, but fixed, radial values will experience

a different amount of time passing in a given amount of coordinate time. Does this

matter? Yes, it does. Coordinate time is the proper time of someone: at infinite radial

distance, the coordinate time approximates the proper time, as the prefactors tend to

unity. The coordinate time is the proper time of an observer an infinite distance away.

Third, when the radial coordinate takes the value of r = rs ≡ 2GM/c2, the

Schwarzschild radius, there is a singularity. This is only an apparent singularity due

to a poor choice of coordinates, and can be removed with a more sensible choice. It

does signal an interesting place in the metric; light emitted from inside this event hori-

zon can never be seen by an observer that remains outside the event horizon. This is

4



1.1. GENERAL RELATIVITY

not readily apparent, however, because we have yet to discuss the rest of Wheeler’s

summary: how does spacetime tell matter how to move? For this, we should look to

the Principle of Equivalence, and see how this naturally introduces the mathematics of

tensors.

1.1.3 The Principle of Equivalence

In Newtonian physics, the mass of an object plays two distinct roles. It serves to provide

a measure of inertia; a quantitative description of how much force needs to be applied

to an object to accelerate it by a set amount. Along with this inertial mass, there is

also a gravitational mass – how strong a gravitational force is exerted and felt by the

object. It is an unexplained feature of the theory that the inertial and gravitational

masses of an object are numerically equal.

Because of this equivalence of inertial and gravitational mass, Einstein famously

realised that an observer could not distinguish in any way, through any conceivable

experiment, between free-fall through a homogeneous gravitational field, and the effect

of acceleration. The equations of Newton look identical in each case. Of course, gravi-

tational fields are generally not homogeneous, since the gravitational force drops as the

inverse square of the distance. Still, over a sufficiently small region of spacetime it can

always be regarded as constant. Taking this notion as fundamental, the Principle of

Equivalence can be formulated thus [148]: at every point in an arbitrary gravitational

field it is possible to choose a ‘locally inertial coordinate system’ such that, within a

sufficiently small region of the point in question, the laws of nature take the same form

as in unaccelerated Cartesian coordinate systems in the absence of gravitation.

This statement remarkably implies a great deal of the contents of general relativity.

For a particle freely falling under purely gravitational forces, there is a coordinate

system where the particle moves in straight lines,

d2ζα

dτ2
= 0 , (1.5)

where τ is the proper time of the particle. Here the superscript α is a label (not an

exponent). This labels components of four vector ζα. Equation (1.5) is actually four

equations (with α ranging from 0 to 3).

Since it is a Cartesian coordinate system, the proper time should match equation

(1.1). We can write it more succinctly with

c2dτ2 = ηµνdζ
µdζν . (1.6)

5
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The new object ηµν is the diagonal matrix diag(1,−1,−1,−1), with µ and ν serving to

label each of the sixteen components. This is also the first encounter with the Einstein

summation convention – repeated indices in the above equation (in this case µ and ν)

are summed over and range from 0 to d, where d is the number of spatial dimensions.

For four dimensional spacetime (one time, three spatial dimensions), this is from 0 to

3. The four ζµ are each of the coordinates. In a Cartesian coordinate system we use

ζ0 = ct, ζ1 = x, ζ2 = y, and so on. Expanding out equation (1.6 just gives the explicit

Minkowski metric of equation (1.1).

General coordinate systems

Now consider a general coordinate system xµ. This may be at rest with respect to the

particle, or accelerated, rotating – anything at all. We treat the freely falling coordi-

nates ζµ as functions of the xµ. In this way, we are relating a general coordinate system

xµ across a potentially large region of spacetime (where the behaviour of particles is as

yet unknown) to a description of spacetime at each point as locally Minkowski, with

particles obeying equation (1.5). Expanding out the functions ζµ(xµ) using partial

derivatives, it is clear that

0 =
d

dτ

(

∂ζα

∂xµ
dxµ

dτ

)

=
∂ζα

∂xµ
d2xµ

dτ2
+

∂2ζα

∂xµ∂xν
dxµ

dτ

dxν

dτ
(1.7)

Following Weinberg, we can multiply this by ∂xλ/∂ζα, and recall the product rule,

∂ζα

∂xµ
∂xλ

∂ζα
= δλµ , (1.8)

where δλµ is the Kronecker-delta tensor (zero unless both indices match, when instead

it is equal to unity). The resulting equation is the equation of motion for particles in

any coordinate system in general relativity,

d2xµ

dτ2
+ Γµαβ

dxα

dτ

dxβ

dτ
= 0 . (1.9)

The object Γµαβ is the affine connection and defined only in terms of coefficients that

transform from locally inertial coordinates to general coordinates,

Γµαβ =
∂xµ

∂ζν
∂2ζν

∂xα∂xβ
. (1.10)

Note the symmetry under exchange of the lower two indices; the order of the partial

differentiation does not matter.
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1.1. GENERAL RELATIVITY

The metric tensor

Performing similar surgery to the line-element allows this too to be described in arbi-

trary coordinates. Once more, local to a point, the line-element will look like that of flat

spacetime in appropriately chosen free fall coordinates (ζµ). In arbitrary coordinates,

it takes the form of

ds2 = −c2dτ2 = gµνdx
µdxν . (1.11)

The new object gµν is the metric tensor, describes how the line-element behaves as we

move around this arbitrary coordinate system. Like the affine connection, it is so far

defined in terms of the transformation coefficients,

gµν =
∂ζα

∂xµ
∂ζβ

∂xν
ηαβ . (1.12)

The metric tensor is an extremely important object. Given an arbitrary coordinate

system, it (along with the affine connection) defines the locally inertial coordinates

local to any point, that must exist to satisfy the Principle of Equivalence. The affine

connection can be related to the metric tensor, by taking partial derivatives of gµν .

Defining the inverse of gµν to be gµν (in the sense that gανg
αµ = δµν , then

Γαλµ =
1

2
gαν

(

∂gµν
∂xλ

+
∂gλν
∂xµ

− ∂gµλ
∂xν

)

. (1.13)

The metric tensor could therefore be regarded as fundamental, with the affine connec-

tions related to gradients of its components.

The Newtonian limit

How should we interpret the metric tensor? From looking at how it appears in our

equation for the line element, we see it defines the geometry of spacetime; deviations

from the Minkowski metric of diag(1,−1,−1,−1) signals curved spacetime. We should

therefore interpret deviations in the metric tensor from flat spacetime to being somehow

related to the gravitational field. We can gain a little more physical insight by making

contact with the Newtonian limit.

Consider a slowly moving particle in a weak, stationary gravitational field. We can

neglect dx/dτ with respect to dt/dτ and approximate (1.9) as,

d2xµ

dτ2
+ Γµ00

(

dt

dτ

)2

= 0 . (1.14)
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CHAPTER 1. FRIEDMANN-LEMATRE-ROBERTSON-WALKER COSMOLOGY

Furthermore, since the field is stationary, we can expect the metric tensor to also have

no time derivatives. This leaves

Γµ00 = −1

2
gµν

∂g00
∂xν

. (1.15)

We can also make an expansion about Minkowski spacetime, since we claim the field is

only weak. So we use

gµν = ηµν + hµν , (1.16)

where we work only to first order in hµν .

With the affine connection computed, the equations of motion can be written in

terms of this perturbed Minkowski metric,

d2x

dτ2
=

1

2
c2
(

dt

dτ

)2

∇h00 . (1.17)

d2t

dτ2
= 0 . (1.18)

The second equation shows dt/dτ is constant. Dividing the first equation through by

this, we find
d2x

dt2
=

1

2
c2∇h00 . (1.19)

Comparing to the Newtonian result for the acceleration due to a massive body,

d2x

dt2
= −∇φ , (1.20)

with φ = GM/r then it becomes clear h00 = −GM/c2r. We conclude the components

of the metric tensor act as potentials.

1.1.4 Tensors

The proper time, or the interval, are invariants. They are the same for all observers, no

matter the coordinate system. If we have ds2 = gαβdx
αdxβ and change to a new coor-

dinate system x′, we can write dxµ in terms of dx′µ. Substituting and demanding the

resulting equation has the form ds2 = g′αβdx
′αdx′β , we can deduce the transformation

law for a tensor:

g′αβ =
∂xµ

∂x′α
∂xν

x′β
gµν . (1.21)

The definition of gµν in terms of ηµν was an example of this. The components of gµν

change in just such a way as to preserve the form of the equation when the coordinate

system is changed, and the four-vectors dxµ also change.

8



1.1. GENERAL RELATIVITY

Contravariant and covariant tensors

We can define a new vector

dxν ≡ gανdx
α , (1.22)

which gives the metric simply as

ds2 = dxνdx
ν . (1.23)

This defines the relationship between the contravariant components of a 4-vector Aµ

and the covariant components Aµ. The names reflect how the components transform

with respect to a change in coordinates. The transformation laws are

A′µ =
∂x′µ

∂xν
Aν , (1.24)

A′
µ =

∂xν

∂x′µ
Aν . (1.25)

These define the notion of a tensor; they are objects that transform appropriately

under a change of coordinates. The definition can be generalised to any tensor, by

multiplying by an appropriate factor for each index. This also applies to tensors of

mixed components. These are written with some indices at the top, and some at the

bottom, like Tµν .

Not all objects with multiple indices are tensors. The affine connections (Γαβγ ),

despite appearances, are not tensors, as they do not transform appropriately. Another

object that is not normally a tensor is the partial derivative of a tensor, like ∂µA
ν ≡

∂Aν/∂xµ.

One sort of tensor has a very simple transformation law; these are tensors without

any indices at all, such as the interval ds2. These are called scalars, and have the

delightful property of being identical in all coordinate systems (and so for all observers).

These invariants form the crucial observational bedrock. One way of constructing an

invariant is by contracting two four vectors, e.g. AµAµ to produce a scalar.

General covariance

Equations built entirely out of tensors are true in any coordinate system, purely from

the definition of a tensor2. Such equations are said to be generally covariant, which

has nothing to do with the distinction between contravariant and covariant components

and is just one of many examples of poor nomenclature in this subject.

2The usefulness of this feature is readily apparent after recalling the tedium that occurs when writing

down the correct form of Newton’s Laws in a non-inertial coordinate system
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The fact that the partial derivative of a tensor is not itself a tensor is particularly

troubling. It would be nice to know how to take a derivative of a tensor in a covariant

fashion. The way forward is to define a covariant derivative ∇µ which is the partial

derivative, plus new terms that ‘correct’ for the wrong transformation properties under

coordinate changes. The general rule for a four-vector is

∇νA
µ ≡ ∂νA

µ + ΓµανV
α . (1.26)

Similar rules exist for the tensors with more indices.

From special to general relativity

In special relativity, the derivatives of the metric tensor vanish, and so all the affine

connections are zero. As might be expected, covariant derivatives are just partial

derivatives. Now we make the following argument from general covariance - if a tensor

equation is true in one coordinate system, it is true in all of them.

Special relativity is general relativity in a particular (Minkowski) spacetime, there-

fore provided we can write the equations of special relativity in tensorial form, we have

a bootstrap method for writing down the equations of general relativity by referring

to special relativity. As most equations in special relativity come pre-assembled in the

form of four-vectors, this is often as simple as replacing the partial derivatives with

covariant ones – these remain true statements in special relativity, and therefore are

also true in general relativity.

Unfortunately, this method is not without some ambiguity. Additional tensors

do exist that vanish in special relativity, and so can be introduced into nearly any

equation of special relativity without damaging the Minkowskian result. Experiment

is the ultimate arbiter in such cases; simplicity is often used as a working principle for

the sake of progress.

1.1.5 Spacetime tells matter how to move

In the Newtonian world we are familiar with, an object without a force acting upon it

moves in a straight line. Gravity acts as a force that stops things behaving in this way,

sending them in apparently strange paths (like the orbits of planets around a star).

In general relativity, gravity is no longer written as a force. Instead it is a change

to the geometry of spacetime, through which objects move. Flat spacetime has no

gravity; objects should still move in straight lines assuming no other forces are present.

10



1.1. GENERAL RELATIVITY

We should recall what a straight line is, with a suitably general definition that we can

use it when the geometry is no longer flat.

A straight line is the shortest path between two points. This should be treated as

a definition, not (as it is often presented) a conclusion. To be technically precise, we

should also note that the longest path between two points could also be a straight line

(as simple examples, think of flat space where coordinates wrap around, such as the

surface of a torus or the early computer game Asteroids). We should generalise then to

a straight line being the path that extremises the distance between two points. These

sorts of paths are known as geodesics.

This definition is useful, as it holds even in non-flat space. In a curved spacetime,

we will say that a straight line is the path that extremises the interval (or proper time)

between two points. The curvature of spacetime tells matter how to move by defining

what these geodesics are. With no forces acting upon a particle, it will follow a geodesic.

Gravity emerges not as a force at all, but as a change to the background spacetime

geometry. In this respect a freely falling skydiver, or a planet orbiting a star, should

not be regarded as having a force acting upon it. Rather these are examples of objects

that are freely moving along the straightest lines they can follow, given the curvature

of spacetime.

1.1.6 Matter curves spacetime

Now we understand what it means for spacetime to be curved, and the implications this

has on the movement of matter, we can turn to the final part of Wheeler’s summary of

general relativity. How does matter curve spacetime?

Ideally we need a way of relating the curvature of spacetime, characterised by gµν

to the distribution of matter. In Newtonian cosmology only the distribution of mass

is important, but in relativity the notion of a mass becomes clouded by the notion of

a ‘relativistic mass’. There is no way to properly derive the field equations regardless,

so we will make the leap of reasoning and simply guess that all forms of energy will

gravitate (justified by the experimental success).

The energy-momentum tensor

Energy and momentum are conserved. We would therefore like four conservation laws.

A single four-vector sadly only gives one conservation law. As an example, the four-

current in electromagnetism Jµ is conserved, describing conservation of charge through

11
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∇µJ
µ. Just one conservation law is not enough for energy and the three components of

momentum, so we write down something sensible that does have enough components:

∇µT
µν = 0 , (1.27)

where Tµν is a tensor referred to as the energy-momentum (or sometimes stress-energy)

tensor. The components have a physical interpretation: T 00 is c2× mass density =

energy density; T 12 is the x-component of current of y-momentum, and so on. The

physical meaning also demands that Tµν is another symmetric tensor.

For a perfect fluid, the energy-momentum tensor has a particular form, using ρ for

energy density and P for pressure,

Tµν =
(

ρ+ P/c2
)

UµUν − Pgµν , (1.28)

where Uµ is the four-velocity of the fluid. This reduces to the special relativity result

of diag(c2ρ,−P,−P,−P ) in the appropriate limit.

In Newtonian gravity, the second derivative of some potential φ is related to the

matter distribution directly (Poisson’s equation). We have already seen that in the

weak field limit, this potential is proportional to g00 so we should expect our new

potential Gµν to be somehow related to second derivatives of the metric tensor. We

might guess it takes the following form:

Gµν = −8πG

c4
Tµν . (1.29)

Constructing the field equations

Remarkably, there is in fact a unique tensor that is linear in second derivatives of the

metric (see p. 133 of Weinberg [148] for the proof), and contains nothing higher than

those second derivatives. This is the Riemann tensor :

Rµαβγ =
∂Γµαγ
∂xβ

−
∂Γµαβ
∂xγ

+ ΓµσβΓ
σ
γα − ΓµσγΓ

σ
βα . (1.30)

The Riemann tensor can be contracted to the Ricci tensor and further to the Ricci

scalar,

Rαβ = Rµαβµ , R = R µ
µ = gµνRµν . (1.31)

With these new tensors, we are in a position to work out what Gµν is. There are

five criteria that must be satisfied:

1. Gµν is a tensor.
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2. We assume Gµν contains terms with two derivatives of the metric tensor (linear

in second derivatives, or quadratic in first derivatives).

3. Tµν is conserved (vanishes under a covariant derivative), therefore Gµν must also

be.

4. Tµν is symmetric, so Gµν must be.

5. For a weak stationary field, we return to the Newtonian limit G00 ∼ ∇2g00.

From this, it is possible to work out what Gµν must be. We shall leave the arguments

in Weinberg, and simply quote the result:

Gµν = Rµν −
1

2
gµνR , (1.32)

yielding the Einstein Field Equations,

Rµν −
1

2
gµνR = −8πGTµν . (1.33)

This is the key equation to relate curvature to the distribution of energy-momentum.

One final note, that will become important later. If we relax the second assumption

and allow Gµν to contain terms with fewer than two derivatives of the metric, an extra

term is possible. This is just a constant multiplied by gµν .

Rµν −
1

2
gµνR+ λgµν = −8πGTµν . (1.34)

This term was originally introduced by Einstein in the spurious hope it would provide

a steady-state cosmology (the resulting solution is unstable, and so of no use). History

still lingers in the name of the constant λ, referred to now as the cosmological constant.

The term has found itself reappearing in our models of cosmology, and will be discussed

in detail later on. For now, the important point to take away is that this term could

equally be viewed as a contribution to the other side of the equation, by writing λgµν

in the form of a an energy momentum-tensor.

What sort of energy-momentum tensor would it have? Look at equation (1.28)

again. Clearly a perfect fluid has precisely the form of Tµν ∝ gµν if ρc2 = −p and the

energy density (and so the pressure) is constant. To make this point more emphati-

cally before moving on: the simplest modification to the field equations, a cosmological

constant, is indistinguishable from a smooth perfect fluid with constant ρc2 = −p per-

meating throughout all of spacetime.
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1.2 Cosmology - theory

We would like to solve Einstein’s field equations for the entire universe, all at once.

This is ambitious, but with some simplifying assumptions, possible.

Principles

Usually one of the first steps in simplifying a physical problem to the level of solubility

is to identify any symmetries in the problem. This is precisely the approach to take

here. By making the assumption the universe is isotropic – that is appears the same

no matter in which direction we look our from the Earth – we can immediately infer

spherical symmetry will be a key ingredient. We can also guess that using spherical

polar coordinates will be a sensible choice to make.

Ideally, our location in the universe should not be special. This notion is elevated to

a principle, named the Copernican principle in a reference to our history in the under-

standing of the solar system. In the case of our discussed cosmology, this suggests any

observer would view the universe as isotropic about their location. By assuming the

Copernican principle and isotropy about our present location, it necessarily follows the

universe is homogeneous, as well as isotropic about every observer. Often the hypoth-

esis of a spatially homogeneous and isotropic universe is labelled as the Cosmological

Principle, and taken as a starting premise by itself. Either way, such assumptions

severely restrict the form cosmological models might take.

It should be noted that these assumptions are clearly wrong on small scales. The

universe is obviously not homogeneous or isotropic out as far as our neighbouring

galaxies, or indeed past scales of clusters of galaxies. It is hoped, and to some extent

has been confirmed, that on the largest scales the universe does average out to give this

homogeneous, isotropic universe.

Cosmic time

To define a time coordinate in such a universe, it is quite plausible to use the universe

itself as a clock. Since the universe is homogeneous, global properties exist such as the

density of matter. Observers can agree to start their clocks when the global density

reaches a certain value (assuming such a function is everywhere decreasing or increasing

monotonically), through an exchange of light signals. The end result is a cosmological

time coordinate. All observers agree upon this, provided the history of the universe

appears identical also, in the sense that two observers with coordinates x′µ and xµ will
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find that at any coordinate point yµ

gµν(y) = g′µν(y), (1.35)

Tµν(y) = T ′
µν(y), (1.36)

and so on for all the cosmological tensors. Observers that satisfy this property are called

fundamental observers. Cosmologists living in typical galaxies might be hoped to be a

practical example of fundamental observers, provided they are not moving dramatically

with respect to the local matter density (generally that are not). It is also now clear

why they all agree on a cosmological time, for recalling the cosmological density ρ is a

scalar then ρ(t′) = ρ(t). Thus t = t′, and so all fundamental observers use the same,

cosmological time.

Robertson-Walker spacetime

With this, we can write down the following form for the metric of such a spacetime,

c2dτ2 = c2dt2 −R2(t)
[

f2(r)dr2 + g2(r)dψ2
]

. (1.37)

where dψ2 is the angular part of the metric (dψ2 = dθ2 + sin2 θdφ2). The functions

f2(r) and g2(r) are unconstrained at this point, but there is freedom to choose g = r2

to make it look as close to a flat spacetime as possible.

To progress further requires some study of maximally symmetric spaces (again see

[148]), so we skip to the end result: the most general form of metric that satisfies our

cosmological assumptions,

c2dτ2 = c2dt2 −R2(t)

{

dr2

1− kr2
+ r2dθ2 + r2 sin2 θdφ2

}

. (1.38)

This is known as the Robertson-Walker metric. The cosmology produced by this metric

is Friedmann-Lematre-Robertson Walker (FLRW) cosmology.

Geometry

The function R(t) remains an unknown function of time, while k is a constant that

with a suitable choice of units can be chosen to have the value +1, 0 or −1. Each of

these choices is a different geometry for the spatial part of the metric. The choice of

a flat space (not spacetime) is k = 0. The values k = 1 and k = −1 are choices of

positive and negative curvature respectively, sometimes referred to as closed and open

universes. These are the other two spatial geometries that can produce a maximally

symmetric spacetime within the assumptions we have made.
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Expansion and proper distance

One of the curious features of the Robertson-Walker metric is that it appears funda-

mental observers, who are at rest with respect to the coordinate system, will still become

further separated or closer together depending upon how the function R(t) grows or

declines. As in practice R(t) is growing, this effect is known as the expansion of the

universe.

A useful way of characterising this is to consider the proper distance between two

observers. This is the distance between two observers at separate r coordinates at

the same cosmic time t. Obviously we need to use the metric to work out the proper

distance dprop =
√
ds2 =

√
−dc2τ2. For small enough separations, this gives

dprop(t) = R(t)

∫

dr√
1− kr2

≈ R(t)r , (1.39)

although at larger distances the curvature of the universe can no longer be neglected,

and this relation can break down. Then we would need to do the integral properly, as

well as grapple with the physical interpretation of a radial coordinate whose meaning

rapidly deteriorates from its Newtonian one.

Historically, the effect of the expansion was first discovered through observations of

galaxies made by Slipher, that showed anomalously large number of galaxies with their

absorption features shifted toward the redder part of the spectrum. A few years later,

Hubble made this point more forcefully. This red shift was attributed to the Doppler

effect from galaxies receding from us, although we this is neither technically true, nor

a helpful interpretation.

To see how the Robertson-Walker metric predicts this redshift, consider the path

of light-rays. Light always moves at c, no matter the coordinate system. This means

light rays must follow geodesics where dτ = 0 (called null geodesics), or

0 = c2dτ2 = c2dt2 −R2(t)
dr2

1− kr2
. (1.40)

Thus, we see that
∫

dt

R(t)
= f(r) ≡

∫

dr√
1− kr2

. (1.41)

For a photon emitted from one galaxy to another, the domains of integration range

from t0 when the photon is emitted, to t1 when the photon is received (and likewise,

from r0 to r1 where these take place). The function f(r) is constant, as galaxies (as

fundamental observers) have constant comoving coordinates. A photon emitted at a

later time will be received at a later time, but as f(r) is constant then the integral
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cannot be altered. This forces the condition dtemit/dtobs = R(temit)/R(tobs). This

reasoning applies as much as to the wavecrest of light as to the emission of separate

photons, and we have a relation between the ratios of emitted and observed frequency

of light ν and the scale-factor:

νemit

νobs
≡ 1 + z =

R(tobs)

R(temit)
. (1.42)

Typically z is the quantity referred to as redshift. It is produced by the fact distant

galaxies are time dilated by the global cosmological gravitational field. It should also

be clear that this has nothing to do with any form of Doppler shifting.

If we consider how the proper distance changes with time for a nearby galaxy, using

equation (1.39) (and with only a little abuse of language, call it a velocity v) then,

v =
Ṙ

R
dprop , (1.43)

at least for small distances. Hubble interpreted the redshift of distant galaxies as due

to a velocity, and noted this velocity was proportional to the distance. The above is

just such the relation, with Hubble’s ‘constant’ H = Ṙ/R - though this is obviously

not a constant, after all.

Scale-factor equations

It would be nice to have an equation that described the evolution of R. So far, the

Einstein field equations have not yet been used. The Robertson-Walker metric should of

course satisfy these, using an appropriate energy-momentum tensor. Using the energy-

momentum density of a perfect fluid is sufficient, with Tµν = diag(c2ρ,−p,−p,−p).
The density ρ and pressure p are of course homogeneous (functions only of time, not

space).

The proof that this metric satisfies the field equations for a homogeneous, uniform

distribution of matter is to plug the metric into the field equations directly. There

are sufficient explicit derivations later in this document to make skipping this one an

appropriate decision. The result of such an exercise, however, yields two equations for

the evolution of the scale-factor R. These are (with dots indicating time derivatives),

H2 =
Ṙ2

R2
=

8πG

3
ρ− kc2

R2
, (1.44)

known as Friedmann’s equation and

c2
R̈

R
= −4πG

3

(

ρc2 + 3P
)

, (1.45)
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which is the acceleration equation.

For a flat universe, k = 0. Then from the form of these two equations, the dimen-

sions of R(t) become irrelevant. Usually R(t) is scaled by the size of the scale-factor

today, R0 (a subscript 0 will usually indicate a quantity today, such as today’s time t0).

The dimensionless scale-factor is denoted a(t), with a0 = 1 if we scale it appropriately.

If the universe is indeed flat, the fact k = 0 implies a relationship between the

density and the expansion rate. At every epoch, the total density matches the critical

density ρc:

ρc =
3H2

8πG
. (1.46)

A universe that is closed (k = 1) has a density above this value; a universe that is open

(k = −1) has the opposite. This inspires us to define a density parameter as the ratio

between the actual density and this critical density,

Ω(t) ≡ ρ

ρc
=

8πGρ

3H2
. (1.47)

Knowing the value of Ω(t) (at any time) imparts the knowledge of the spatial geometry

of the universe. If it is unity (for a flat universe), it remains unity for all time. If

notation were consistent throughout the subject, Ω0 would be used to indicate today’s

density parameter. Instead, to save ourselves from an overabundance of subscripts, it is

often simply written as Ω, with the time dependence explicitly noted when that version

of the symbol is used.

The importance of being flat

A great deal of importance has been placed upon the flatness of the universe in the

past, mainly because it was believed to be the major deciding factor in the fate of

the universe. A simple physical interpretation of the geometry term in Friedmann’s

equation is that of the ‘total energy’ of the universe; the derivative term can be viewed

as the ‘kinetic’ energy, while the density term is the potential. Viewed this way, the

behaviour of the universe can be thought of as an initial ‘kick’ imparting an appropriate

expansion, that is gradually slowed by a (presumably ever decreasing) gravitational tug.

This simple kinematic picture is nearly correct. Assuming no unusual matter content

of the universe a closed universe is bound and does indeed recollapse; an open universe

is unbound and expands forever. The flat case is the border between these two cases,

barely expanding forever.

Unfortunately, the universe does appear to have some unusual matter content (or

at least, for some reason, the gravitational effect does not appear to be getting weaker
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with time in the way we expect). This decouples the fate of the universe from its

geometry. Furthermore, observations appear roughly consistent with a flat universe,

and there is some theoretical prejudice that this should be the case. For this reason,

most of the time we will be only considering a universe that is flat (or sufficiently close

to being so that we can neglect this aspect).

1.2.1 Evolution of matter

Continuity equation

Before solving Friedmann’s equation, it helps to know how the density ρ evolves with

scale-factor. For that, we make use of the fact that the energy-momentum tensor is

conserved: ∇µT
µν = 0. This leads to a continuity equation,

ρ̇+ 3
Ṙ

R

(

ρ+
P

c2

)

= 0 . (1.48)

Often the relationship between pressure and density is assumed to be that of propor-

tionality, with the constant of proportionality w defined as w ≡ p/(c2ρ). The above

equation is simple enough to integrate directly if w is assumed to be constant,

ρ ∝ R−3(1+w) . (1.49)

A cosmic inventory

We should now list the things we expect to find in the universe, and discuss how they

evolve in an expanding universe.

� Matter – sometimes called ‘dust’, this is pressureless matter. Intuitively, a collec-

tion of particles in a set volume would have their density decrease proportional

as the volume increases. Treating the volume as the cube of the scale-factor, the

result for pressureless (w = 0) matter agrees with intuition, ρm ∝ R−3.

� Radiation – relativistic matter is not pressureless; recall that light exerts a pres-

sure proportional to its energy density, with constant of proportionality w = 1/3.

The result is ρr ∝ R−4 and can be neatly understood when considering how an

electromagnetic wave is stretched by the expansion. The stretched wavelength

of course reduces the energy, proportionally to the stretching, in addition to the

volume dilution of the waves.
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� Neutrinos – for relativistic particle, rather than waves, the result can also be

understood as a reduction in the momentum with the expansion, proportional

to the scale-factor. For non-relativistic matter, this is a negligible energy loss

(most of the energy per particle is in the rest mass), while for relativistic matter

this is not so. For neutrinos (or other relativistic particles), the behaviour is like

radiation, w = 1/3 and ρν ∝ R−4.

There is also the possibility of a cosmological constant, either as a vacuum energy or a

modification to gravity. We should add this to our list.

� Cosmological constant – recall this is indistinguishable from a smooth fluid perme-

ating the universe with constant c2ρ = −p, or to use our new notation, w = −1.

To much satisfaction, w = −1 when plugged into the continuity equation is per-

fectly consistent with a constant ρ.

Finally, we should embrace our ignorance and admit there may be additional things in

the universe we are not yet aware of.

� Exotic components – these unknown unknowns could potentially be anything at

all, with any w. Cosmological scalar or vector fields, topological defects, phantom

fluids, or a representation of a modification to gravity as a ‘fictional’ fluid might

all fall into this category.

1.2.2 Simple solutions

Power laws

Despite not knowing the contents of our actual universe just yet, we can still look at

how an imaginary universe evolves given a matter content. It can be difficult to get an

analytic solution with more than one component, but if we approximate the universe

as flat and dominated by a fluid that can be treated as having a single w, it is fairly

simple. Friedmann’s equation becomes

ȧ2

a2
=

8πG

3
ρ0a

−3(1+w) , (1.50)

which solves to yield,

a ∝ t2/3(1+w) . (1.51)

The larger the value of |1 + w|, then the slower the expansion. Normal matter (‘dust’)

has w = 0, so a ∝ t2/3. For radiation (w = 1/3), a ∝ t1/2. For a fluid with w = 1

(referred to as ‘stiff matter’), a ∝ t1/3.
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de Sitter spacetime

The universe expands ever more rapidly with time as w → −1, and everything goes

wrong when w = −1 exactly. This is understandable as the solution is not valid for

this case, so we return to solve Friedmann’s equation for a constant ρ. That implies H

is constant too. The solution is growth faster than a power-law could provide (hence

why the form of the earlier solution refused to cooperate),

a ∝ eHt . (1.52)

Thus for a universe with constant ρ (effectively the case of a cosmological constant

dominated universe), the universe expands exponentially. This sort of universe actually

constitutes a named spacetime of its very own, and is called de Sitter spacetime.

We should also add that Friedmann’s equation can be written

Λ

3
≡ H2 =

8πG

3
ρ , (1.53)

where Λ/3 is the constant cosmological constant term.

1.3 Observations from radiation dominated

1.3.1 Cosmic microwave background

Arguably the most important observation for cosmology is the discovery of a microwave

background, of (nearly) constant temperature across the entire sky. This was one of the

key predictions of the expanding universe (or ‘hot big-bang’) model. Knowing there is

at least a little radiation in the universe, we can make some very general reasoning to

see the origin of this microwave background.

Matter scales with the scale-factor as R−3 while radiation scales as R−4. Inevitably,

for some small enough R the universe will have been radiation dominated. Just as

importantly, if the expansion is treated as adiabatic (a good approximation on large

scales), then temperature also rises as R decreases. It is clear at some point in the past,

the temperature will have been hot enough to ionise the atoms. The universe would

have expanded and cooled from its high temperature, radiation dominated beginnings.

Eventually the temperature (and, as importantly, the photon number density) would

have dropped low enough for electrons to combine with nuclei to form neutral atoms.

In a terrible choice of nomenclature, this is called recombination (despite there not

being any ‘combination’ at a prior time). The photons were then free to travel through
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space without being scattered further by charged particles. As this change took place so

quickly it is reasonable to to consider the photons as being emitted from a thin spherical

‘shell’ that surrounds us, known as the surface of last scattering. Their expansion of

the universe has since redshifted their wavelengths to the microwave, and this cosmic

microwave background (CMB) was serendipitously discovered by Penzias and Wilson.

[116]. Further, because the photons were so tightly coupled to the dissociated electrons

at the time of last scattering, then the photons were in thermal equilibrium. Thus the

spectrum was expected to be that of a blackbody, and this prediction was confirmed

to be remarkably accurate [108].

At what redshift was the CMB emitted? The current radiation density is in the

form of microwaves, with a temperature T ≈ 2.73K. For adiabatic expansion, radiation

has ρ ∝ T 4 (recall the expression relating temperature and energy density for a black

body). As ρ ∝ R−4 for a relativistic fluid, the temperature of radiation therefore scales

as T ∝ 1/R. A crude estimate for the temperature required to ionize the matter in

the universe would be to set the temperature to require a photon to have the energy to

ionize neutral hydrogen. Then T = 13.6eV/kb, where kb is Boltzmann’s constant (and

we are relating energy to temperature using E ∼ kbT ). Unfortunately this neglects

the fact that there are a huge number of photons in the universe compared to baryons,

and that there will be plenty of photons in the long high energy tail of the distribution,

capable of ionizing hydrogen. The temperature is significantly overestimated from the

crude calculation.

A full analysis requires knowing the photon to baryon ratio, as well as solving the

appropriate equation for the quasi-static statistical distribution of the photons and

ionized hydrogen (the Saha equation). Rather than wading through this, we simply

quote the result that recombination took place when the universe had cooled down

to T ≈ 3000K. Since T ∝ 1/R, that means the universe was approximately one

thousandth of the size, or zrec ≈ 1000.

The universe is not completely isotropic and homogeneous. Even in the very early

universe, some power spectrum of primordial perturbations existed, and were first ob-

served with the COBE satellite [135] through temperature fluctuations in the CMB.

These ripples are the seeds for structure (such as galaxies) to form in the universe. A

huge array of information is available from these anisotropies, with the WMAP satellite

continuing to make more detailed observations.

The CMB power spectrum is usually expanded in spherical harmonics, denoting the

degree of the harmonic with the letter l. (This can be thought of as an analogue for
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a Fourier transform on the surface of a sphere rather than a flat plane; the harmonic

serves the same role as wavenumber, with smaller l indicating larger angular scales).

On large scales the spectrum is dominated by the Sachs-Wolfe effect (caused by intrinsic

perturbations in the background at last-scattering), while at some smaller angular scale

Doppler and adiabatic effects become comparable. At small scales the adiabatic effects

dominate. The end result is a peak in the spectra named the acoustic peak, at about

l ∼ 100. The height is dependent upon the amount of matter in the form of baryons

Ωb, while the angular position depends on Ω. The baryon fraction is constrained from

WMAP 5-year data alone to be 100Ωbh
2 = 2.273±0.062. In Λ dominated universes, the

shift in the peak from varying Ω is almost negligible, however, which means separate

observations must be included before flatness can be strongly constrained. However,

highly curved models require a low value of H0, which would be inconsistent with

observation [54].

1.3.2 Nucleosynthesis

Proton-neutron ratio

Nuclear reactions occur at extremely large temperatures. The interior of stars is an

example of this, with temperatures at tens of millions of Kelvin. However, when the

universe was at such temperatures, the density was much lower than the interior of

stars. It was only at much earlier times (with higher temperatures and densities) that

the nuclear reactions became important in cosmology, with temperatures at ∼ 109 K.

Thermodynamics can be applied to find a rough estimate of the proton to neutron

ratio from these early-time nuclear reactions. The neutrons have a larger mass than

the protons, giving that state a higher energy of ∆mc2. Boltzmann’s hypothesis leads

to a suppression factor of e−∆mc2/kT for these higher energy states, so that

Nn

Np
= e−∆mc2/kT ≈ e−1.5(1010k/T) . (1.54)

As the temperature decreases, the ratio decreases exponentially. This would lead to a

vanishingly small number of neutrons today, but for the fact that thermal equilibrium

only lasts until the timescale for the nuclear reactions eventually (as the universe cools)

becomes longer than the expansion timescale. The reactions occur so rarely that the

neutron-proton ratio fixes at some specific value (a phenomena known as freeze-out).

In practice, this turns out to be Nn/Np ≈ 1/7. Assuming all the neutrons end up in

helium, this gives a prediction of the hydrogen to helium ratio, that is roughly consistent

with observation (given the simplifications made in the calculation).
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More detailed calculations of this process allow a calculation of the hydrogen to

helium ratio. Unfortunately, it is only very weakly dependent upon the baryon density,

making the helium abundance a measure Ωb.

Other light element abundances

Nuclear fusion reactions are still energetically favourable all the way up to the pro-

duction of iron. Still, by the time significant amounts of helium has been produced,

the density and temperature of the universe has declined too much for any significant

synthesis of heavier elements to occur.

The remaining elements left behind tend to be deuterium, 3He, and extremely small

fractions of other elements such as 7Li and 7Be, with fractions of ∼ 10−9 and ∼ 10−11

by mass, respectively.

1.4 Observations from matter domination

1.4.1 Supernovae

Recall the expansion of the universe leads to a gravitational redshifting of light emitted

from distant sources. The redshift z is related to the wavelength of the emitted light

and to the scale-factor R by

1 + z =
λ0
λ

=
R0

R
(1.55)

where subscript zero as usual indicates the value of quantities as measured today.

By definition, the apparent magnitude of a source m is related to its absolute

magnitude M via the equation

m−M = 5 log10

(

dL
Mpc

)

+ 25 , (1.56)

where the luminosity distance dL is defined in terms of the absolute luminosity of a

source Ls and the energy flux F ,

d2L ≡ Ls
4πF . (1.57)

In the case of cosmology, the observed luminosity of the source, L0, will be dimmed

from its absolute value by two factors of (1 + z) - once due to redshifting of photons,

and once due to fewer photons being received, so that Ls = L0(1 + z)2. Including

the geometrical effect of spatial curvature is easier if we rewrite the Robertson-Walker
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metric using a new variable χ for the radial coordinate. It is related to r via,

dχ2 =
dr2

1− kr2
(1.58)

and so,

dτ2 = dt2 −R2(t)
(

dχ2 + f2k (χ)(dθ
2 + sin2 θdφ2

)

(1.59)

with

fk(χ) =















sinχ, k = +1,

χ, k = 0,

sinhχ, k = −1 .

(1.60)

Note that we have adopted units with c = 1 to simplify the mathematics. We will

continue with this practice from now on, unless clarity requires otherwise (and it will

be obvious when such cases arise).

Now it is much clearer how the spatial curvature affects the luminosity distance; the

angular part of the metric has f2k (χ) instead of r2. The flux will therefore be decreased

by f2k (χ) instead of simply χ2 (the flux is spread over a wider angle). So we have the

following expression for the luminosity distance:

dL = R0fk(χs)(1 + z) . (1.61)

The value of χs, the χ coordinate for the source, can be calculated by recalling photons

travelling in the χ direction follow the null geodesic dτ2 = 0 = −dt2 + R2(t)d2χ. So

integrating and using the chain-rule,

χs =

∫ χs

0
dχ =

1

R0

∫ z

0

dz′

H(z′)
. (1.62)

Thus, different cosmologies will result in different values of m −M , a quantity that

can, with sufficient knowledge of the source, be observed directly.

A white dwarf is a star supported by the degeneracy pressure of the electrons within

its interior (as fermions, they cannot occupy the same state, and so there is a cost for

forcing them into a smaller and smaller space associated with promoting them to higher

and higher energy levels). Trying to shrink such a star increases the density, and so

the degeneracy pressure becomes larger. Naively, the degeneracy pressure can balance

the gravitational force trying to shrink the star up to indefinite densities. After all, an

electron trapped in a box of side length L due to its surrounding fellow fermions finds

its energy increasing as 1/L2; if the star is shrunk slightly so that the same amount of

matter resides in a smaller volume, the density ρ will change as ρ ∝ L−3. The energy
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increases with the density as E ∝ ρ2/3. Meanwhile the gravitational energy associated

with all these ‘boxed’ electrons will increase proportional to M2/r in the volume of

radius r. Again shrinking the radius slightly (with the same amount of matter within)

only increases the energy as ρ1/3.

However, the degeneracy pressure cannot increase indefinitely. Eventually the elec-

trons become so energetic that relativistic effects come into play, and the degeneracy

pressure does not increase as the non-relativistic analysis of a particle in a box might

suggest. For a relativistic particle in a box, the energy only increases as ρ1/3, the same

as gravity (recall ∆p ∼ ∆x−1 ∼ ρ1/3, and that E ∝ p for relativistic matter). The

constant of proportionality now matters; for gravity it goes as M2 while for the degen-

eracy pressure, the mass is irrelevant (only density is important). Thus for a massive

enough star, eventually gravity will become stronger. This upper limit is known as the

Chandrasekhar limit, beyond which a more massive star cannot be supported, and is

about 1.4 solar masses.

When a white dwarf star exceeds the Chandrasekhar limit, the resulting explosion

is referred to as a Type Ia supernova (SN Ia). This explosion is so bright it is visible

over cosmologically significant distances. Because the processes governing the SN Ia

are believed to be independent of redshift, there is a common absolute magnitude for

all such events (or, to be more technical, a common relationship between the width of

the light curve and the absolute magnitude, though the details need not concern us).

This makes them excellent distance indicators, allowing for a measurement of H both

locally and and this technique was exploited by Perlmutter et. al. in 1999 [117] to show

that a flat universe (Ωm + ΩΛ = 1) required a significant amount of vacuum energy

(∼ 70%). In 2004, Riess et. al. [124] added further observations using the Hubble

Space Telescope (HST) and showed that the universe transitioned from a period of

deceleration to acceleration at a greater than 99% confidence level. From equation

(1.45), it becomes clear that no universe without some component of energy density

obeying an unusual equation of state (w < −1/3) can plausibly fit the data.

1.4.2 Non-relativistic matter

Galaxy clusters

Stars are the most easily observed form of matter in the universe (at least to the

naked eye). They are almost exclusively found within galaxies. A small fraction of

galaxies congregate in appropriately named galaxy clusters. These sometimes aggregate
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themselves into much larger super clusters. Some measure of how much mass can be

found in these large-scale structures can be found through measuring the light emitted

from the stars, but unfortunately this is not very useful - most of the baryonic matter

is actually found in the intergalactic medium in the form of hydrogen gas clouds.

Fortunately the hydrogen tends to be hot, having gained considerable energy from

falling into the deep gravitational potential well of the cluster. This hot gas emits

light in the form of X-rays, measurements of which can provide an estimate of the

temperature - and so the kinetic energy of the gas. Assumed an equilibrium situation,

the virial theorem can be applied to give an estimate of the size of the potential well,

obviously related to the total mass of the cluster. Surprisingly, when this exercise is

carried out, this does not come out as a ratio of unity; in fact the self gravity of the

gas only accounts for a few percent of the total estimated mass in such clusters [154].

This suggests the mass in baryons (hydrogen gas) is only a tiny fraction of the mass in

the universe.

Rotation curves

There is further evidence of a form of non-baryonic matter by looking at the dynamics

of galaxies. When a galaxy - particularly a spiral galaxy - is viewed edge-on, the orbital

motion of the stars about the centre of mass of the galaxy is detectable through the

redshift. The spectra of stars (or even the 21cm emission line from neutral hydrogen)

on one side of the galaxy will be slightly redshifted, due to its apparent motion away

from us. Stars (or gas) on the other side of the galaxy will be in the opposite phase of

the orbit, and so the light will be blue shifted. This shifting is simply related to the

rotational velocity. Carrying this measurement out at different radii from the galactic

centre allows for a measurement of how the velocity of the luminous matter varies with

radius, a function known as the rotation curve or velocity profile.

The velocity profile should drop as v ∝ r−1/2 once at a sufficient radius that the

interior mass is approximately constant. Surprisingly, this does not happen. Instead,

even as the luminosity dies away at larger radii, the rotation curve remains flat. If we

are not willing to discard the established theory of Newtonian gravity, the only other

explanation is that there is some form of non-luminous matter that extends far beyond

– and rapidly dominates the contribution from – the luminous stars and gas.
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Gravitational Lensing

It is fortunate there is a way to observe the gravitational mass directly. We are able

to do this by observing the way in which light propagates through the universe. The

gravitational fields of collapsed structures deflect the paths of light-rays. This effect is

called gravitational lensing, as the mass distribution serves in much the same way as a

more familiar lens made of glass does. Some knowledge of the lens (mass distribution)

can be be inferred from the way the light is deflected between the source and our

telescopes.

In the case of strong lensing, the effect is particularly pronounced. With near perfect

alignment of source and lens, this can occur to the extent that multiple images of the

same source can appear on the sky (the result of the curvature of spacetime being great

enough to curve light around in multiple ways from a distant source to our telescopes).

These can sometimes form dramatic arcs, or even an entire ring of light, known as an

Einstein ring.

Usually spacetime is not so curved, and the alignment not so favourable. In this

case the light is only mildly deflected by the intervening mass distribution. This is

the domain of weak gravitational lensing. It then becomes a statistical exercise in

examining the distortions to the shapes of background objects, to piece together or

‘map’ the underlying mass distribution [141].

The conclusions from gravitational lensing (e.g. [74, 41, 22]) only serve to reinforce

conclusions about mass-to-light ratios being far higher than can be understood from

baryons alone.

Dark Matter

Our theories of gravity relates the matter distribution to the gravitational forces. When

the equations appear inconsistent, one or the other is mistaken.

There are historical examples of both occurrences. The discovery of Neptune was

predated by its predicted existence, when irregularities in the orbits of other bodies in

the solar system could not be explained by Newtonian gravity. Meanwhile the perihelion

precession of Mercury was explained by modifying gravity, and supplanting Newton’s

equations with the full equations of Einstein’s general relativity.

Cosmology is principally an application of gravitational physics. When consistency

is not forthcoming, the dilemma of modifying gravity or introducing a new form of

matter (or properly, in general relativity, energy-momentum) becomes apparent. The
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cosmological constant straddles the boundary between these two options; depending on

physical interpretation, it could function as either a smooth, uniform form of energy

momentum, or the simplest modification to the field equations.

The peculiar galactic dynamics, as well as the surprisingly large mass in galaxy

clusters, gives cosmologists just this dilemma. The widely accepted choice is that our

gravitational theories are correct, and there exists a large, unobserved matter compo-

nent that balances the equations.

As this dark matter forms the bulk of the matter in he universe, its nature has a

significant impact on the formation of large scale structure. If this component easily

undergoes gravitational collapse, the baryonic matter will cluster more easily due to the

influence of the gravitational wells. Obviously in the contrary case, structure formation

will be not be so great if dark matter does not cluster.

A conceptually simple way to test what sort of dark matter is appropriate is to

examine the theoretical predictions of structure formation for different types of dark

matter, and then compare with the observed large scale distribution of matter. This

has essentially been done, using modern supercomputing power to solve Newton’s Laws

in a comoving reference frame. These simulations are usually done using particulate

dark matter, with hydrodynamic modelling included to simulate the gaseous baryons.

A distinction can be made between hot and cold dark matter. Hot dark matter

behaves as a relativistic fluid, while cold dark matter behaves as a non-relativistic one.

A middle ground is quite sensibly referred to as warm dark matter. The analytic

details of structure formation at a linear level are delayed until a later chapter, but

the results of the simulations confirm the intuitive result. Cold dark matter, having a

lower velocity, clusters more easily, allowing for faster structure formation.

In fact, comparison to galaxy surveys [153, 11] shows cold dark matter to be a

good match to the way structure has formed. The main caveat to this objection occurs

at small scales; the simulations predict an overabundance of small dark matter halos

that have not been observed. The usual answer to this is both that the small scale

physics of the baryons is poorly modelled, and crucially only the baryons are observed.

Small dark matter halos with a small amount (or a poor mass-to-light ratio) of baryons

are difficult to detect. Indeed, many subhalos have been observed that were originally

unknown, alleviating the problem somewhat.
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MOND

The most common alternative to cold dark matter is a phenomenological model called

Modified Newtonian Dynamics (MOND). The core idea behind this proposal is that

either Newtonian dynamics or the gravitational force changes as a function of the

gravitational acceleration. The actual function is left unspecified, but in the limit of

accelerations much larger than some characteristic accelerations a0, Newtonian physics

is recovered. At much smaller accelerations (such as those at the distance of galactic

radii), the gravitational force upon an object no longer depends upon m, but ma0/a,

with a as the object’s acceleration. This naturally leads to flat rotation curves, and led

Milgrom to propose the original idea [109].

MOND has had some success at the galactic level, though any applications to cos-

mology require use of the relativistic version Tensor-Vector-Scalar gravity or (TeVeS),

which has significantly more freedom than MOND (which is essentially fixed by a sin-

gle free parameter, a0). However, one particular observation has left MOND in great

difficulty.

The ‘bullet cluster’ observation [41] refers to a pair of colliding galaxy clusters,

with the smaller one having passed through the centre of the larger one. This sounds

innocuous enough, but the implications are important for distinguishing MOND from

dark matter. As the two galaxy clusters collide, the gas (baryons) in the clusters

becomes heated. The X-ray emission from the hot baryons is easily detectable, with

the interaction between the baryons causing them to stall at the point of collision.

Meanwhile gravitational lensing is sourced by the total mass distribution. The

major dark matter halos are not aligned with the baryons; in particular, the smaller

‘bullet’ cluster has a large amount of dark matter ahead of the baryonic gas. This is

easily understandable with dark matter being explained by only a weakly interacting

matter component; for MOND it proves very difficult.

1.4.3 Baryon acoustic oscillations

Baryon acoustic oscillations (BAOs) are a curious phenomena resulting from the tight

coupling between photons and baryons in the early (pre-CMB) universe.

Overdense regions in the early universe also have a large pressure, due to the hot

relativistic particles that are coupled to the baryons. An initial overdensity results in a

spherical sound wave, with the perturbation in gas and photons carried outwards away

from the initial source. (The perturbations are small enough that the combination of
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many of these overdensities can just be summed linearly.) The dark matter remains at

the centre, uncoupled to the other components of the system.

As the universe cools, photons recombination occurs and the photons are able to

travel long distances. They do not scatter efficiently from the newly formed neutral

atoms, and so the coupling between baryons and photons is no longer very strong. The

radiation travels unimpeded (until it reaches our telescopes) while there remains an

overdensity at about 150Mpc away from the central region; this being the distance the

sound wave could travel before recombination. With the sound wave now stalled due

to decoupling, the baryons and dark matter are only influenced by their mutual gravi-

tational attraction. Due to the large amounts of dark matter, the baryon overdensity

ends up correlated with the dark matter overdensity once again. Despite this, there re-

mains a small residual peak in the correlation function of galaxies at this characteristic

distance of 150Mpc, or (viewed in the power spectrum, a series of acoustic oscillations,

hence the name) [18].

The first claim of detection was only relatively recent [42, 58]. Not only is this

pleasantly consistent with our knowledge of cosmology but the characteristic scale of

this effect can be measured at multiple redshifts, i.e. it serves as a statistical standard

ruler, and potentially one that can be observed at a range of redshifts. This allows for

test of spatial flatness, as well as a measurement of H(z). Combined with the CMB

[73], we now know the universe to be extremely close (if not exactly) flat.

1.5 ΛCDM cosmology

Let us now summarise, and put all of this together. From the CMB and BAOs, the

universe is found to be flat, so Ω ≈ 1. These measurements also demand a very low

baryon fraction (Ωb ≈ 0.04). Comparing light element abundances with nucleosynthesis

predictions also requires a low baryon fraction. Cosmological observations therefore

suggest baryons only constitute a tiny fraction of the total amount of matter in the

universe. This is surprising claim, but the same conclusion has been drawn from galaxy

rotation curves. The dynamics are only consistent if there is a large, non-luminous

‘halo’ of matter that dominates the mass profile at large galaxy radii. Finally, X-ray

observations of galaxy clusters suggests a gravitational potential well far deeper than

can be explained by the stars and gas of the cluster; further evidence for some ‘dark

matter’.

A natural assumption might then be that the amount of dark matter is sufficient
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to make the universe flat (so the total dark matter and baryon content Ωm ≈ 1).

Unfortunately, not only is this far too much dark matter to match the observations,

but such a universe does not accelerate. Supernova data therefore rules this scenario

out.

A third component is needed to generate the accelerated expansion. This is the dark

energy. There remains a great deal of uncertainty as to its nature, but the simplest

option is a cosmological constant. The best fit model, given all of the above data, has

Ωm ≈ 0.3, ΩΛ ≈ 0.7 [90].

This model of Λ and cold dark matter (ΛCDM) fits and explains the data remarkably

well. The cold dark matter paradigm predicts the large scale structures we observe, and

although simulations tend to overproduce the smaller halos [111], it is widely believed

this is a result of poor simulation of baryon physics [28], and the fact many of the small

dark matter halos are so far undetected.

The cosmological constant is the simplest modification to gravity, and so far all

observations are consistent with this explanation. On the other hand, the observations

are consistent with a host of alternative models, also. The driving arguments separat-

ing models of dark energy are, at this stage, mostly theoretical in nature. Troubling

theoretical issues regarding the magnitude of Λ have motivated a plethora of other sce-

narios, but so far none has appeared compelling enough to abandon the simplicity of

the standard cosmological model. Many of the alternatives have theoretical difficulties

of their own, as we shall see in the following chapters.
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Chapter 2

Field Theory and Cosmology

2.1 Introducing field theories

Before embarking on listing and studying the huge plethora of dark energy models that

now persist, it is worth spending a little time recalling the basics of classical, relativistic

field theory. Many of the basic mathematical concepts (principally tensors) have been

introduced in the previous chapter.

Many cosmological models involve classical fields. In fact, like all other classical

systems, this framework is only an approximation to an underlying quantum description

of the world. Modern particle physics is in fact based upon the quantised field theory

framework. For now we will satisfy ourselves that the classical description should

provide a good approximation in the appropriate domain.

The most familiar example of a classical field theory is that of electromagnetism,

which uses the four-vector Aµ as the electromagnetic potential. Cosmological models

usually make use of far simpler scalar fields, usually denoted with the symbol φ. Part

of this section will be looking at what makes these fields so attractive for cosmological

models.
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2.2 The Lagrangian

Rather than writing down field equations directly, it is commonplace to work from

a Lagrangian density L. Often this is just referred to (slightly confusingly) as the

Lagrangian, and this common shorthand shall certainly be used here, when the context

makes the full meaning obvious.

The Lagrangian density L is related to the familiar Lagrangian L, which is used

in the action formalism of point particles in classical mechanics. Recall that particles

follow paths that minimise the action S ≡
∫

L dt. If q is the generalised coordinate of

the particle, and q̇ ≡ dq/dt is velocity, then

δS ≡ δ

∫ t2

t1

L(q, q̇)dt = 0 . (2.1)

Variational calculus needs to be applied to solve this problem. If small variations δq(t)

to the path q(t) are considered, then to first order:

δL =
∂L

∂q
δq +

∂L

∂q̇
δq̇ , (2.2)

with δq̇ = (d/dt) δq.

Substituting this into the variation of the action, integrating by parts, and imposing

the condition that the end-points of the path remain unchanged (δq(t1) = δq(t2) = 0),

we find the Euler-Lagrange Equation,

∂L

∂q
− d

dt

(

∂L

∂q̇

)

= 0 . (2.3)

For multiple generalised coordinates, we might write down a Lagrangian for each

coordinate:

L = Lx + Ly + Lz =
∑

i

Li , (2.4)

where the sum has been generalised to any number of degrees of freedom.

2.3 The Lagrangian density

A field φ is more complicated than a single coordinate q(t); one way of viewing the

complexity is going from a single degree of freedom q at each point in time, to a degree

of freedom φ(x) at each point in spacetime (labelled here generically as x, no matter the

number of dimensions). How do we handle the infinite number of degrees of freedom

we have found ourselves with, due to the continuity of spacetime?
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In this case, the Lagrangian becomes not a sum but an integral over a Lagrangian

density L which depends, in the general sense, on the field and its derivatives with

respect to space and time, denoted ∂µφ.

L =

∫

dxd−1 L (φ, ∂µφ) . (2.5)

Here d indicates the number of dimensions; typically four (one of time, three of space).

The action already looks a lot more relativistic this way;

S =

∫

dt

∫

dd−1xL (φ, ∂µφ) =

∫

ddxL (φ, ∂µφ) . (2.6)

where we have shifted the definition of x to include time as well as space, to make it

clear how equally all the dimensions are treated.

Considering small variations δφ(x, t) of the field, and assuming they vanish on the

integration boundary (which removes surface terms), results in the Euler-Lagrange

equation for φ,
∂L
∂φ

− ∂

∂xµ

(

∂L
∂(∂µφ)

)

= 0 . (2.7)

For general relativity, only a small tweak is needed - rather than integrating over

dxd, instead one must integrate over
√

−g(x)dxd. This is simply to ensure the action

S remains a scalar; changes to the coordinate system dxd are now compensated for by

the changes to the determinant of the metric g(x), ensuring
√

−g(x)ddx is an invariant.

2.4 Field equations

This has been very general. It would be useful to examine some specific Lagrangian

densities, and a specified spacetime, and see what the field equations look like.

2.4.1 Canonical scalar field

The Lagrangian density for a scalar field is typically separated into a part containing

derivatives of the field, minus a part without derivatives (depending only upon the

field). The former is called the kinetic terms, the latter the potential. For a ‘canonical’

scalar field φ, the kinetic part is 1
2∂µφ∂

µφ. The Lagrangian density can then be written

L =
1

2
(∂µφ)

2 − V (φ) . (2.8)

Here (∂µφ)
2 has been used as short-hand for the scalar product, ∂µφ∂

µφ, which looks

clumsy when written so formally.
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The most simple of potentials V (φ) is just quadratic in the field,

L =
1

2
(∂µφ)

2 − 1

2
m2φ . (2.9)

The parameter m is often referred to as the mass parameter.

Lagrangians describing fields that have only quadratic potentials (including the

massless m = 0 case) are referred to as free field theories. Other terms in the potential

describe self-interactions or interactions with other fields.

The field equations take on the following form:

∂µ∂µφ+
∂V

∂φ
= 0. (2.10)

This becomes the well known Klein-Gordon equation when a quadratic potential is

used
(

∂µ∂µ +m2
)

φ = 0 . (2.11)

2.4.2 Electromagnetism

As an example of an action for a vector field, we can also write an action for electromag-

netism. To do so we define the field tensor Fµν ≡ ∂µAν−∂νAµ, where Aµ is the vector

potential. Maxwell’s equations are then ∂νF
µν = −µ0Jµ (µ0 being the permeability of

free space, and Jµ being the current four-vector).

The Lagrangian density for this equation is,

L = −1

4
FµνFµν − µ0J

µAµ . (2.12)

2.4.3 Gravity

Remarkably, there exists an action principle for gravity also. Einstein’s field equations

are generated from the Einstein-Hilbert Lagrangian:

L = − 1

16πG
(R+ 2Λ)

√−g + Lmatter . (2.13)

Here Lmatter is the Lagrangian density for the matter.

2.4.4 Noether’s Theorem

The Lagrangian formulation of classical mechanics provides a useful insight into con-

servation laws. Recall Euler’s equation,

d

dt

(

∂L

∂q̇i

)

− ∂L

∂qi
= 0 . (2.14)
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Here the generalised coordinates are qi. If we define generalised momenta as pi =

∂L/∂q̇i, then we can rearrange Euler’s equation,

∂L
∂qi

= ṗi . (2.15)

When the Lagrangian is invariant under a coordinate, the momentum for that coordi-

nate is conserved.

These invariances manifest themselves as conservation laws in relativistic field the-

ory also, though rather than a conserved quantity there is a conserved current. To

see this requires a consideration of certain continuous transformations of the field(s) φ,

which can be written in infinitesimal form as

φ(x) → φ′(x) = φ(x) + α∆φ(x) , (2.16)

taking α as an infinitesimal parameter and ∆φ(x) some change in the field configuration.

Such a transformation is called a symmetry if it leaves the equations of motion invariant.

This is not only the case if the action remains unchanged by transformations as (2.16),

but the action may even be changed by a surface term and leaves the equations of

motion unchanged (recall the surface terms vanish in the derivation). A surface term

in the action is produced by a four-divergence in the Lagrangian. Therefore if we

are demanding invariant equations of motion under this sort of transformation, the

Lagrangian is invariant under (2.16) up to a four-divergence:

L(x) → L(x) + α∂µJ µ(x) , (2.17)

for some four vector J µ.

We can find out how J µ is related to deformations in the field ∆φ by the above

change ∆L to the result from varying the fields:

α∆L =
∂L
∂φ

(α∆φ) +

(

∂L
∂(∂µφ)

)

∂µ(α∆φ) (2.18)

= α∂µ

(

∂L
∂(∂µφ)

∆φ

)

+ α

[

∂L
∂φ

− ∂µ

(

∂L
∂(∂µφ)

)]

∆φ . (2.19)

The rearrangement serves a purpose; the second term vanishes by the Euler-Lagrange

equation. Then we relate ∆L calculated in these two different approaches;

α∆L = α∂µJ µ = α∂µ

(

∂L
∂(∂µφ)

∆φ

)

, (2.20)

or

0 = ∂µ

(

∂L
∂(∂µφ)

∆φ− J µ

)

. (2.21)
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Thus if we make the definition:

jµ(x) ≡ ∂L
∂(∂µφ)

∆φ− J µ , (2.22)

then we know it a conserved four-current,

∂µj
µ(x) = 0 . (2.23)

This is a powerful result: every continuous symmetry (by which is meant an invariance

of the Lagrangian under a transformation of the form we have been discussing) leads

to a conserved current.

To see a simple example in practice, consider L = 1
2 (∂µφ)

2. The transformation

φ → φ+ α, where α is a constant, leaves L unchanged. From this we know J is zero,

thus the current jµ = ∂µφ is conserved.

Now we finally come to the practical point of all of this mathematics. Noether’s

theorem can be applied to spacetime transformations, such as translations and rota-

tions. Obviously the action should not be changed by such a transformation. To see

the consequences, we will need to rewrite an infinitesimal translation,

xµ → xµ − aµ , (2.24)

as a transformation of the field configuration,

φ(x) → φ(x+ a) = φ(x) + aµ∂µφ(x) . (2.25)

As the Lagrangian is a scalar, it transforms in the same way,

L → L+ aµ∂µL . (2.26)

We would like to be able to deduce J µ from this, from (2.21), so we need the second

term in the form α∂µJ
µ. We can write,

aµ∂νL = aν∂µ
(

δµνL
)

. (2.27)

We can deduce J µ = δµν . Actually there are four separate J µ here, one for each ν.

There are then four separately conserved currents,

Tµν ≡ ∂L
∂(∂µφ)

∂νφ− Lδµν . (2.28)

This is the energy-momentum tensor for the field; just as energy is conserved in classical

mechanics due to time invariance of the action, so energy-momentum is conserved for

relativistic fields due to the invariance of the action to translations in spacetime.
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We can compare the energy-momentum tensor Tµν for the scalar field with that of

a perfect fluid. Recall in special relativity this is just diag(ρ,−P,−P,−P ). Denoting

the momentum density conjugate of the field as

π(x) ≡ ∂L
∂φ̇(x)

= φ̇ . (2.29)

We can then read off the energy-density for a scalar field:

ρ = T 00 =
1

2
φ̇2 +

1

2
(∇φ)2 + V . (2.30)

We might interpret these terms as the energy cost of motion of the field, the cost of

gradients in the field, and the cost of having the field take non-zero values.

The pressure can also be calculated.

P = T ii =
1

2
φ̇2 − V (φ) + (∂iφ)2 − 1

2
(∇φ)2 . (2.31)

(Note none of these repeated indices are summed!) There is an annoying (∂iφ)2 term

ruining the neat result. But since this is a perfect fluid, P = T 11 = T 22 = T 33, and so

P =
1

3

∑

i

T ii . (2.32)

If we do this sum, we can group these pesky terms up:

∑

i

(∂iφ)2 = (∇φ)2 . (2.33)

Thus,

P =
1

2
φ̇2 − V (φ)− 1

6
(∇φ)2 . (2.34)

2.5 Scalar fields in cosmology

Scalar fields are used frequently in cosmological models. Most of the above follows

through, with the exception that the metric needed to be used is FLRW spacetime,

rather than Minkowski.

2.5.1 Equation of motion

Applying the Euler-Lagrange equations with this metric leads to a different equation

of motion. Space and time derivatives have been separated out,

φ̈+ 3Hφ̇− 1

a2
∇2φ = −∂V

∂φ
. (2.35)
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Since cosmological fluids should be smooth, the gradient term should be able to be

neglected; particularly as the effect of the expansion is to reduce the potency of this

term anyway.

Without the gradient term, this equation looks very similar to that of a classical

particle moving along a single dimension φ, with an a potential energy V . The term

involving Hubble’s parameter acts just as friction, though obviously the situation is

more complicated as H is time dependant and will depend in some way upon φ and φ̇,

making the situation potentially highly non-linear. Fortunately there are usually some

simple solutions.

Equation of state

A useful characteristic of cosmological fluids is the equation of state parameter,

w ≡ P/ρ. For the perfect fluids considered earlier, this parameter was a constant.

For a scalar field, we can use our earlier result (and neglecting gradient terms for a

homogeneous universe), to write down:

w = P/ρ =
1
2 φ̇

2 − V (φ)
1
2 φ̇

2 + V (φ)
. (2.36)

The equation of state therefore always takes a value −1 ≤ w ≤ 1, and where it lies in

this range depends upon the ratio of the kinetic to potential energy. In the case that

the kinetic energy dominates, φ̇2 ≫ V (φ), then w ≈ 1 and the scalar field behaves as

stiff matter, with ρ ∝ a−6. On the other hand, if φ̇2 ≪ V (φ), then w ≈ −1 and the

scalar field instead behaves in a very similar fashion to a cosmological constant. Scalar

fields can therefore produce a range of different behaviours. It is perhaps unsurprising

then that they are so often used in cosmological models.

2.5.2 Problems with the standard model

While the standard model is remarkably successful at explaining a variety of indepen-

dent observations over a wide range in redshift, the initial conditions of the universe

remain particularly troubling. The particular difficulties can be expressed as a number

of ‘problems’.

Horizon problem

The standard cosmological picture has a particle horizon, with a comoving radius of

rH =

∫ t

0

c dt′

R(t′)
. (2.37)
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If R(t) ∝ tn, then for n < 1, dH(t) is proportional to t
1−n. As the universe gets older,

more of the universe is in causal contact. As the universe gets younger, a smaller and

smaller part is in causal contact. This becomes a troubling point when considering the

smoothness of the CMB, which is uniform to one part in 104 even when opposite points

on the sky are compared. The particle horizon at that redshift, on the other hand,

corresponds to a proper distance DH = R0rH of a mere ∼ 100 Mpc, which subtends

an angle of about 1 degree on the sky. There remains no reason for this large scale

homogeneity or isotropy, and the model that we have concluded from this assumption

seems to preclude there ever being a physical process that could cause it.

Flatness problem

Observations have found that Ω ≈ 1. But such a universe is clearly very strange, as Ω(t)

has a natural tendency to deviate from any value close to, but not precisely unity, i.e.

such a condition is unstable. This suggests that Ω must have been extraordinarily fine-

tuned close to unity at early times, in order to give a value consistent with observations

today. To be more specific (from [89]),

|Ω(10−43sec)− 1| ≤ O(10−60),

|Ω(1sec)− 1| ≤ O(10−16). (2.38)

This fine-tuning is clearly a deficit to the model.

Origin of initial density perturbations

The universe is not entirely homogeneous. The evidence is obvious in the present epoch,

and even at the furthest redshifts observed, where the CMB anisotropies show a nearly

scale invariant power spectrum of density fluctuations. The model is silent on the origin

of these perturbations.

2.5.3 Introducing inflation

Having seen all these difficulties, it would be nice to have an underlying explanation

for all of them at once. There is indeed such an explanation, and it is known as cosmic

inflation. While inflation is by no means as well established as the ‘standard model’

cosmology, it is important to discuss due to the similarities between the behaviour of

an inflationary universe and today’s accelerated expansion. Naturally this has led to

many dark energy models being inspired by cosmic inflation, making a discussion of
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inflation even more important when discussing dark energy models. Along with this,

inflation has had a surprising amount of success beyond its original explanatory goals,

making it perhaps the most standard non-standard addition to modern cosmological

models.

The basic idea behind inflation [97] is that there was an epoch when the universe

expanded as if dominated by a cosmological constant, expanding exponentially. Obvi-

ously if actually dominated by a cosmological constant, there would be no returning to

the radiation and then matter dominated universe of standard cosmology (the matter

components redshift away with the expansion very rapidly, while the vacuum energy

cannot be diluted by its very nature), so some mechanism is needed to mimic this be-

haviour, and eventually transition to a more familiar universe. This brings us to the

namesake of this chapter; a scalar field.

Consider a universe dominated by the energy of a smooth, scalar field φ with some

potential V . It obeys, as we have seen, the equation of motion

φ̈ = 3Hφ̇+ V ′ (φ) = 0 , (2.39)

where we have neglected spatial derivatives (we have assumed the field is smooth). The

potential we have left as a free function.

Now consider the case where the gradient of the potential is sufficiently small that

the field ‘rolls1’ only slowly down a potential, such that the time ∆t for φ to roll to its

minimum is long compared to the expansion timescale, so H∆t≫ 1. Along with this,

we imagine that the field rolls so slowly that the kinetic energy of the field is much less

than the potential energy, φ̇2/2 ≪ V (φ). We have already seen that in such a case, a

scalar field has an equation of state parameter w ≈ 1, acting much like a cosmological

constant. The scalar-field is then capable of driving a period of exponential expansion

(de Sitter phase).

We can immediately see how this resolves the horizon problem. With this ‘faster

than light’ expansion, then if R(t) ∝ tn with n > 1, the integral for the comoving hori-

zon distance actually becomes larger at smaller time. A period of such rapid expansion

means that at earlier times, ever more of the universe was in causal contact.

This also serves to solve the flatness problem. Consider the Friedmann equation,

ȧ2 =
8πGρa2

3
− kc2 . (2.40)

1Much of the nomenclature in this subkect comes from the fact that the equation of motion for a

scalar field is identical to that of a ball rolling down a slope, with potential energy V and friction 3H.
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The first term must be hugely dominant over the second at the earliest times, in order

to produce the flatness we observe today. An inflationary period where ρa2 actually

increases as the universe expands (unlike matter or radiation dominated phases) can

obviously bring such a condition about, provided the universe inflates for sufficiently

long.

The amount of inflation is usually written as the number N of e-foldings. If the

universe expands from an initial scale-factor a1 to a final scale-factor a2, then N =

ln(a2/a1). Both the flatness problem and the horizon problem require the same number

of e-foldings to be resolved. Assuming that at temperatures of 1015 GeV (the typical

energy scale where grand unified theories (GUTs) of particle physics are believed to be

relevant - see reference) the universe was not fine-tuned, inflation resolves both of the

problems with about N ≥ 60.

Unlike a true de Sitter universe, this inflationary epoch need not last forever. Even-

tually φ reaches the minimum of its potential, resulting in the kinetic energy of the

field no-longer being sub-dominant to the potential. The exponential expansion ends,

and as the field oscillates about its potential minimum, it decays into lighter particles

it is coupled to, restoring matter and radiation to the universe.

2.5.4 Inflation dynamics

Neglecting spatial derivatives, the equation of motion for the field φ is

φ̈+ 3Hφ̇+ dV/dφ = 0 . (2.41)

The neglect of the ∇2φ term is easily justified, as the value of ∇φ = ∇comoving φ/a is

rapidly diminished when a expands exponentially. There is usually a further simpli-

fication made by invoking the slow-roll approximation, whereby the acceleration φ̈ is

treated as negligible when compared to 3Hφ̇ and dV/dφ. These conditions are actually

a prerequisite for inflation to take place; the value of w is only close to −1 if φ has only

small spatial gradients, and evolves only slowly with time.

Following this, the dynamical equation for φ is then given by the slow-roll equation,

3Hφ̇ = −dV/dφ . (2.42)

The friction term is balanced by the acceleration produced by the slope of the potential.

The condition φ̇2/2 ≪ V (φ) can be combined with the slow-roll equation to give a

consistency condition,

ǫ ≡
m2

pl

16π

(

V ′

V

)2

≪ 1 . (2.43)
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Here we are using the Planck mass, which (in units where c = ~ = 1, mpl =
√
G, while

primes indicate partial derivatives with respect to φ.

Differentiating ǫ and using the slow-roll equation and φ̇2/2 ≪ V (φ) once again

produces another condition,

η ≡
m2

p

8π

(

V ′′

V

)

≪ 1 . (2.44)

These two parameters are known as the slow-roll parameters, and are used to provide

a consistency check on the slow-roll approximation.

Since the energy of the field is dominated by the potential energy,

H2 =
8π

3m2
p

V (φ) . (2.45)

Combined with the slow-roll equation, it is easy to calculate the amount of growth the

universe experiences

ln(a1/a2) = N(φ1 → φ2) =

∫ t2

t1

Hdt = − 8π

m2
pl

∫ φ2

φ1

V (φ)

V ′(φ)
dφ . (2.46)

A rough approximation for smooth potentials gives V ′ ∼ V/φ, so N ∼ (φstart/mpl)
2.

Inflation is successful if the initial value of φ is much larger than mpl. By the same rea-

soning, this is the same criterion to ensure the slow-roll parameters are both small. We

can see almost any model of inflation that has a sufficiently flat potential as to allow in-

flation will have little difficulty producing enough e-foldings to resolve the cosmological

problems.

Two of the most popular models of inflation are the quadratic m2φ2 and quartic

λφ4 potentials. Higher order polynomials are possible but generally neglected due to

difficulties when including quantum field theory (see reference chapter). For these

models, the slow-roll approximation is extremely successful. The values of m and λ

are at this stage completely unconstrained; ideally there would be some fundamental

particle physics model that explains the nature of φ and predicts these values. In the

absence of such a theory, observational constraints must instead be used. Fortunately

these parameters are related to the primordial density fluctuations, imprinted upon the

CMB, and so can indeed be constrained.

2.5.5 Reheating

Before discussing the origin of primordial density fluctuations, we should turn to the

process by which the universe is returned to one filled with matter and radiation, rather

than dominated by a scalar field.
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Once φ approaches its minimum, the slow-roll parameters eventually become large

enough that the slow-roll approximation is invalid, and inflation ceases. The change

in behaviour is particularly dramatic when φ begins oscillating about this minimum

on a timescale much shorter than the expansion timescale. Its energy then begins to

be deposited in those of other fields it is coupled to (such as matter and radiation),

‘reheating’ the universe [86].

If the oscillations are large enough, the decay of φ into matter fields ψi first begins

with preheating. With a coupling g between φ (with mass mψ and ψ, and writing

ψ = a−3/2σ , (2.47)

then the equation of motion for the (rescaled) matter field is

σ̈ +

(

ǫ2 + g2φ2 − 3

4
H2 − 3

2

ä

a

)

σ = 0 , (2.48)

where ǫ2 = k2

a2
+m2

ψ is the frequency squared of the ψ oscillations (interpreted as the

energy squared of ψ quanta).

The last two terms are sufficiently small to be ignored. The resulting equation

describes an oscillator with a time dependent frequency. The effect is a parametric

resonance; the inflaton decays into certain k-modes in ψ with a much higher probability

than others. This can be interpreted as accounting for the effects of Bose statistics:

once ψ particles are already produced, the decay rate may be greatly enhanced. The full

analysis is complicated and will not be covered here (see [86, 70] for a full treatment).

Unless this process is incredibly efficient (transferring all the energy almost imme-

diately), the particles produced from preheating are redshifted away by the expansion.

As the oscillations of φ becomes small, particle production is dominated by a different

sort of mechanism. The field φ continues to make full its ocillations about the mini-

mum. In this case φ̇2 can be replaced by its average over an oscillation cycle. When

the potential is quadratic in the field, the equation of motion is just one of a damped

harmonic oscillator, so

〈φ̇2〉 = ρφ . (2.49)

Also recall that for a simple harmonic oscillator 〈V 〉 = 〈φ̇2〉/2 = ρφ/2, and so the

pressure Pφ = φ̇2/2− V (φ) vanishes.

While this oscillating behaviour takes place φ will decay into lighter particles it is

coupled to. While undergoing this behaviour, a good approximation is to introduce an

additional damping term Γφ̇ into the equation of motion [3].
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Multiplying through by φ̇2 and taking the average over oscillations now gives a

continuity equation,

ρ̇φ + 3Hρφ + Γφρφ = 0 . (2.50)

Energy is lost both by dilution from the expansion, but also the decay rate Γφ. The

solution is

ρφ =M4(a/aosc)
−3 exp [−Γφ(t− tosc)] , (2.51)

where ‘osc’ labels the time where coherent oscillations commence, andM4 is the energy

in the scalar field at this point. The field decays away as non-relativistic matter until

the decay kicks in (t ≈ Γ−1
φ ), at which point it decays away exponentially.

The energy must go somewhere. Assuming it decays into relativistic matter,

ρ̇rad + 4Hρrad = Γφρφ , (2.52)

where ρrad is the energy density of the produced radiation.

From the start of the coherent oscillations epoch, the universe behaves as if matter

dominated, a(t) ∝ t2/3. Also, due the rapid expansion that has just taken place, there

is no radiation. An approximate solution is then,

ρrad ≈ (6/π)1/2

10
mplΓφM

2 (a/aosc)
−3/2

[

1− (a/aosc)
−5/2

]

. (2.53)

The energy density of relativistic decay products rapidly increases from 0 to about

mplΓφM
2 and thereafter decreases as a−3/2, before eventually dominating over the φ

field and decaying as a−4, as radiation normally does.

2.5.6 The origin of density perturbations

While a full treatment is beyond the scope of this document, a rough sketch of this

process is worthwhile. The production of the primordial density perturbations from

inflation involves treating the field φ not just as a classical variable, but as a quan-

tum operator (whose expectation value is roughly the classical variable we have been

discussing so far). The fluctuations about this classical value, inherent to a quantum

description, are what allow the production of density perturbations on cosmological

scales.

In standard (inflationless) cosmology, any comoving length scale λ crosses the Hori-

zon (∼ H−1) only once. As the horizon gets steadily larger, any comoving scale initially

within the horizon eventually becomes smaller than (crosses) the horizon at a later time

(due to the growth of the horizon).
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With inflation, this changes. All of the cosmologically important scales begin sub-

horizon sized, cross outside the horizon during inflation, and then eventually cross back

inside the horizon at later epochs. In some sense the entire purpose of inflation is to

generate this sort of behaviour to solve the earlier problems, but a secondary effect is

the impact it has upon quantum fluctuations in the scalar field.

In a rough sense, when these quantum fluctuations find themselves brought from

sub-horizon to super-horizon scales, they can no longer be treated as quantum fluctua-

tions any longer (as no behaviour can be correlated on scales past the horizon). Instead

they ‘freeze in’ as classical perturbations to the metric, and re-enter the horizon as den-

sity perturbations.

Rather than delving too deeply into quantum field theory, we will simply take the

result that the mean square fluctuation in φ is given by

δφ ≈ H

2π
. (2.54)

Naturally this causes a change in the energy density in φ, ultimately resulting in per-

turbations to the metric of spacetime (the analogous to the Newtonian gravitational

potential).

The root mean square fluctuations σ about the gravitational potential Φ are related

as,
dσ2Φ

d ln k
≡ d2H =

H4

(

2πφ̇
)2 . (2.55)

In exact de Sitter space inflation, H and φ̇ are both constant, which predicts are a

perfectly scale invariant power spectrum (δH = constant with scale). Fluctuations at

the horizon size are the same at all times in de Sitter space; as different modes leave

the horizon, they all leave with the same characteristic amplitude.

With observations from the CMB of the value of the earliest perturbations, we can

constrain some inflationary parameters. Consider again the number of e-foldings,

N =

∫

Hdt =

∫

Hdφ/φ̇ =

∫

3H2dφ/V ′ . (2.56)

Using an example V = λφ4, then N = H2/(2λφ2). This means (liberally using the

slow-roll approximation where needed)

δH ∼ H2/φ̇ = 3H3/V ′ ∼ λ1/2N3/2 . (2.57)

The observed δH ∼ 10−5, while we require 60 e-folds of inflation, putting a limit on this

parameter,

λ . 10−15 . (2.58)
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For the quadratic potential, V = m2φ2, so

m . 10−5mpl . (2.59)

On the other hand, inflation is not perfectly de Sitter (characterised by the slow-roll

conditions). The predicted (and observed) spectrum of perturbations is not precisely

scale-invariant, usually described through the tilt :

tilt ≡ 1− n ≡ −d ln δ
2
H

d ln k
. (2.60)

Since the scale k crosses the horizon when a/k = H−1, and H is nearly constant,

derivatives with respect to k can be replaced by derivatives with a. The slow-roll can

eliminate φ̇ for V ′, the Friedmann equation can eliminate H for V , and the horizon-

scale amplitude δH is known. All that remains is to replace V ′ and higher derivatives

with slow-roll parameters, leading to:

1− n = 6ǫ− 2η . (2.61)

When evaluated on the largest scales, 60 e-folds before the end of inflation, this gives

predictions for n = 0.97 for quadratic potentials, and n = 0.95 for quartic potentials -

very close to scale-invariance, but not quite.

Inflation has gone far beyond its original remit, encouraging research in this area.

A huge number of models now exist, in widely varying degrees of complexity. When we

turn to look at models of dark energy, we shall soon see how the framework of inflation

has influenced the model building in this area also.

2.5.7 Topological defects

A very interesting, and much studied, aspect of scalar fields are topological defects.

These are examples of inhomogeneities in the field brought about by a broken symmetry

(either continuous or discrete).

The simplest to understand is the case of domain walls, which can be generated by

a symmetry breaking potential,

V (φ) =
λ

4

(

φ2 − η2
)2
. (2.62)

For φ2 ≫ η2, this is just a quartic potential. But for smaller values of φ, the potential

actually has a double-well form, with a maximum at φ = 0 and a minima either side.

The solution to the field equations with one spatial and one time direction is

φ(x) = η tanh
(

√

λ/2ηx
)

. (2.63)
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This is the so called ‘φ4-kink’ solution, which centred on x = 0, takes φ from −η at

x = −∞ to η at x = ∞. This solution is time-independent, and actually possess

finite energy associated with the displacement of the field. So this solution describes an

interpolation between regions of space with different values of φ (or different ‘vacuums’).

The Kibble Mechanism

These walls are time-independent - so they cannot decay, nor form in the first place,

as currently described. However, should η be a function of time (for instance, by

being related to the value of another, rolling scalar field, or the result of temperature

dependent corrections to the potential), then the value of η can change from less than

zero (creating a minimum at φ = 0), to greater than zero (leaving φ = 0 as an unstable

maximum). The field φ will then begin falling into one or the other of these ground

states, but the choice of minimum will depend on random fluctuations in φ, which can

be expected to be different in separate regions of space. The ‘kink’ solution describes

the transition of φ from one volume of space to a neighbouring region where φ has

found itself in the alternate minimum. With added dimensions, this becomes a domain

wall rather than just a one dimensional kink.

As they form, regions have a size (walls of a separation) of approximately the

correlation length ζ. This can depend upon the particular conditions by which the

symmetry is broken, but because if the causal horizon in cosmology, this sets a lower

limit ζ < dH. This was first pointed out by Kibble [85].

An effective ‘fluid’ of domain walls has w = −2/3, which is unfortunately too far

from w = −1 to satisfy the observational constraints for dark energy.

More complicated topological defects (such as strings and textures) can be created

from other sorts of symmetry breaking. See [145] for a further discussion of these and

their cosmological implications.
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Chapter 3

Models of Dark Energy

3.1 Problems with the standard model

Before giving a brief overview of the the plethora of dark energy models that exist in

the literature, some discussion of what has motivated the sheer number of proposed

alternatives to the standard model.

3.1.1 Fine tuning problem

In principle, there should be a contribution to the cosmological constant from the

vacuum energy associated with the zero-point energy from quantum fields. The simplest

way to understand this is that a quantised free (non-interacting) field is modelled as a

collection of harmonic oscillators, one at each point in spacetime. Like any quantum

mechanical harmonic oscillator, the lowest energy state is not zero, but some finite

value above this.

To be more precise, this ‘zero-point’ energy of a quantum field with mass m is given

by a sum over all the Fourier modes k,

ρvac =
1

2

∫ ∞

0

d3k

(2π)2
(3.1)

=
1

4π2

∫ ∞

0
dk k2

√

k2 +m2 . (3.2)
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This actually formally diverges: ρvac ∝ k4. This understandable; there are an infinite

number of harmonic oscillators if we assign one to every point in spacetime. However,

no quantum field theory is expected to be valid up to infinite energy scales, and so an

upper cut-off is usually added to the integral at the energy scale where our trust in the

field theory breaks down. This leaves

ρvac ≈
k4max

16π2
. (3.3)

If trusted up to the Planck scale, kmax = mpl, the energy density is huge:

ρvac ≈ 1074GeV4 . (3.4)

This is about 10121 orders of magnitude larger than the observed value, an absurd result

(though perhaps its absurdity is exaggerated by using the energy density, rather than

the associated energy scale). Even using the energy scale of QCD for kmax results in a

vacuum energy of ρvac ≈ 10−3GeV4, still far too large.

Usually in quantum field theory, this background energy is ignored. It has no

effect upon the predictions of the theory (where only the energy relative to some fixed

background is important). It is only when trying to interpret this vacuum energy in

the context of general relativity that the difficulties begin.

3.1.2 The coincidence problem

A number of other authors have noted a separate concern with the presence of a cos-

mological constant. Due to the density of matter decaying as R−3 while the vacuum

energy density is unchanged by expansion, there is only a single period of time in the

history of the universe when Ωm ∼ Ωw. It is a curious fact that we find ourselves doing

cosmology at just this epoch; earlier observers would have struggled to detect vacuum

energy at all, while future observers will struggle to do cosmology at all, due to the

exponentially accelerating expansion of the universe.

Different authors regard these facts with different levels of severity. Some consider it

an unlikely coincidence that supports the need for a form of dynamical dark energy that

neatly explains the apparent coincidence. Others are untroubled by it, mainly because

they consider the coincidence to have no great significance (nor require explanation).

Finally, note before moving on, Weinberg argued that we should expect a cosmolog-

ical constant of Ωw ∼ 1 purely from anthropic grounds, long before the observational

evidence was in support of this conclusion [150].
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3.2 Models of dark energy

Regardless of motivation, it can be useful to have alternative models simply for the

purposes of testing the standard model. We’ll now look at a few of the most common

types.

3.2.1 Phenomenological models of dark energy

The most simple approach is to treat dark energy as any other fluid with density

ρDE and equation of state parameter wde. This approach does not even attempt to

explain the nature of dark energy beyond a phenomenological background level. This

leaves many features unexplained or undefined. For instance, when moving beyond a

background level to examine perturbations, an important quantity is the sound speed

cs. Without knowing the details of the fluid in a more fundamental fashion, this remains

an entirely unknown parameter.

Despite all this, let us see how such fluids evolve with density.

Recalling the continuity equation,

ρ̇+ 3
ȧ

a
(ρ+ P ) = ρ̇+ 3

ȧ

a
(1 + w) ρ = 0 , (3.5)

we can write down a general solution for any w, even if it should be time (scale-factor)

dependent:

ρ = ρ0 exp

[

−
∫

3(1 + w)
da

a

]

. (3.6)

For constant w, we have already seen this leads to power law solutions,

ρ ∝ a−3(1+w) . (3.7)

We can also return to the acceleration equation,

ä

a
= −4πG

3
(1 + 3w) . (3.8)

If dark energy is to explain the accelerated expansion in this way, it needs to have

w < −1/3 today, to drive ä/a positive.

At a background level, knowing the value of w and how it varies in time is sufficient

to understand dark energy entirely. Unfortunately, observations are far from able to

constrain an entire function, and so some simplification is required. An appropriate

parametrisation for the equation of state parameter is a difficult question in itself.
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3.2.2 Parametrisation of w

There have been many parametrisations proposed for the equation of state. Expansions

of the form

w(a) =
∑

n=0

wnxn(a) , (3.9)

are very common, here the expansion functions are many and varied in the literature.

We have already considered constant w: x0(a) = 1;xn = 0, n ≥ 1. Some other

alternatives include power laws in redshift z, so that xn(z) = zn, or in scale factor with

xn(z) = (1−R/R0)
n = (z/(1 + z))n. A less common but possible parametrisation is

to use a logarithmic approach, xn(z) = [log(1 + z)]n.

These series are all usually truncated at the second term, as more than two free

parameters becomes difficult to constrain with the available data. Fortunately, for

many models over a modest range in redshift, two parameters is quite often sufficient

to capture the dynamics.

A very typical two-parameter model is from the second case, with w = w0 + w1z.

This Taylor expansion was introduced by Huterer and Turner [77], as well as Weller

and Albrecht [151].

This fit does have an flaw, in that at high enough redshift, for wa 6= 0, the second

term will obviously dominate and become very large. In fact, taken at face value this

parametrisation is excluded by constraints of of BBN [79]. This makes it difficult to

combine low-redshift observations (for instance, SN 1a data) with high redshift (such

as the CMB).

A third case with w(z) = w0+w1z/(1+z) was introduced by Chevallier and Polarski

[35] and Linder [99]. This fit (not a Taylor expansion, as Linder emphatically points

out) is a simple enough parametrisation to be constrained by the data, but has been

shown to successfully fit a wide variety of scalar field dark energy models (that we shall

shortly be considering). The additional (1+ z) factor in the denominator of the second

term means that it is well behaved at high redshift.

3.2.3 Scalar field models of dark energy

Casting around for the physical origins of dark energy, many authors have drawn inspi-

ration from inflation, and attempted to construct scalar field models that generate the

desired behaviour. We have already seen in the case of inflation, with an appropriate

potential V (φ) and initial conditions, the field can be made to behave as a fluid with

an equation of state close to w = −1. In particular, the dynamical nature of the field
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brings hope that the coincidence and fine-tuning problems might somehow be either

eliminated or alleviated.

These scalar field models have not (as yet) met with the same success as inflation,

primarily because of the limited data and lack of unique observational signatures. Com-

bined with the great interest in solving the puzzle of the dark energy, this has lead to

a huge variety of scalar field models.

Quintessence

Perhaps the most basic scalar field dark energy model and one of the earliest, is dubbed

quintessence [114, 152, 30]. This is described by a canonical scalar field φ with a

potential V (φ) minimally coupled to gravity, with the goal being that it naturally leads

to late time inflation. Just as with inflation, the action is,

S =

∫

d4
√−g

[

−1

2
(∇φ)2 − V (φ)

]

, (3.10)

with (∇φ)2 = ∂µφ∂
µφ. In a universe dominated by the scalar field (roughly the case

today), the Friedmann equation gives

H2 =
8πG

3

[

1

2
φ̇2 + V (φ)

]

(3.11)

and the acceleration equation gives

ä

a
= −8πG

3

[

φ̇2 − V (φ)
]

. (3.12)

The universe accelerates provided φ̇2 < V (φ). Like inflation, a flat potential is required.

Unlike inflation, the situation is complicated by the non-negligible dark matter

present today, and by its dominating impact upon the earlier evolution. The slow-roll

parameters used for inflation are therefore no longer a good indicator of an inflationary

solution existing, and a redefinition in terms of H such as ǫ = −Ḣ/H2 is more suitable

to check for an accelerated expansion.

Recall just as with inflation, the equation of state for φ is given by

wφ =
P

ρ
=
φ̇2 − 2V (φ)

φ̇2 + 2V (φ)
, (3.13)

limiting the equation of state with −1 ≤ wφ ≤ 1.

It can be interesting to work out the potential needed to produce produce an ex-

pansion described by a power law when the field dominates the universe,

a(t) ∝ tp . (3.14)
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For p > 1, there is accelerated expansion. The potential φ needs to be rolling down to

produce this power law behaviour is an exponential,

V (φ) = V0 exp

(

−
√

16π

p

φ

mpl

)

, (3.15)

with V0 as a constant to keep the dimensions correct. The field evolves with φ ∝ ln t.

Beyond the fact that an accelerated expansion can be produced, these potentials

also allow for cosmological scaling solutions, the term given to solutions where the dark

energy density is proportional to the dark matter energy density.

Since p = 1 in the exponential potential is the boundary between accelerating

and decelerating expansions, this suggests potentials less steep than this exponential

potential might to produce acceleration. Indeed, the original quintessence model used

a power law potential,

V (φ) =
M4+α

φα
, (3.16)

with α as a (usually positive) constant, and M also a constant.

What was once the fine-tuning of the cosmological constant now resides in the choice

of M for a given α. The qualitative behaviour of the universe is to enter a so called

‘tracking’ regime, where the energy density of the field catches up to the background

matter (the state of the universe today) when φ ≈ mpl [114, 30]. With ρφ ≈ V (φ), this

gives

M =
(

ρ
(0)
φ mα

pl

)1/(4+α)
, (3.17)

constraining the combination of α and M by matching to the observed dark energy

density (superscript 0 as the convention for the value today). For example, with α = 4,

M ∼ 106GeV. This energy scale is much closer to particle physics scales, but the mass

scales involve are still incredibly tiny, and the field values uncomfortably large. There

are no widely accepted particle physics models that include potentials of this form,

and perhaps worse still, these potentials are generally non-renormalisable, making any

approach to quantize the theory mired in divergences that cannot be dealt with in the

usual way in quantum field theory.

From a more practical standpoint, a frustrating aspect to quintessence is the lack

of any real firm predictions. With no real theoretical constraints to the potential, any

particle dynamical w(t) could in principle be matched by a ‘designer’ potential. This

is a stark difference to inflation, where immediate success was found in the form of

predicting the spectrum of primordial fluctuations. This problem is likely to persist

until a much more fundamental theory for φ and its potential is discovered, or until the

dark energy is found to match so well observationally to a cosmological constant.
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K-essence

Quintessence relies on an arbitrary potential V (φ) in the action. Unsatisfied with

merely this freedom, a more exotic approach to dark energy is to use a non-canonical

kinetic part to the action, with

S =

∫

d4x
√−gp(φ,X) , (3.18)

where X ≡ −(1/2)(∇φ)2). Usually the form of the Lagrangian density is restricted to

be of the following form [37, 10, 9]

p(φ,X) = f(φ)p̂(X) . (3.19)

Phantom fields

So far we have always assumed w ≥ −1. However the observational data does not

enforce this restriction, it is purely a theoretical prejudice. One example of a model

that has w ≤ −1 is a ‘phantom’ or ghost field, which replaces the canonical kinetic

term in the action with the same term of negative sign,

S =

∫

d4
√−g

[

1

2
(∇φ)2 − V (φ)

]

. (3.20)

With the sign of the kinetic term reversed, the energy density and pressure become

ρ = −φ̇2/2 + V (φ) and p = −φ̇2/2− V (φ), so the equation of state becomes

wφ =
p

ρ
=
φ̇2 + 2V (φ)

φ̇2 − 2V (φ)
. (3.21)

Therefore wφ < −1 for φ̇2/2 < V (φ). For this case, the energy density actually grows

as the universe expands. A universe dominated by a scalar field like this grows so fast

that the Hubble rate and scalar curvature diverges, reaching infinite values within a

finite time (a ‘Big Rip’ singularity), though this can be avoided if the potential has a

maximum for the field to settle [134].

While possessing interesting properties for cosmology, phantom fields suffer from

ultra-violet instabilities when the attempt is made to interpret them at a quantum

level. It remains to be seen if these problems are insurmountable.

3.2.4 Modified gravity models of dark energy

f(R) gravity

The alternative to modifying the matter side of the Einstein equations is to modify

the gravitational side. This is usually done at a fundamental level by considering the
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action for gravity [32, 33],

S =

∫

d4x
√−gf(R) , (3.22)

where f(R) is an arbitrary function in terms of R, the Ricci scalar.

For general relativity, f(R) = R/16πG, but additional terms are possible.

Attempting to modify gravity in this fashion produces models (quite sensibly)

known as f(R) gravity models. The field equations an arbitrary function f(R) pro-

duces are quite complicated, but can be simplified significantly by making a conformal

transformation of the metric,

g(E)
µν = e2ωgµν , (3.23)

where w is a smooth, positive function of spacetime coordinates. With an appropri-

ate choice of form for ω, in this new metric (the Einstein frame, indicated by the

superscript) then the action can be re-written as the general relativity action, plus an

additional scalar field degree of freedom φ ∝ ω, which has a canonical kinetic term and

a potential that is a function of φ and R.

Rewriting gravity in this fashion is just a formal change, but does highlight the diffi-

culty in distinguishing modifications to gravity from an unknown scalar field comprising

the dark energy. The major distinguishing factor is not how the universe evolves, but

instead how structure grows in the universe. Modifications to gravity typically leave

changes in the perturbed Einstein equations that are difficult to mimic with simple fluid

models (though see Chapter 8 where we shall see that modified gravity can be hard to

distinguish from dark energy exchanging energy-momentum with the dark matter).

Modified Gravity from higher dimensions

Though we will not dwell on this subject, another modification to gravity involves in-

cluding additional dimensions of spacetime. Two of the most well known ones are the

Randall-Sundrum (RS) braneworld model [123] and the braneworld model of Dvali-

Gabadadze-Porrati (DGP) [55]. In these scenarios, the four dimensional universe we

inhabit (the brane) is embedded in a higher dimensional bulk spacetime, and the be-

haviour of gravity in the brane is impacted by how it leaks out into the bulk. These

sorts of models can produce accelerated expansions, and provide an alternative to sim-

ply modifying the action in four dimensions.
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Solar system constraints

A major factor in using modified gravity to explain the accelerated expansion is that

solar system tests of gravity must also be accommodated. Changing gravity only on the

largest of scales is not always easy, and almost inevitably leads to small scale changes

in the behaviour of gravity that can be tested on a solar system level. Many modified

gravity schemes fail to meet this constraint (see e.g. [36] for more details).

3.3 Further reading

The above is little more than a summary of the huge number of dark energy models

that have been created. The interested reader is directed to a [46] for a substantial

review on dark energy models.
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Chapter 4

Hybrid Quintessential Inflation

4.1 Introduction

Peebles and Vilenkin proposed in [115] that both inflation and dark energy could be a

result of the same scalar field, with vacuum expectation value φ, interacting only with

gravity and itself via the potential term V (φ), which they chose to be

V (φ) = λ
(

φ4 +M4
)

for φ < 0

=
λM8

φ4 +M4
for φ ≥ 0. (4.1)

At tree level the evolution of the vacuum expectation value of the φ-field is governed

by

φ̈+ 3
ȧ

a
φ̇ = −∂V

∂φ
, (4.2)

with the cosmological expansion rate related to energy density ρ by the Friedmann

equation,

H2 =

(

ȧ

a

)2

=
8π

3m2
pl

ρ , (4.3)

where the Planck mass mpl = G−1/2 = 1.22×1019 GeV and overdots signify derivatives

with respect to coordinate time.

In the original scenario [115], the universe begins dominated by the potential energy

of the scalar field φ. The field has some large, negative value, and slowly rolls toward
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the origin. The slow-roll conditions of inflation are satisfied, and the universe expands

exponentially. During inflation, fluctuations in φ are frozen into the field. These seed

future structure in the universe. To provide the correct level of fluctuations, as usual

λ ≃ 10−14. When φ ∼ −mpl, the inflationary epoch draws to a close. Thus far the

situation is identical to φ4 chaotic inflation [96], but from here on it differs. The kinetic

energy 1
2 φ̇

2 of the field is no longer negligible, and it soon begins to dominate the

universe [136]. This phase is termed “kination”. The field behaves approximately as

stiff matter, with its energy density redshifting as ρφ ∝ a−6. Taking the potential

energy at the end of inflation to be the same as the kinetic energy, a simple estimate

gives

H2 ≃ 8π

3
λm2

pl (ax/a)
6 , (4.4)

with solution, a ∝ t1/3 and thus t = (3H)−1. Here the subscript x indicates the value

at the end of inflation. During this kinetic dominated phase, the field moves as

φ =

√

6

8π
mpl ln (a/ax)−mpl . (4.5)

Thus, spacetime started in approximately de Sitter form, and ended dominated by

the kinetic energy of a homogeneous field. Ford showed [64] this transition leads to

gravitational particle production (see also [113] for a discussion of the Unruh effect, to

which this is closely related). This effect is subtle, hinging upon the difficulty of defining

the vacuum (quantum fields in their groundstates) in curved spacetime. In fact, the

vacuum appears to depend upon the observer’s path through spacetime. When the

universe changes from de Sitter domination to being dominated by the scalar field

(or an observer changes from uniform motion to accelerated), the vacuum requires

redefinition, suddenly introducing a thermal background. In some sense the produced

particles have been present all along; the change of spacetime geometry simply revealed

their presence.

The result is a small but important energy density of relativistic particles,

ρr ≃ 0.01NsH
4
x , (4.6)

where Ns is the number of scalar fields. Thermalization was found in [115] to occur at

a radiation temperature

Tth ≃ 109N3/4
s GeV . (4.7)

The radiation redshifts away slower than the energy in the field. Provided M in Eq.

(4.1) is not too large, Peebles and Vilenkin showed the universe transitions to a radiation
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dominated epoch, with a temperature of

TRH ≃ 103N3/4
s GeV . (4.8)

The field remains essentially static from this point on, mimicking a cosmological con-

stant. The value of M can be then chosen so that V (φr) matches today’s observed

value of dark energy density. In the analysis in [115], this turned out to be M ∼ 106

GeV.

Unlike most inflationary scenarios, in the one by Peebles and Vilenkin [115] at the

end of inflation the inflaton field does not undergo a series of damped oscillations about

a potential minima, which is the mechanism by which reheating usually takes place

[3, 52]. The absence of this behaviour means gravitational particle production has to be

relied upon instead. The same gravitational mechanism works to produce a stochastic

background of gravitational waves (GW) [137, 4, 126], and the overproduction of gravity

waves is one of the potential dangers of this model. Gravitons behave as massless scalar

fields, and the energy density of the gravitons by the end of inflation is just that of a

single scalar field, times two polarization states, so that the ratio of the energy densities

in GW to radiation at the end of inflation is simply (ρGW /ρr)x ≃ 2/Ns. At the time of

nucleosynthesis ρGW will contribute as an effective extra degree of freedom in radiation,

but the success of Big Bang Nucleosynthesis (BBN) in predicting the abundances of

light elements puts a constraint on the extra number of light degrees of freedom, be

those neutrinos species or gravitons, such that (ρGW /ρr)BBN < 0.2; tracing back the

evolution of this ratio up to the start of the kination period this would set a lower

bound Ns & 100 [115].

The problem of gravity wave overproduction is quite generic in models of inflation

followed by a long period of kination [142], or in general stiff matter domination [67],

like brane world inflation [104, 45, 76]. To allow for a more effective reheating process,

able to suppress the relative contribution of the GW at the time of BBN, one can invoke

alternative methods like instant preheating [31, 128], curvaton reheating [60, 50, 95],

or Born-Infeld reheating [127]. Any alternative implies introducing extra scalar degrees

of freedom at the time of inflation, like in curvaton reheating, and/or direct couplings

of the inflaton field to the light degrees of freedom as in instant preheating.

In this chapter we explore the possibility of a simpler scenario, recovering a more

typical reheating mechanism driven by the decay of an oscillating massive field [3, 52].

We extend Peebles and Vilenkin model by a new scalar field χ coupled to the inflaton

field with a hybrid-like potential [98]. In our scenario, once the inflaton field falls below
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CHAPTER 4. HYBRID QUINTESSENTIAL INFLATION

a critical value, the χ field can start oscillating, thus gaining energy that afterwards

can be converted into radiation through perturbative decay, as in the usual reheating

mechanism. However, in contrast to the standard reheating picture, in our scenario

reheating takes place during kination instead of the more standard matter domination.

Unless the perturbative decay of the χ field is tiny, this results in a larger reheating T

than in the original model of Peebles and Vilenkin [115], and a shorter kination phase.

The more efficient reheating also ensures that radiation domination takes over kination,

well before the inflaton vacuum energy starts dominating again.

This chapter is organized as follows. In Section II the potential and parameters

of the model are set. Also the general behaviour is described of the field χ after

inflation, when it can oscillate and drive reheating. The reheating temperature TRH

is then computed in Section III. For the mechanism to work, we need to check first

that χ indeed oscillates when the inflaton field passes through the critical point, and

that it does not backreact on the evolution of φ. Fulfilling these conditions sets the

constraints on the model parameters, which are given in Section IV. In Section V we

present the range of TRH consistent with the constraints. The transition to a radiation

dominated universe is studied in Section VI. Once the constraints are fulfilled, the

transition before the onset of dark energy domination is practically ensured. As this is

a hybrid-like model, we comment on the issue of domain walls in section VII. Finally in

Section VIII we present the summary and future work related to quantum corrections.

4.2 General behaviour of the hybrid field

To enable once more the standard reheating, we introduce a new scalar field χ, that

we couple to the inflaton field. The effective potential at tree-level is

U (φ, χ) = V (φ) +
g2

2
χ2
(

φ2 −m2
)

+
λχ
4
χ4 , (4.9)

where V (φ) is the potential given by equation (4.1). The parameters g, m, and λχ are

as yet undetermined constants. Note that when χ is relaxed near the origin, U(φ, χ) ≈
V (φ). A plot of the potential is shown in Figure 4.1.

The χ-field is assumed to be located somewhere near its minima at χ = 0. As the

φ field evolves from large negative values to large positive ones, the turning point at

the origin temporarily becomes unstable for the χ-field, and two minima are generated

on either side. The position of the minima, χmin are given by

χ2
min =

g2

λχ

(

m2 − φ2
)

. (4.10)
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Figure 4.1: A plot of the potential, with the different cosmological regimes labelled along

the φ axis. The ‘hybrid’ field χ gains kinetic energy by falling into the wells of the potential

between φ = −m and φ = +m.

They exist only while |φ| < m. The bottom of the well is at a negative value of potential

energy. This is a result of how the energy of the system has been defined. It has no

physical consequence for the present scenario, since the total energy density will always

remain positive, as it is dominated by the kinetic inflaton energy density.

The χ-field has a characteristic response time τ to react to changes in the potential.

This can be estimated as τ−1 ∼ mχ(φ) ∼ g(m2 − φ2)1/2, provided φ is not too close

to m. If changes in the potential take place quicker than this response time, the field

will have no time to react. For instance, if φ moves between −m and +m in a time

∆t ≪ τ throughout, χ will have no time to move before the origin becomes a stable

minima once more. On the other hand, if the changes take place on timescales that

are much longer than the response time, i.e. ∆t ≫ τ , the χ field will be able to relax

into the minima very quickly. If this is the case throughout, there will hardly be any

oscillations (and hardly any reheating).

A fact alleviates the above difficulties: φ is slowing down, and is doing so quickly

(its evolution is logarithmic in time). This means the timescale ∆t becomes gradually

longer. Furthermore, the timescale τ that governs how quickly χ reacts is not static.
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It is longest when |φ| ≈ m and is shortest at φ = 0. We will take the view that the

field begins to move before φ ≈ 0. This places an immediate constraint on the model

parameters: ∆t ≫ τ |φ=0. We should immediately note the better this inequality is

satisfied, the sooner χ will start to move after becoming unstable. This will limit the

amount of energy for its oscillations.

As a simplified picture, consider the χ field to be frozen at the origin up until a time

τ after becoming unstable. Afterwards, the potential will be approximately constant

during the fast oscillations of the field. The energy in the oscillations (available for

reheating) will then be the depth of the potential well at the point when the field

begins to move. This will be some fraction f(g,m) of the maximum potential well

depth. The energy available for reheating can then be written:

ρ(0)χ ≃ f (g,m)
m4g4

4λχ
. (4.11)

Eventually, after many oscillations, φ reaches +m, and the χ - field then oscillates

about its stable minima at the origin. These oscillations will reheat the universe.

The fraction f(g,m) now needs to be estimated. For this, we assume the χ -field

moves some short time after it becomes unstable, with the instability occurring at

φ = −m. As this time signals the start of reheating, it will be called tre. Writing

the time since the start of reheating as δt, then we can estimate that the χ field will

begin to move when τ ∼ δt. In other words, the field moves after it has been unstable

for a time approximately the same as its characteristic reaction time (which is itself a

function of δt). The depth of the well is given by

Umin = m−4
(

m2 − φ2
)2 m4g4

4λχ
. (4.12)

Comparison with equation (4.11) shows

f(g,m) = m−4
(

m2 − φ2
)2
, (4.13)

with φ evaluated when δt ≃ τ . We assume φmoves only slightly, an amount δφ = φ−m,

before χ begins to move. Re-writing equation (4.5) gives

δφ ≈ 1

3

√

6

8π
mpl

δt

tre
. (4.14)

We wish to find the value of δt satisfying δt ≃ τ . As τ−1 ≃ g(m2−φ2)1/2, we can insert

φ = δφ−m to find

τ−2 ∼ mg2
2

3

√

6

8π
mpl

δt

tre
. (4.15)
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The same substitution into f(g,m) yields

f(g,m) ≃ 4
(δφ)2

m2
, (4.16)

to leading order in δφ.

Applying the condition δt ≃ τ , we can find the value of δt when the χ - field begins

to move. Relating δφ to δt with equation (4.14), we finally obtain

f(g,m) ≃
(

1

3π

)2/3
(mpl

m

)8/3
(mpltre)

−4/3 g−4/3 . (4.17)

Note that this order of magnitude approximation breaks down if χ begins moving when

δφ is not small compared to m, signalled by f(g,m) approaching (or exceeding) unity.

This expression should not be trusted in such circumstances. Assuming δφ to be small

is a slightly stronger constraint than the constraint discussed earlier, that ∆t≫ τ . The

former gives the condition the field moves quickly after becoming unstable, the latter

is just the condition the field moves at all, at or before φ ≈ 0. We will return to this

point when discussing the parameter constraints in Section IV.

4.3 Reheating temperature

Once φ > m, the χ field will return to the origin. If it acquired kinetic energy due to

its temporary displacement, it will now oscillate about the origin. The previous section

established the amount of energy expected from these oscillations.

If the oscillations are small, the field can be approximated as undergoing simple

harmonic motion. In such a case, the elementary theory of reheating can be applied

[3, 52]. In this phenomenological approach, an extra term Γχχ̇ is added to the equation

of motion of the field to account for particle decay. The value of Γχ is taken to be the

decay rate of the particle. The field χ then obeys the equation of motion

χ̈+ 3
ȧ

a
χ̇+ Γχχ̇ = −∂U

∂χ
. (4.18)

This approach is valid when the oscillations are small and the oscillations are well

approximated as simple harmonic motion. For a more complete picture, valid at the

early stages we should also consider the effect of preheating [86, 87] (see also [31, 128]

for an analysis of preheating in the context of quintessential inflation). However, these

details will be ignored in this paper and we will examine only the simplest reheating

estimates.
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We stress that this phenomenological approach is only valid while the field is un-

dergoing coherent oscillations about its minima. It will not be valid otherwise, nor

over short timescales, and is likely to fail when |φ| ∼ m. For this reason we will con-

sider reheating to take place only while φ > m, so that we may have confidence our

calculations are always carried out in an appropriate regime.

We assume H, φ and φ̇ can be taken to be approximately constant over a single

oscillation. Equation (4.18) is re-written by replacing χ̇2 by its value over a complete

oscillation, 〈χ̇2〉cycle = ρχ, which is valid for simple harmonic motion. This yields

ρ̇χ + 3Hρχ + Γχρχ = g2〈χ2〉φφ̇ . (4.19)

Assuming the field is still undergoing simple harmonic motion, 1
2ρχ = V (φ, χ) =

1
2g

2φ2〈χ2〉. Then we can write

ρ̇χ + 3Hρχ + Γχρχ =
φ̇

φ
ρχ . (4.20)

This can be solved,

ρχ = ρ(m)
χ

(am
a

)3 φ(t)

m
exp [−Γχ(t− tm)] , (4.21)

with
φ

m
=

√

6

8π

mpl

m
ln

(

a

am

)

+ 1 . (4.22)

We have used subscript m to indicate the value of a variable when φ = m. From energy

conservation, it follows that the radiation density must obey

ρ̇r + 4Hρr = Γχρχ . (4.23)

Imposing the condition there is no radiation at the start of decay, an approximate

solution is found by neglecting the exponential decay of ρχ. This will be valid up to

t ≈ Γ−1
χ . After this, the energy in the χ field will decay rapidly away and the radiation

will simply redshift with its usual a−4 behaviour.

Inserting our earlier expression for ρχ into equation (4.23), the solution for the

radiation energy density can be written as

ρr =
3

4
ρ(m)
χ Γχtm

[

(

1− (t/tm)
−4/3 )(1− b

)

+ b (4/3) ln(t/tm)
]

, (4.24)

with b = 1
4

√

6
8π

mpl

m and the constant of integration chosen so that there is no radiation

at φ = m.
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Assuming (t/tre)
−4/3 ≪ 1 before t reaches Γ−1

χ , the energy density in radiation

should be well approximated by

ρr ≃
3

4
ρ(m)
χ Γχtm

[

1− b+
4

3
b ln (t/tm)

]

. (4.25)

The energy density of the radiation continues growing logarithmically, despite the en-

ergy loss from redshifting. This is due to the mild amount of energy being added to

the χ field by its coupling to φ. It will continue to grow in this way until t ≈ Γ−1
χ . If

this is a sufficiently late time that the last term in Eq. (4.25) dominates, then

ρr ∼
1

4

√

6

8π

mpl

m
ρ(m)
χ Γχtm ln(t/tm) . (4.26)

Once the universe has had time to thermalize, the temperature is related to the energy

density via,

ρr =
g∗π2T 4

30
, (4.27)

where g∗ is the number of degrees of freedom.

Thermalization occurs when the interaction rate nrσ becomes comparable to the

expansion rate H, where nr is the number density of the light degrees of freedom and

σ their interaction cross section. We can estimate that the light degrees of freedom

are created with a typical energy ω ∼ ρ
1/4
r (are/a), and σ ∼ αg/ω

2, with αg being

the strength of the mediating interactions. Using Eq. (4.26) with the expression of

tre ≃ tm given in the next section Eq. (4.31), and as a typical value for the coupling in

the cross-section αg ∼ 0.01, one gets that at the beginning of the reheating period,

nrσ

Hm
∼ ρ

1/4
r αg
Hm

∼ 105(10α1/4)

(

m

mpl

)1/3
(

g11/3

λχ

)1/4

. (4.28)

We have also written the decay rate for a massive particle as Γχ ≃ αmχ, where α is

the coupling constant mediating the decay, and mχ ≃ gm the χ mass. For the analyses

of the reheating done in this section, the decay rate and therefore the coupling α must

be such that Γχtm ≪ 1. For values of the parameters consistent with the constraints

given in the following section, this is general the case with α ≃ 10−4. Significantly, with

this choice for α then Eq. (4.28) is already larger than one. Therefore, light degrees of

freedom thermalized promptly after they are produced.

We have confirmed these approximations are successful in their appropriate regimes

by numerically solving this system of differential equations (Friedmann’s equation, the

equations of motion for both fields, and the radiation energy density). Figure 4.2 shows

the numerically determined evolution of the χ - field as it becomes unstable, and the

subsequent damped oscillations that reheat the universe.
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Figure 4.2: Numerical solution for the motion of the χ field, with g = 5 × 10−4, λχ = 1,

m = 5 × 1016 GeV and α = 1 × 10−4. The field begins at rest, with a small displacement

from the origin. The resulting oscillations continue when the field returns to oscillate about the

origin, and are well approximated as damped, simple harmonic motion.

4.4 Parameter constraints

We have made two assumptions that can be formulated as simple constraints on com-

binations of parameters. The first of these is that χ begins to move toward its new

equilibrium at or before φ ≈ 0. Earlier we noted this condition was ∆t ≫ τ . The

second assumption is that the χ field does not significantly influence the motion of the

φ field. It could do this either from the coupling, or from the energy density of the field

modifying the expansion rate of the universe.

First we shall calculate ∆t. As φ = −m at tre, we can use equation (4.22) with

these values inserted. Re-arranging,

tm = tree

√
48π m

mpl , (4.29)

and by writing ∆t = tm − tre, gives

∆t = tre

(

e

√
48π m

mpl − 1

)

≃ tre
√
48π

m

mpl
, (4.30)

with the rightmost expression in the case m/mpl ≪ 1. Thus, it is noteworthy that

tre ≈ tm is a good approximation.

An estimate of tre is still needed. We use equation (4.4) and H = 1
3 t

−1, to write it
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in terms of a ratio of scale-factors,

tre ≃
(

are
ax

)3 1
√

24πλm2
pl

, (4.31)

where are is the scale factor at tre. The time for φ to move between −m and +m is

then given by

∆t ≃
(

are
ax

)3
√

2

λ

m

m2
pl

. (4.32)

The ratio of scale-factors can be found from equation (4.5). Re-arranging and setting

φ = −m at a = are,

are/ax = e(
1−m/mpl)

√

8π
6 ≃ 8 . (4.33)

As such the time interval available can be written simply as

∆t ≃ 10−9 m

mpl
(GeV)−1 , (4.34)

with λ = 10−14. Recalling ∆t ≫ τ , a constraint on the model parameters can be

constructed:
(

m

mpl

)2

g ≫ 10−10 . (4.35)

Now that we have an expression for tre, a constraint on f(g,m) ≪ 1 can also be

calculated. Replacing Eq. (4.31) into (4.17) gives

(

m

mpl

)2

g ≫ 2
√
2λ

(

ax
are

)

≃ 10−9 . (4.36)

This is comparable although slightly more restrictive than Eq. (4.35). This suggests

that there can be a region in parameter space where the second constraint is violated

(suggesting 1 & f(g,m) & 0.1) but the first satisfied (so that the field still begins

to move out of its unstable position). The resulting reheating temperature in this

region is also fairly insensitive to changes in g and m, compared with when the second

constraint is well satisfied (and the reheat temperature influenced by f(g,m) as given

by equation (4.17)). Nevertheless, to ensure that we are in the region of parameter

space for which the field has oscillated enough to reheat the universe, when referring

to these constraints we will use (m/mpl)
2g ≥ 10−8. Having mpl as the largest possible

mass scale in the model , the strength of the φ-χ interaction is therefore bounded from

below with g ≥ 10−8.

A second constraint exists from the requirement that the χ field does not influence

the motion of the φ field. First we will consider the requirement the negative potential
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energy from the coupling term is not significant compared to the kinetic energy of

φ. As the kinetic energy is constantly diminishing, it will be simpler to overestimate

the potential energy and underestimate the kinetic energy. We will therefore take the

potential energy to be its maximum value, and the kinetic energy to be the value at

φ = m. No matter the evolution of these quantities, if the quantities evaluated at

these two time intervals are not comparable, they never will be. Reading off the kinetic

energy from equation (4.4) and requiring this always greatly exceeds the maximum of

the negative potential energy gives,

λm4
pl

(

ax
am

)6

>
m4g4

4λχ
, (4.37)

or
(

m

mpl

)4 g4

λχ
< 10−19 . (4.38)

If we choose values to satisfy ∆t≫ τ ,

g2

λχ
≪ 10−3 . (4.39)

Now consider the effect of the coupling on the motion of φ directly. The equation

of motion gives

φ̈+ 3Hφ̇− g2χ2φ = 0 , (4.40)

where the kinetic energy is treated as the dominant contribution to energy of the φ

field. The third term is the contribution due to the coupling, and we wish to ensure

this is negligible compared to the second. Using equation (4.3) to express Hubble’s

parameter in terms of the kinetic energy ρφ ≈ 1/2φ̇2, this condition can be written as,

√

4π

3

6

mpl
ρφ ≫ g2χ2φ . (4.41)

Treating the right-hand side as the average value over oscillations of the χ field,

we can rewrite it using ρχ = g2φ2〈χ2〉. Writing these energy densities out explicitly,

including their evolution with scale-factor gives

√
48πλ

(

ax
am

)6
(am
a

)3
≫ f(g,m)

(

m

mpl

)3 g4

4λχ
e−Γχ(t−tm) . (4.42)

The right-hand side will quickly become tiny when t ∼ Γ−1
χ . We need only consider the

value of a ∝ t1/3 when this occurs, and then (am/a)
3 ≃ Γχtm. Using Γχ ≃ αgm and

Eq. (4.17) gives:

(mpl

m

)2/3 g5/3

λχ
≪

√
2αλ−1/6

(

am
ax

)

≃ 3× 103α , (4.43)
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and thus unless the decay rate is tiny and the reheating period too long, once we fulfill

the other constraints this is practically always fulfilled. In other words, having the

parameter values such that the field χ performs some oscillations around the minimum

while the expansion rate is dominated by the inflaton kinetic energy, those oscillations

will not backreact onto the motion of the inflaton field.

4.5 Range of temperatures

The constraints show there can be significant variation in the resulting temperature.

The energy density depends most sensitively on g, and the range this parameter can

take is severely constrained by the other parameters. If λχ is too small, g must be made

small enough to avoid interfering with the evolution of φ. Ifm is made too small, g must

be made large enough to ensure the field reacts while it is unstable. For instance, if

λχ ∼ 1 then g can range from g ∼ 10−2 at its largest (with m/mpl ∼ 10−3) to g ∼ 10−6

(with m/mpl ∼ 10−1), assuming m is kept below the Planck scale. Decreasing λχ can

constrain it further.

Reheating ends by the time t ≃ Γ−1
χ . Plugging Eqs. (4.31), (4.17), with Γχ ≃ αgm

and λ = 10−14, we have:

ρr ≃ 8× 10−6m4
plα

(

m

mpl

)4/3 g11/3

λχ
ln(Γχtm)

−1 . (4.44)

Therefore, working for example with λχ ≃ 1 and α ≃ 10−4, we find the range

g
1/4
∗ TRH ∼ (1011 − 1014) GeV . (4.45)

One can also look at very weak coupling, where for example g ≃ 10−4, λχ ≃ 10−5,

α ≃ 10−4, and m/mpl ≃ 10−2 gives g
1/4
∗ TRH ≃ 3 × 1013GeV. In Fig. 4.3 we give the

range for the reheating temperature TRH in the plane g −m/mpl for two values of λχ.

As we decrease the value of the χ self-coupling, the allowed region in the plane will be

further reduced, and that would be the main effect on TRH.

4.6 Transition to radiation domination

The kinetic energy of the φ field is dropping quickly. Peebles and Vilenkin noted that

unless radiation domination occurred before the kinetic energy reached the potential

energy in φ, the universe would return to an inflationary regime from which it would
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Figure 4.3: The range for the reheating temperature TRH in the plane g−m/mpl, for λχ = 1

(top panel) and λχ = 0.1 (bottom panel). Decreasing the value of λχ has the effect of reducing

the allowed region of parameter space. The shading density indicates high (light) to low (dark)

reheating temperature in the allowed region of parameter space.

never recover. Our model has the same requirement. We will write aend as the scale-

factor when reheating ends (t ∼ Γ−1
χ ) and the radiation redshifts as an unsourced

relativistic fluid.

The kinetic energy approaches the potential energy at a scale-factor a∗, given by
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[115]
a∗
aend

<
ax
aend

(mpl

M

)4/3
ln(mpl/M) . (4.46)

The energy in the φ field is

ρφ ≃ λm4
pl(Γχtm)

2

(

ax
aend

)6
(aend

a

)6
, (4.47)

and the energy in the radiation is given in Eq. (4.44). The ratio is of order unity

when the kinetic energy reaches the energy in the radiation, at a scale-factor of ar. We

require ar < a∗ to ensure radiation dominated expansion begins. Then,

2× 106
g7/3

λχ
>

(

M

mpl

)8/3

ln−2
(mpl

M

)

, (4.48)

which is easily satisfied for the values of the parameters we have been considering, but

does place a weak upper bound on λχ for a given choice of g.

Importantly, the energy in the potential of φ varies only very slowly. The exact

scale-factor aend < ar < a∗, where radiation transition occurs, matters very little in

terms of its future evolution: the variation of the field’s potential energy in the range in

which this can happen is negligible, as the field is moving so slowly. The same evolution

outlined in [115] therefore takes place, with φ mimicking a cosmological constant and

today’s dark energy density obtained with M ∼ 106GeV .

4.7 Domain walls

Typically in models with a symmetry breaking term, domain walls inevitably form via

the Kibble mechanism [85]. Parts of the universe causally separated have no way of

being correlated. When the χ field becomes unstable, in some regions the field will

move to positive values, and in other regions to negative values. The domain walls

created by the smooth transition between these values are generally a serious problem

in many cosmological models, as they can come to dominant the energy density of the

universe [145].

Fortunately, and unlike in many models with such an occurrence, the symmetry is

restored once φ > m. Any walls formed will then dissolve. However, this could leave

some effect upon the amount of reheating taking place within the regions of the domain

wall, potentially influencing large scale structure formation. As the wall thickness is

significantly smaller than a horizon, we do not expect this to be a large effect, but it

warrants further investigation.
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4.8 Summary and future discussion

By introducing an additional coupling to a second, self-interacting scalar field, we

can restore the traditional reheating mechanisms to the scenario proposed by Peebles

and Vilenkin [115]. The symmetry breaking term leaves the field temporarily unsta-

ble, which allows it to gain significant amounts of energy. Using a phenomenological

approach to reheating, we have calculated the evolution of the relativistic particles

produced by the decay of this field. We then described a variety of constraints on

the model parameters, ensuring that the additional field does not interfere with the

behaviour of the original inflaton. The range in temperature produced is quite narrow

if the new field does not strongly self-interact, and the symmetry breaking scale does

not reach the Planck scale. But with a self coupling of the order of λχ & 0.01, one

has g
1/4
∗ TRH ∼ 1011 − 1014 GeV. This allows us to suppress the contribution of the

gravitational waves at the time of BBN well below the upper limit.

Observationally, we expect no differences in this scenario to the standard ΛCDM

cosmology with an inflationary beginning. While inflation with a quartic potential is

now severely constrained (if not ruled out) by the latest CMB observations [91], there

is no obvious reason the potential cannot be returned to a standard quadratic one in

the inflationary era (though the exact details have yet to be worked out). Meanwhile,

the quintessence era appears just as a cosmological constant; the scalar field is frozen.

Any deviations from w = −1 would be extremely difficult to observationally determine.

With a model that tries to explain the evolution of the Universe from early inflation

to today’s dark energy domination, one of the issues to explain is the origin of the

baryon asymmetry [80]. A possibility would be spontaneous baryogenesis through a

derivative coupling of the inflaton field to a matter current [49]. In our set-up, due to

the larger coupling of χ to the light degrees of freedom (compared with the gravitational

couplings), thermalization occurs promptly after the start of reheating. This opens up

the possibility for example of having leptogenesis during or after reheating, by the decay

of the lightest right handed neutrino. The field χ being quite heavy during reheating

could decay into the lightest right handed neutrino, or alternatively the neutrinos could

be thermally produced.

The model could potentially form domain walls, often causing problems in similar

models. In this variation, we note they are transient and do not interfere with fu-

ture evolution of the universe. The possibility exists their effect upon the reheating

temperature will appear as an imprint on large scale structure formation.
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The analyses of the reheating mechanism proposed in this chapter has been done

at tree-level. But having coupled the quintessence field to another scalar field, with a

strength g & 10−6, the question arises about the stability of the quintessential potential

to quantum corrections. Here we argue that indeed these corrections are under con-

trol due to the decoupling theorem, and that the scenario is not spoiled by quantum

corrections, but leave the explicit calculation for a future work.

Quantum corrections with the χ field running in the loops can give rise to a poten-

tially large correction to the quintessence potential, with the one-loop correction given

by [43]:

∆V (1) =
1

64π2

∑

i=φ,χ

mi(φ)
4

(

ln
m2
i (φ)

µ2
− 1

2

)

, (4.49)

where µ is the renormalization scale and mi(φ) the field dependent masses, with mχ =

gφ. So for the χ field we have a very heavy state mχ ∼ gmpl ≫ gM that is excited in a

universe with an energy density ρ ≪ λM4. Given that we do not have enough energy

to excite such a heavy states, physically we can expect that they decouple from the

spectrum [139, 7], and their contribution to the effective potential is highly suppressed.

However, the 1-loop effective potential as given in Eq. (4.49) is computed using a

mass independent renormalization scheme that does not take into account threshold

effects. The decoupling would appear naturally when using instead a mass dependent

renormalization scheme [66]. To deal with this problem when working with the effective

potential one can use instead the “improved” effective potential [15, 16, 34] by replacing

all parameters (masses, couplings and field vevs) by their renormalized values in both

the tree level and one loop potential, and imposing the physical condition that the

potential does not depend on the renormalization scale, dV (µ)/d lnµ|µ=µ∗ = 0. By

choosing the renormalization scale µ∗ below any heavy mass threshold in the model,

heavy states decouple and the dependence on µ is minimised. We are then left with

the tree-level potential again with all the parameters evaluated at µ∗,

U (φ, χ) = V (φ,M(µ∗), λ(µ∗))

+
g2(µ∗)

2
χ2
(

φ2 −m2(µ∗)
)

+
λχ(µ

∗)

4
χ4 . (4.50)

All possible quantum corrections due to the heavy states are then encoded in the run-

ning of the mass parameters and couplings through the renormalization group equa-

tions, and are therefore expected to be under control. In the following chapter, we will

see an explicit calculation of quantum corrections with decoupling in this model.
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Chapter 5

Decoupling in Effective Potentials

As we mentioned briefly at the end of the previous chapter, the corrections quantum

effects make to the potential V (φ) of some cosmological scalar field model are impor-

tant. Both the magnitude of the potential and its steepness are important for a viable

cosmological model, and if the corrections are extremely large, this will at best invali-

date neglecting quantum corrections entirely (requiring the extremely difficult task of

calculating the corrections non-perturbatively), or at worst invalidate the model.

Methods exist for calculating the quantum corrections to the potential, order by

order in ~. The most common approach is to calculate the Coleman-Weinberg effective

potential. However, most renormalisation schemes neglect the effect of decoupling -

that heavy fields should not influence the low energy behaviour of the theory. This

is especially true for models with large field values (such inflation or quintessence),

where a coupling can result in an extremely large effective mass of the second field,

due to the large field value of the first. Neglecting this effect can result in overly large

quantum corrections brought about by the coupling terms, incorrectly limiting the size

of coupling parameters allowed.

To demonstrate how including decoupling can reduce the size of quantum corrections

(and so increase the allowed size of couplings), we will proceed to discuss how all these

calculations proceed, before applying the formalism to models of cosmological scalar

fields.
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5.1 Quantum field theory

Before proceeding to the main point of this chapter, we will take some time to review

the ingredients of quantum field theory. This section is based upon several textbook

accounts [113, 125, 118].

5.1.1 Quantisation

It is possible to quantise a classical field theory in the canonical Hamiltonian approach.

This is often simpler than more advanced path integral approach. This canonical

formalism begins by taking the classical degrees of freedom (in quantum mechanics

this is the position q, in field theory this is the field value at each point in spacetime

φ(x)) and promoting them to operators (q̂ or φ̂, though we shall usually omit the

explicit hat notation for operators). The final step is to impose commutation relations

with the conjugate momenta p (or conjugate momentum density π(x) in the case of a

field).

In fact, many of the basic results can be obtained easily from this approach, includ-

ing carrying out perturbation theory and computing cross-sections. These calculations

can involve computing many integrals. Despite their multitude, the sorts of integrals

encountered have an organisation to them, and as an aid to calculation the Feynman

rules were developed. These are rules for constructing Feynman diagrams, as well as

mapping these diagrams back to the complicated integrals they represent. Rather than

deriving the details from scratch each time, computations in QFT often amount to un-

derstanding the problem in terms of which diagrams are relevant, and then reassembling

the mathematics to be solved.

In the reverse fashion, often perturbative expansions will appear as a series of inte-

grals that can be viewed as an expansion in diagrams. Important results in field theory

that might normally be expressed as mathematical statements regarding integrals (or

series of integrals) are often stated in terms of diagrams instead, particularly as the

permutations of diagrams can be easier to understand than the permutations of a series

of explicit integrals, making manipulations easier in the diagrammatic form.

Many of these integrals that have to be evaluated to compute even something as

apparently mundane as a decay-rate or a cross-section turn out to formally diverge.

This was resolved by ‘renormalisation’. The approach we will take here is renormalised

perturbation theory, where the original parameters in the Lagrangian are split into

a renormalised part, and a ‘counter-term’ that will be chosen purely to remove the
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5.1. QUANTUM FIELD THEORY

troubling infinity. We shall see that this has interesting theoretical consequences.

The more modern approach for quantisation uses Feynman’s path integral formu-

lation of quantum mechanics as a starting point. The basic argument can be reduced

to the notion of taking the well known double slit experiment to its almost absurd

extreme, by adding additional screens and additional slits in the screens. Applying the

same logic to the simplest version, a superposition of every single possible path between

the source and the considered end-point is required to calculate the probability of the

particle’s end location, appropriately adjusting for phase as the length of each path

changes. Taken to this ridiculous extreme of an infinite number of screens with an

infinite number of slits, any path through space (no matter how classically unusual)

must be considered.

Feynman’s result for quantum mechanics was that the probability for finding a

particle at position q′ at time t′, given that it was at position q at time t, could be

expressed as

〈q′t|q, t〉 ∝
∫

Dq exp
[

i

~

∫ t′

t
L(q, q̇)dt

]

, (5.1)

The symbol Dq is short-hand for integrating over every path the particle might take ;

∫

Dq ∝ lim
n→∞

∫ n−1
∏

i=1

dqi . (5.2)

This functional integration has its counterpart operation, that of function differentia-

tion, where in four dimensions the basic axiom is

δ

δJ(x)
= δ(4)(x− y) (5.3)

or
δ

δJ(x)

∫

d4yJ(y)φ(y) = φ(x) . (5.4)

This naturally generalises the rule of discrete vectors to continuous ones,

∂

∂xi
= δij (5.5)

or
∂

∂xi

∑

j

xjkj = ki , (5.6)

in the same way that functional integration generalises the notion of an integration

of over a variable to the integration over all functions. As a final technical note, a

functional translates a function into a number, as opposed to a function which returns
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CHAPTER 5. DECOUPLING IN EFFECTIVE POTENTIALS

a number when given one (or, a function if given a function, as the function of a function

is another function).

Of course this result is consistent with our classical approximations, as the paths

are each weighted by eiS (recall the definition of the action S is the integral over time

of the Lagrangian), and so oscillate rapidly as the path is changed. If the weight

remains stationary with respect to changes in the path, these will add coherently and

so contribute the most, so

δ

∫

Ldt = 0 . (5.7)

The classical principle of the stationary action is derived as a limit.

In quantum field theory, the main result is very similar,

〈φ′(x)|φ(x), t〉 ∝
∫

Dφ exp
[

i

~

∫

L
]

d4x , (5.8)

with the main differences only the move towards a more relativistic appearance, and

the field replacing the position as the degree of freedom.

5.1.2 The effective potential

In field theory we know that the vacuum is not quite exact; the existence of particles

is ambiguous within the bounds of the uncertainty principle. A way of including this

is to include a source J(x) for the field (analogous to how a current sources the elec-

tromagnetic field), which acts as a source (or sink) for such events. Finally, to pick

out the vacuum state |Ω〉, we can either include a small imaginary quadratic term, or

equivalently rotate the time direction by an infinitesimal amount (see e.g.[125]). We

will not worry too much about this and simply absorb it into our notation, so we are

then left with (setting ~ = 1),

〈Ω, t = ∞|Ω, t = −∞〉 ∝ Z[J ] ≡
∫

D exp

[

i

∫

(L+ Jφ) d4x

]

. (5.9)

This has a great deal of importance, the main one being that n− point correlation

functions 〈Ω|T [φ1(x)φ2...φn]|Ω〉 (the T operator merely orders the contents in order of

time coordinate) can be calculated by taking repeated functional derivatives of Z[J ].

For our purposes we only want the one-point correlation function, which is just the

expectation value of the field in a vacuum, given a source J ,

i
δ

δJ(x)
logZ = −〈Ω|φ(x)|Ω〉J . (5.10)
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We can use this to define the notion of a classical field φcl, about which quantum

corrections are assumed to be small. In this sense φcl serves as the expectation value

of the field,

φcl = 〈Ω|φ(x)|Ω〉J . (5.11)

We would like this classical field to obey the classical equations of motion; what action

principle does it obey?

If we define E[J ] via, Z[J ] = exp(−iE[J ]), then we see that the functional deriva-

tive of E[J ] is nothing more than −φcl. Furthermore, we can carry out a Legendre

transformation of E[J ]

Γ[φcl] ≡ −E[J ]−
∫

d4yJ(y)φcl(y) . (5.12)

This is just the requirement for

δ

δφcl
Γ[φcl] = −J(x) , (5.13)

or in the absence of a source, Γ serves as an effective action for the classical field φcl.

If we can only compute the effective action, we will understand how the classical field

(the expectation value of the quantum field) behaves, including quantum mechanical

effects.

To compute the effective action, we will follow [118] and split the Lagrangian into

a main part and one containing the aforementioned counterterms,

L = L1 + δL . (5.14)

The lowest order, we know that we just have the classical field equations,

δL
δφ

∣

∣

∣

∣

φ=φcl

+ J(x) = 0 (lowest order) . (5.15)

Defining J1 as whatever satisfies this exactly when L = L1, we can treat the difference

between J and J1 like a counterterm,

J(x) = J1(x) + δJ(x) , (5.16)

where like all other counterterms, it must be determined as we proceed through each

order in perturbation theory to match the original definition of φcl (i.e. the vacuum

expectation value given a source J).

Using this notation,

eiE[J ] =

∫

Dφ exp
[

i

∫

d4x (L1[φ] + J1φ)

]

exp

[

i

∫

d4x (δL[φ] + δJφ)

]

. (5.17)
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Setting aside the second exponential (containing only counterterms), the next step is

to break φ into φ(x) = φcl + η(x). The exponent then becomes (restoring ~ once again

for clarity),
∫

d4x (L1 + J1φ) =

∫

d4x (L1[φcl] + J1φcl) (5.18)

+

∫

d4xη(x)

(

δL1

δφ
+ J1

)

(5.19)

+
~

2

∫

d4x d4y η(x)η(y)
δ2L1

δφ(x)δφ(y)
+ ... , (5.20)

where functional derivatives of L1 are evaluated at φcl.

The term linear in η vanishes due to the definition of J1, while cubic and higher

terms we will neglect for now - it can be shown these correspond to Feynman diagrams

with multiple loops. In fact, this entire expansion is diagrammatically an expansion in

diagrams with steadily increasing numbers of loops. The first term contains diagrams

with no loops, while the terms proportional to ~ contain those with single loops. Higher

order terms contain diagrams with more loops.

Keeping the term quadratic in η means the integral is a Gaussian integral, and so

results in a functional determinant. Taking the log to find E[J ], and then carrying out

the Legendre transform,

Γ[φcl] =

∫

d4xL1[φcl] +
i~

2
log det

[

− δ2L1

δφδφ

]

(5.21)

− diagrams + counter terms . (5.22)

Thus we see our zeroth order action is merely the classical one; the next term gives

the first order correction from quantum mechanics, and neglecting higher order terms

leaves only the counter-terms as the final addition.

To evaluate this functional determinant, consider a Lagrangian density for a single

scalar field with some potential V (φ). Then we can evaluate the contents of the bracket,

and write the first order correction to the effective action as

Γ[φcl]
(1) =

i~

2
log det

[

∂2 + V ′′] , (5.23)

with primes indicating derivatives with respect to φ.

Next we use the identity: log detM = Tr logM . The trace of an operator is just the

sum of its eigenvalues, so we need to sum the eigenvalues of the operator log(∂2 +V ′′).

In order to sum these eigenvalues up, the following useful result is needed. Consider

a set of generalised vectors |x〉 , normalised such that

〈x
∣

∣x′〉 = δ(d)(x− x′) (5.24)
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where d is the number of spacetime dimensions. The completeness relation generalises

from a discrete space to the continuous space in the following fashion:

Î =

∫

ddx |x〉〈x| . (5.25)

Consider the eigenvalue problem:

F̂ φn(x) = λnφn(x). (5.26)

The covariant scalar product over a general spacetime with metric determinant g can

be defined:

(f, g) ≡
∫

ddx
√
gf(x)g(x) (5.27)

If a discrete set of eigenvalues is assumed, then

∫

ddx
√
gφm(x)φn(x) = δn,m (5.28)

Another way of writing an eigenvalue problem is in Dirac notation. Consider an oper-

ator Ô that has identical eigenvalues to F̂ , namely λn.

Ô |ψn〉 = λn |ψn〉 (5.29)

The states are normalised: 〈ψn |ψm〉 = δn,m. Now, inserting a factor of unity into this

eigenvalue problem,

ÔÎ |ψn〉 =

∫

ddx′ Ô
∣

∣x′〉〈x′
∣

∣ψn〉 = λn |ψn〉 (5.30)

If we pre-multiply by 〈x | , then
∫

ddx′ 〈x
∣

∣

∣
Ô
∣

∣

∣
x′〉ψn(x′) = λnψn(x) (5.31)

where 〈x |ψ〉 = ψ(x). We can also make the observation

〈ψn |ψm〉 =

∫

ddxψ†
n(x)ψm(x) = δn,m. (5.32)

by inserting the identity operator into the normalisation condition. Now compare

equation (5.31) with (5.26), and equation (5.32) with (5.28). The eigenvalue problems

are identical only if:

ψn = g1/4(x)φn(x) (5.33)

and

〈x
∣

∣

∣
Ô
∣

∣

∣
x′〉 = g1/4(x)F̂ g−1/4(x)δ(d)(x− x′) (5.34)
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In flat space-time, this leads to the useful result :

〈x
∣

∣

∣
Ô
∣

∣

∣
x′〉 = F̂ δ(d)(x− x′) , (5.35)

where Ô and F̂ are operators that share the same eigenvalues λn. Obviously, they

could even be the same operator.

Let us return to the eigenvalue problem, equation (5.31)
∫

ddx′ 〈x
∣

∣

∣
Ô
∣

∣

∣
x′〉〈x′ |ψn〉 = λn〈x |ψn〉 (5.36)

Now take Ô to share the same eigenvalues as the operator we are interested in: F̂ =

log (∂2 + V ′′). Then apply the useful result to yield:
∫

ddx′ log (∂2 + V ′′)δ(d)(x− x′)〈x′ |ψn〉 = λn〈x |ψn〉 (5.37)

How does our operator act on δ(d)(x − x′)? This is most easily addressed in Fourier

space, using the identity

δ(d)(x) =

∫ +∞

−∞

ddk

(2π)d
e−ik.x. (5.38)

At this point, it is necessary to specialise to a constant φcl so that the operator is

invariant under spatial translations. Now, by expanding out the logarithm, acting

upon the exponential, and re-summing, we see

log (∂2 + V ′′)δ(d)(x− x′) =

∫ +∞

−∞

ddk

(2π)d
log(−k2 + V ′′)e−ik.(x−x

′). (5.39)

Because of equation (5.32) we can reduce the right-hand side of our eigenvalue problem

to simply the eigenvalue λn by multiplying by ψ†
n(x) and integrating over spacetime

coordinates x. Along with the expansion of our operator into k-space, thanks to the

useful result, we find:

∫

ddx′
∫

ddx

∫

ddk

(2π)d
log(−k2 + V ′′)e−ik.(x−x

′)〈ψn
∣

∣x〉〈x′
∣

∣ψn〉 = λn. (5.40)

The inner-products on the left-hand side are just numbers - we can reorder them as we

choose. So we can write:

〈ψn
∣

∣x〉〈x′
∣

∣ψn〉 = 〈x′ |ψn〉〈ψn|x〉 = |ψn〉〈ψn| δ(d)(x′ − x) (5.41)

where the outer-product |ψn〉〈ψn| has been treated as an operator (which it is), and

the useful result applied once more.

The integration over x′ is easy; the delta function picks out only the value in the

exponential where x = x′, giving a factor of unity. The factor of |ψn〉〈ψn| also yields
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unity when summed over n by virtue of this being a complete set of states. Thus, the

desired result - the one loop correction to the effective action is

Γ[φcl]
(1) =

i~

2

∑

n

λn =
i~

2

∫

ddx

∫

ddk

(2π)d
log

(−k2 + V ′′

k2

)

(5.42)

where the extra φ-independent term has been added to make the dimensions of the log

correct (identical to adding a constant to the overall result). Note that the form of the

effective action can be easily related to an effective potential,

Veff = V1 + i~/2

∫

ddk

(2π)d
log

(−k2 + V ′′

k2

)

+ counter terms . (5.43)

This gives the Coleman-Weinberg effective potential; note that the integral formally

diverges. The final stages in the calculation are to regularise the integral (which can be

done, for example, by imposing a cut-off scale on the integral, and sending the cut-off

to infinity) and then choosing appropriate renormalisation conditions to resolve any

remaining infinite terms. We will delay this for now; after discussing the implications

of quantum corrections in a cosmological context, we will return to these subtleties,

and this will occupy much of the remainder of this Chapter.

5.2 Quantum corrections in cosmology

Often in cosmology, scalar fields with appropriate potentials and interactions are stud-

ied in order to explain different physical effects. Very well known examples are inflation

models, which provide a solution for the horizon and flatness problems of the standard

cosmology, and generate a nearly scale invariant primordial density perturbation, which

has been tested by the observations of the cosmic microwave background radiation spec-

trum [54]. The simpler examples are large field models of inflation with a renormalizable

potential, a mass term plus a quartic interaction [96]. When the quartic self-interaction

dominates, the WMAP normalization of the primordial spectrum demands this cou-

pling to be tiny, λ ≃ 10−14. Present observational data also indicate that we live in

an accelerated expanding Universe today [117, 124], and that around 70% of the total

energy density is made of a component, called dark energy, with negative equation of

state w, close to −1 [140, 54]. This could be explained by a light rolling scalar field,

usually called quintessence [114, 152, 30, 46, 115]. The dynamics of the field is such

that at early times, during matter or radiation domination, its energy density ρDE is

subdominant, and it is only today, when the field finds itself evolving in a roughly con-

stant potential, that ρDE dominates. Commonly, quintessence potentials are given by
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either exponentials or inverse powers of the field, i.e, by a non-normalizable potential,

which yields naturally a small classical mass of the quintessence field, below the Hubble

parameter, without the need of fine-tuning.

In trying to explain the origin of the inflation and quintessence potential from a

particle physics model, it is unlikely that it will appear as an isolated entity with no

interactions to any other degree of freedom. For example, inflation should be followed

by a reheating period, such that we recover a radiation dominated universe at the

end of it. The standard picture is that the inflaton couples to other light degrees

of freedom into which it decays during reheating [3, 52, 1, 86]. Moreover in warm

inflation dynamics [23] interaction of the inflaton field with other fields is needed to

produce radiation concurrently with inflationary expansion. For models where the

inflaton has sizable coupling to other fields, in order to maintain the required flatness

of the potential, supersymmetry is typically used to control large quantum corrections

[102]. For quintessence models, there are viable models coupled to the dark matter

fluid [59, 69, 81]. Or quintessence fields can directly be coupled through standard

renormalizable interactions to other bosons and fermions, providing for example time-

varying masses for these degrees of freedom [31, 27, 138, 20, 71]. But once coupled to

other species, one should check the stability of the classical results against quantum

corrections.

These sources of quantum corrections have been already studied in the literature.

For inflation for fields interacting sizably with the inflaton, often these effects are not a

problem, but indeed they can either help with the inflationary trajectory, as in super-

symmetric hybrid model [56], or lead to different observational signatures [131, 130].

For quintessence, in Ref. [26] the 1-loop corrections due to the self-interactions, among

other cases, were studied by regularizing the theory with a cut-off Λ, and they conclude

that for reasonable values of the high-energy cut-off, Λ < mP , quantum corrections do

not spoil the quintessence potential. At early times, when the quintessence energy

density is still subdominant, quantum corrections can be quite large compared to the

tree-level potential, but still subdominant compared to the other components of the

energy density. By the time the quintessence epoch starts, quantum corrections have

already become negligible. A similar conclusion is reached in Ref. [65] for the self-

couplings. More severe are the constraints on renormalizable couplings to fermions and

scalars, which have to be really tiny and negligible to avoid distortion of the quintessence

potential [65, 53, 8].

At first glance it seems that the previous studies on quantum corrections to the
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quintessence/inflation potential practically forbid couplings to scalars and/or fermions.

Here we want to argue against these conclusions for the particular case of quantum

corrections due to heavy states, and show that (at 1-loop and 2-loop orders) these

corrections can be kept under control once the decoupling theorem is taken into account

[139, 7]. We do not address the question of radiative corrections in a general framework,

but focus on scalar models with a well defined hierarchy of mass scales. And we do not

address either the question of why for example the self-coupling in the inflaton potential

or the quintessence mass are tiny, but given a model that can accomplish that, focus

on the problem of what happens when coupling such a light state to a much heavier

one. How large has to be the hierarchy between the mass scales, and the energy scale

range for which the model is stable against radiative corrections becomes a quantitative

question that can be answered with the tools presented in this chapter. The result does

not depend on whether we study a quintessence or inflation model. As such we will deal

with a generic scalar potential V (φ), where the field has a non vanishing background

field value. We will focus on the interactions to scalars, by introducing another scalar

χ with potential:

V (χ) =
1

2
m2
χχ

2 +
λχ
4!
χ4 +

1

2
g2χ2φ2 . (5.44)

The potentially dangerous term is g2φ2χ2 , which can give rise to a large quantum

contribution to the effective potential. This coupling induces a large field dependent

mass for the χ field, mχ ∼ gφ, and when φ ∼ mP , which is often the magnitude during

inflation [96, 102, 98, 3, 97] or quintessence [114, 152, 30], this can be larger than ρ1/4,

ρ being the total energy density. However, if we do not have enough energy to excite

such heavy states, physically we expect them to decouple from the spectrum [139, 7],

and their contribution to the effective potential to be highly suppressed. This has

been explicitly proved in [14, 68], in the context of an effective quantum field theory

of two scalar fields. At scales below the mass of the heavy scalar, the theory is well

approximated by an effective theory of the light particle alone. Integrating out the

heavy mass states, their effects are absorbed into the parameters of the theory with

the light particle only, plus corrections suppressed as the inverse powers of the heavy

mass [25]. The more disparate are the scales for the low-energy and the heavy mass,

the smaller the corrections from the heavy states. These proofs of decoupling are for a

general effective action. Expanding the effective action in momentum space, the first

term at zero momentum gives the effective potential, and therefore these proofs are

equally applicable to the problem of interest here.

The effective field theory (EFT) description together with the exact renormalization
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group techniques provide the tools to describe physics at different scales [155, 156,

119, 13, 29, 120, 107], and from them the decoupling theorem follows quite naturally.

Following the Wilsonian approach, a theory is defined and valid only up to some cutoff

or naturalness scale, Λ0, while physical observables are given at the scale ΛR < Λ0 at

which experiments are performed. The low-energy action is obtained step by step by

integrating out fluctuations with momentum larger than Λ, with ΛR < Λ < Λ0. As we

lower the cutoff Λ, the scaling of the effective action is controlled by the renormalization

group flow. The renormalization group equations are the mathematical statement that

physics at low-energy (or similarly at the renormalization scale) cannot depend on the

high energy cutoff. The renormalization group flow has an infrared attractor, and

indeed, as we scale down from high energy to low-energy, the effective action converges

toward a finite subset in the space of possible actions [119, 13]. The operators in

the effective action can be classified depending on their mass dimensions as irrelevant,

with negative mass dimension, and relevant, with positive mass dimension (recall in

the standard renormalization group approach, irrelevant operators correspond to non-

renormalizable operators, while relevant operators are the renormalizable ones). By

lowering the cutoff smoothly from Λ to ΛR, the renormalization group equations dictate

how the relevant couplings are rescaled, while the irrelevant couplings are suppressed

by powers of ΛR/Λ; that is, they become more and more “irrelevant” at low-energy.

Therefore, unless we perform very precise experiments, in practice only a few of the

irrelevant operators have to be taken into account in the calculations. The effects of

new physics that may be present at the high energy Λ0, given in terms of the irrelevant

operators, decouple from the low-energy action described by the relevant ones at ΛR,

and the low-energy effective action is fully predicted. One can then identify the scale of

new physics with that of a heavy massive state. The effective field theory description

leads therefore to the decoupling of the heavy states from the low-energy physics.

Decoupling here means power suppression by the light to heavy mass ratio: the larger

the separation between the scales, the more negligible the heavy mass effects.

The renormalization group equations (RGE) obtained in the EFT description

are equivalent to the standard renormalization scheme in quantum field theory

(QFT). In both the renormalized parameters are obtained by demanding the ef-

fective action to be independent of the high energy cut-off Λ0. The original pa-

rameters of the theory at Λ0 are the ‘bare’ parameters, which are unobservable

[14, 68, 156, 155, 119, 13, 29, 120, 107]. Physical observables are given in terms of

the renormalized parameters, with a scale dependence given by the RGEs. However, in
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the standard renormalization procedure the cut-off is sent to infinity, while in the EFT

approach the high energy cut-off is finite and sets the scale of validity of the theory,

the scale at which new physics may appear. But with or without sending the cut-off

to infinity, renormalization requires first a regulator to compute the cut-off dependence

of the loop corrections, and a set of normalization conditions to define the renormal-

ized couplings. Different renormalization schemes leads to different relations among

the renormalized parameters and the physical observables, but obviously to the same

physics. One can choose a renormalization prescription because of mathematical con-

venience such that the calculations are easier to deal with, which is usually the case of

the Minimal Subtraction (MS) scheme; on the other hand, the choice can be dictated

by the physical problem to be addressed. In our case we want to study the effects

of heavy massive states during the cosmological evolution of a light scalar field, that

being the inflaton or the quintessence field. This evolution is governed by the effective

potential, which we will compute following the standard perturbative renormalization

techniques, and our aim is to show the decoupling of the heavy states. To properly

address this issue, one must then compute the effective potential using renormalized

perturbation theory in which decoupling is already implemented. This is a well studied

problem [16, 112, 34], and we want to examine the implications of their results in the

context of scalar field inflation and quintessence.

Still, it is clear that physics depends on the scale at which it is observed, and from

the EFT approach (or the more standard renormalization procedure) this means that

the parameters in the effective potential have to be specified at some renormalization

scale. However there is no direct information in the potential about how to choose that

scale. A large value of the potential, or its curvature, etc..., has no direct relation with

the choice of the renormalization scale. One needs outside information on the model,

either a set of physical observables or physical conditions at a given scale to be related

to the renormalization parameters. For example, when computing the Higgs effective

potential one does not know the self coupling parameter at the electroweak scale. One

procedure then is to invoke a higher symmetry, like a Grand Unification Theory (GUT)

model, which then specifies the coupling at the GUT scale, and use the renormalization

group equations (RGE) to run it down. This is the standard procedure when studying

the effective potential in both the Standard Model and the Minimal Supersymmetric

Standard Model. If there is no theoretical argument from the symmetries of the model,

another possibility would be to do some scattering experiment from which to extract

the value of the self-coupling at some momentum scale, similar to what is done for
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gauge couplings [6]. Then, repeating the experiment at different energy scales one can

further confirm the predicted running [6].

In inflation and quintessence models most often they are not embedded in a higher

theory, and moreover outside phenomenological information about the parameters is

unavailable. For example, in chaotic inflation normalizing the potential to the cosmic

microwave background (CMB) amplitude leads to a tiny φ self-coupling of λφ ≃ 10−14

[54, 96]. This was all done through a classical calculation. What renormalization

scale has this specification of λφ ≃ 10−14 been done at? No information internal to this

calculation tell us about the scale. This is a common problem in this sort of inflationary

model building. As we will discuss in this chapter, this implies an arbitrariness in the

model predictions.

In the case of our model, there are three different couplings that need to be specified,

the φ self-coupling λφ, the χ self-coupling λχ, and the coupling g between the two scalar

fields. If we could scatter particles, that would give the couplings and masses at that

scale, but that possibility is not available. Indeed, this problem is general to any scalar

field inflation and/or quintessence calculation. One has no a priori information about

the values of the couplings at any given renormalization scale, so it is a matter of

choice, which leads to considerable ambiguity in the predictions from any given model.

To highlight this point about the ambiguity, decoupling has an interesting implication.

If one chooses all the parameters at a scale well below all thresholds in the model, then

there will be no quantum correction to the effective potential as such, and thus the

tree-level potential is the full effective potential. This is the implication of decoupling

in application to the effective potential in Refs. [16, 112, 34]. On the other hand, if

there are massless states, or one only knows the value of the parameters at some scale

intermediate to the masses in the theory, then one must implement the renormalization

group improved potential.

In our model, the only thing we know is that either for inflation or quintessence

λφ must be very tiny, although λχ and g are unconstrained. We also know that the χ

mass is heavy when the inflaton background field value is large, whereas the inflaton

mass must be smaller than the Hubble scale, or in the case of quintessence field, it

must be very tiny. Following the above logic of a scattering experiment, the energy

scale certainly will be below the Planck mass, and an internal consistency for our model

would require λφ to be very tiny. Then decoupling requires that heavy states yield no

radiative corrections. In the language of EFT this requires a large hierarchy between

the scale at which physics is observed, and the heavy mass scale, such that irrelevant
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couplings at low-energy yield practically no effect on the light states parameters and

can be safely ignored. How large this hierarchy has to be is then a quantitative question

that could be in principle addressed using the RGE tools.

In this chapter the decoupling concept will be developed and applied to inflation

and quintessence models using standard perturbative renormalization techniques. Our

set-up, is that of a scalar theory with a light state, the inflaton or quintessence, coupled

to a heavy scalar. The mass of the latter is controlled by the vev of the light scalar

field such that it is the large value of the vev which renders the extra scalar heavy.

Before proceeding, to further help focus on the objectives of this chapter, it is

worth mentioning, by way of contrast, how the problem studied here, where decou-

pling applies, differs from another important example involving heavy mass states,

where decoupling does not apply. In particular, in theories with spontaneous symme-

try breaking, when the heavy mass is given by the vacuum expectation value (vev) of

some other field times some dimensionless coupling, we have decoupling by increasing

the vev, but not necessarily when increasing the dimensionless coupling and keeping

the vev fixed [84, 129, 14, 68]. In the latter case, the theory will contain a strongly

interacting sector, and the light sector becomes apparently non-renormalizable, which

indicates its sensitivity to the physics of the heavy sector. This is for example the case

of the top quark in the Standard Model and its extensions [120]. On the other hand,

by increasing the vev but keeping the coupling perturbative, which is the case for the

problem considered in this chapter, the light sector remains renormalizable and one has

decoupling.

It is also worth clarifying here what this chapter is and is not attempting to do.

We are not attempting to explain why the cosmological constant is small nor any such

questions addressing fundamental questions about solving the cosmological constant.

Similarly for the mass and self-coupling values of the light field, we do not try to explain

their origin. All this chapter is doing is making one technical observation, that for those

fields coupled to the inflaton or quintessence scalar field which get very large masses as

this scalar field amplitude gets large, the quantum corrections from these fields on the

effective potential are power suppressed based on the decoupling theorem [139, 7]. The

inflaton/quintessence model is taken as an effective theory valid in a range of energies.

Therefore, the question of how small or large can the couplings of the massive state

to the light one be can be translated into the question of how large can the range of

validity of the effective theory be.

The chapter is organized as follows. In section 5.3 we will first discuss quantum
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corrections due to renormalizable interactions to other scalar field, computing the RG

improved effective potential at one-loop in a Mass Dependent Renormalization (MDR)

scheme. This allows us to take into account in the definition of the renormalization

parameters and their running the effects of massive states, and therefore decoupling.

Details about the calculation of the RGEs at 1-loop in the MDR scheme are provided in

Appendix A, Appendix B gives some 2-loop results, and the 1-loop effective potential is

given in Appendix C. In section 5.4 we discuss the non-renormalizable self-interactions

relevant for a quintessence field. In order to check the stability of the potential against

quantum corrections, we study in section 5.5 an example for an inflation model, and a

quintessence potential. We present the summary in section 5.6.

5.3 1-loop corrections: renormalizable interactions

In order to proceed, we will first check the 1-loop corrections due to the renormalizable

interactions of an extra χ field coupled to the scalar field φ. We assume that φ is a light

field with a non-vanishing vev, whereas the χ state is heavy (heavier than the Hubble

expansion rate), with zero vev. The tree-level potential is given by:

V (0)(φ, χ) = Ω +
1

2
m2
φφ

2 +
λφ
4!
φ4 +

1

2
m2
χχ

2 +
λχ
4!
χ4 +

1

2
g2χ2φ2 , (5.45)

Loop corrections can give rise to a cosmological constant term Ω, a quartic self-

interaction λφ and mass term m2
φ, and for consistency we include them already at

tree-level. The aim is to show that those interactions do not pick up large corrections

due to the heavy field, and they can remain as small as required during the inflationary

or quintessence phase. We do not couple the φ directly to fermions for simplicity, and

focus only on scalar couplings, but we allow a Yukawa coupling of the χ field to NF

massless Dirac fermions,

LYuk = −hχψ̄ψ. (5.46)

The immediate problem in computing radiative corrections to the effective potential

is that the latter must be renormalization scale independent. However, computing the

effective potential order by order in perturbation theory, the renormalization scale µ

explicitly shows up, and the point is how to choose that scale. One common approach

is such that all log corrections due to different mass scales are kept small and can be

resumed. For models with a single mass scale, the perturbative quantum corrections

lead to logarithmic terms of the form lnn(m2/µ2) and the standard procedure for con-

trolling the large log-terms is to choose the renormalization scale near the mass scale
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µ ∼ m. For a multi-mass case, such as in Eq. (5.44), logarithmic corrections terms

will arise of the form ∼ lnn(m2
φ/µ

2) lnm(m2
χ/µ

2) and if mφ and mχ are at very different

scales, say mχ ≫ mφ, there is no ideal choice of µ to control the large logs. However

such terms arise in a mass-independent renormalization scheme, which is problematic

for multi-mass cases for which there are disparate mass scales, since accounting for

decoupling effects can not be done. It is physically better motivated to use a MDR

scheme [66], in which any field with a mass much bigger than others in the system

has its quantum effects suppressed in powers of the light-to-heavy mass ratio. This

is the direct implication of the decoupling theorem proved in the EFT context. Thus

in a mass dependent scheme, quantum corrections lead to terms in the perturbative

expansion moderated by power suppression, ∼ (µ/mχ)
k lnn(m2

φ/µ
2) lnm(m2

χ/µ
2). In

this case the choice of renormalization scale µ2 ≪ m2
χ, although will lead to large log

terms, it is not important since the power suppression term dominates the perturbation

series and keeps it under control.

Resummation of the logs is done by applying renormalization group (RG) techniques

to obtain the RG-improved effective potential [83, 82, 15, 63, 40, 57, 62, 61]. For

multimass scale problems, the prescription given in Refs. [16, 34] is to always choose

the renormalization scale to be of order the lowest mass scale, because the decoupling

theorem will ensure that the heavy mass states do not contribute. This can be seen

directly when using a mass dependent renormalization (MDR) scheme, because at any

order the logs are modulated by the appropriate threshold functions [66, 112]. Recall

that these threshold functions suppress those massive contributions that are much above

the renormalization scale. Therefore, in the MDR scheme one can immediately see that

one gets the most rapid convergence of the perturbative expansion by choosing the RG

scale below all thresholds.

In the following we will revise in detail the above arguments, given the calculation

of the effective potential, and the resummation of the logs through the RG-improved

potential, first by using a mass independent scheme as in [83, 82, 15, 63, 40, 57, 62, 61].

Decoupling of heavy states has to be introduced by hand, by matching the renormalized

parameters of the effective potential at high energies (in the sense that all states heavy

and light contribute), to the ones in the effective potential at low energies where only

light degrees of freedom should appear. We will then compute the effective potential in

the MDR scheme, which allows a smooth transition from ‘high’ to ‘low’ energies, and

directly incorporates the decoupling of heavy states without further assumptions.
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1-loop corrections are given by the Coleman-Weinberg potential [43, 149]:

∆V (1) =
1

2

∫

d4q

(2π)4

∑

α

ln(q2 +M2
α) , (5.47)

where α = φ, χ, and Mα are the field-dependent masses:

M2
χ = g2φ2 +m2

χ , (5.48)

M2
φ =

λφ
2
φ2 +m2

φ , (5.49)

(We will use φ for both the quantum field as in Eq. (2) and in all the Lagrangians

in this chapter, as well as for the background field value as in the above expressions

for Mχ and Mφ, since the correct usage will be obvious in each case.) The divergent

integrals in Eq. (5.47) can be regularized by using a cut-off Λ, and keeping only terms

that do not vanish when the cut-off goes to infinity we have:

∆V (1)
reg =

∑

α

(

M2
α

32π2
Λ2 +

M4
α

64π2

(

ln
M2
α

Λ2
− 1

2

))

, (5.50)

For renormalizable tree-level potentials, the cut-off divergent terms are subtracted by

adding counterterms:

Vct(φ) = δΩ+
1

2
δm2

φφ
2 +

δλφ
4!
φ4 (5.51)

and imposing suitable renormalization conditions at some arbitrary scale µ on the

effective potential [43, 149]. This allows to remove the quadratic and logarithmic

divergent term, by choosing:

δΩ = − Λ2

32π2
(m2

φ +m2
χ) +

1

64π2
(m4

φ +m4
χ)

(

ln
Λ2

µ2
− 1

)

, (5.52)

δm2
φ = − Λ2

32π2
(λφ + 2g2) +

1

32π2
(λφm

2
φ + 2g2m2

χ)

(

ln
Λ2

µ2
− 1

)

, (5.53)

δλφ =
1

32π2
(3λ2φ + 12g4)

(

ln
Λ2

µ2
− 1

)

. (5.54)

Adding Vct to Eq. (5.50), the divergent terms cancel out and one is left with the

logarithmic contributions depending now on the renormalization scale µ:

∆V (1) =
1

64π2

∑

α

M4
α

(

ln
M2
α

µ2
− 3

2

)

. (5.55)

Notice however that there is an arbitrariness in choosing the finite terms in the coun-

terterms, and different renormalization conditions lead to different finite contributions

[122] also in the effective potential. The above prescription has been chosen in or-

der to match the standard result for the 1-loop effective potential using dimensional

regularization and minimal subtraction (MS) as a renormalization prescription.
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Independently of the implemented renormalization scheme, physics cannot depend

on the arbitrary renormalization scale µ, and the effective potential V = V (0) +∆V (1)

has to satisfy the renormalization group equation (RGE):

DV =

(

µ
∂

∂µ
+ βλa

∂

∂λa
− γφφ

∂

∂φ
− γχχ

∂

∂χ

)

V = 0 , (5.56)

where λa denotes both renormalizable couplings and mass parameters in the potential,

βa = ∂λa/∂ lnµ their beta functions, and γφ, γχ are the anomalous dimensions of the

fields1.

The solution to the RGE then provides the RG-improved effective potential [83, 82,

15, 16, 63, 40, 57, 62, 61], given by:

V (φ, χ, λa;µ) = V (φ(t), χ(t), λa(t); e
tµ) . (5.57)

We can now evaluate the effective potential at any given scale t by appropriately chang-

ing fields, couplings and masses: φ(t), χ(t), λ(t) are now running parameters, with

scale dependence (t-dependence) given by the corresponding RGEs. As remarked in

[15], order by order in perturbation theory, the Lth-to-leading log order RGE improved

effective potential is given by the (L+1)-loop RGE functions, and the L-loop effective

potential at some boundary value of t. The main idea of the RG improved method is

that by choosing adequately t, the potentially large logs appearing on the LHS of Eq.

(5.57) can be resummed. Thus, at lowest order the RG improved effective potential

reduces to the tree-level potential with couplings, masses and fields given by the 1-loop

running parameters:

V eff = Ω(t) +
1

2
m2
φ(t)φ

2(t) +
λφ(t)

4!
φ4(t)

+
1

2
m2
χ(t)χ

2(t) +
λχ(t)

4!
χ4(t) +

1

2
g2(t)χ2(t)φ2(t)

∣

∣

∣

∣

t=t∗

. (5.58)

The key point is how to choose t∗, i.e, which is the best choice to evaluate the effective

potential. As stressed in Ref. [34], one can choose either a value at which the 1-loop

potential has the least µ-dependence, i.e.

D(V (0) +∆V (1))
∣

∣

∣

(t∗)
= 0 , (5.59)

or the scale at which the loop expansion has the best apparent behavior, i.e.,

∆V (1)(t∗) = 0. The optimal situation occurs when both criteria are met by the

1The anomalous dimensions are the logarithmic µ derivatives of the wave-function renormalization

constants of the fields Zφα
. We have included in Eq. (5.56) the contribution of γχ for the sake of

generality, but we only consider situations when χ = 0, χ referring to the vev of the field.
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same choice t∗. This can be done in a model with a single mass scale, say a scalar

field φ with self-interactions and no couplings to other fields, so that the choice

[83, 82, 15, 40, 57, 62, 61]:

t∗ = ln
µ∗
µ

=
1

2
ln
M2
φ(t)

µ2
, (5.60)

fulfills both conditions, and is equivalent to evaluating the 1-loop potential at the scale

µ = Mφ. But in the presence of very different mass scales, say Mφ ≪ Mχ, the choice

is not obvious. The problem is how to rearrange the loop expansion in terms of small

parameters for the series expansion to make sense (and to be resummed). With two

different mass scales, the correction to the effective potential can be written as [16, 112]:

∆V = g2φ4
∞
∑

l=L−(i+j)

(

g2

16π2

)l ∞
∑

i,j

Fi,j
[

M2
χ/M

2
φ, λφ/g

2
]

siχs
j
φ , (5.61)

where

sα =
g2

16π2
ln
M2
α

µ2
. (5.62)

By taking as a boundary condition either sφ = 0 or sχ = 0, to evaluate the L-loop

effective potential at given order, there are still potentially large contributions due to

lnM2
χ/M

2
φ in Eq. (5.61), and the series cannot be truncated at any order.

However, as remarked before, one does not (and should not) expect heavy states to

modify the low-energy physics, and thus the main issue to address is how to incorporate

decoupling of heavy states in the improved effective potential [16, 112, 34], that is, how

to get rid of the troublesome large logs by adopting a physical condition. For example,

in Eq. (5.58) the decoupling can be incorporated in the running parameters through

their RGEs. In a mass-independent renormalization scheme, with no reference to mass

scales, decoupling has to be implement by hand by the use of step functions in the

RGEs and matching conditions for masses and couplings at each threshold: for a given

state, when its mass becomes heavier than the renormalization scale, its contribution

drops from the RGEs and the effective potential. In particular we will have [34]:

∆V (1) =
∑

α

θ(µ2 −M2
α)V

(1)
α , (5.63)

V (1)
α =

M4
α

64π2

(

ln
M2
α

µ2
− 3

2

)

, (5.64)

and the optimal choice for t∗ (or µ∗) is then given by the lower threshold in the model.

Indeed in that case all massive states are decoupled, so that ∆V (1)(µ∗) = 0, i.e.,

the effective potential is given by the tree-level potential with masses and couplings
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evaluated at low-energy. The effect of the heavy states appear when integrating the

RGEs from high energy down to the low-energy regime.

However, threshold effects are more naturally taken into account when adopting

instead a mass dependent renormalization (MDR) scheme [112]. Following Ref. [66],

effective couplings and masses are defined after subtracting the divergences (regularized

using dimensional regularization for example) of the 1PI Green functions, by imposing

suitable normalization conditions at the euclidean external momentum p2E = −p2 = µ2,

with µ2 being the arbitrary renormalization scale. The Appendices give a detailed

account of the MDR scheme, beta functions and 1-loop correction to the effective

potential in this scheme, while the following just summarizes the main results.

We have already mentioned the scheme-dependence of the finite contributions in

the counterterms, or equivalently the renormalization constants Za [122]:

δm2
α = m2

α(Z
−1
m2

α
− 1) , (5.65)

δλα = λα(Zλα − 1) , (5.66)

δΩ = Ω(Z−1
Ω − 1) , (5.67)

that relate the bare parameters (denote by a subindex “0”) with the renormalized ones:

m2
α(µ) = ZφZm2

α
m2
α0 , (5.68)

λα(µ) = Z2
φZ

−1
λα
λα0 , (5.69)

Ω(µ) = ZΩΩ0 . (5.70)

By modifying the subtraction conditions, we are explicitly including finite contributions

from the 1PI functions, which carry the dependence on the different mass scales of the

model. When taking the derivative with respect to the arbitrary renormalization scale

µ, that dependence appears in the beta functions as threshold functions depending on

the different ratiosM2
α/µ

2. These threshold functions modulate the contribution of each

massive state to the running of the different parameters. And in the exact decoupling

limit µ = 0 the threshold functions vanish. For the renormalizable parameters in Eq.
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(5.45), the beta functions for the couplings and mass parameters are given by:

(4π)2βλφ = 3λ2φF2(aφ) + 12g4F2(aχ) , (5.71)

(4π)2βλχ = 3λ2χF2(aχ) + 12g4F2(aφ) + (8λχh
2 − 48h4)NF , (5.72)

(4π)2βg2 = g2(λφF2(aφ) + λχF2(aχ) + 8g2F1(aχ) + 4NFh
2) , (5.73)

(4π)2βh2 = h4(6F3(aχ) + 4NF ) , (5.74)

(4π)2βm2
χ

= 4NFh
2m2

χ , (5.75)

(4π)2βm2
φ

= 0 , (5.76)

(4π)2βΩ = 0 , (5.77)

where NF is the number of massless fermions, and we have defined aα =M2
α/µ

2.

Notice that by using a MDR scheme, with no couplings of the field φ to fermions, the

mass parameter m2
φ and the vacuum energy contribution Ω do not run: they are fixed

by the boundary conditions. That is, the pure (quadratically) divergent terms from

vacuum diagrams with no reference to the external energy scale can be subtracted from

the bare parameters in the potential, leaving a fixed, finite contribution. For example

we can always impose as normalization condition for the vacuum contribution:

Ω(µ) = 0 . (5.78)

This is equivalent to normalize the effective potential to zero when the field vev van-

ished. Similarly, the mass parameter mφ(µ) can be set to zero or to the appropriate

low mass scale.

We remark that we are studying a model with a light scalar field φ, and a much

heavier state χ. Our physical initial set-up includes by definition a light mass, whatever

the origin, and in particular for inflation or quintessence we know that this has to be

at most of order the Hubble scale. This implies that the renormalized mass parameter

in a given renormalization scheme must also be of that order, and in particular in the

MDS we are using, setting that as an initial condition at a scale µ ensures that at

1-loop order it is fulfilled at any other scale. On the other hand, this can be viewed

as a fine-tuning of the bare mass parameter against the quadratic cut-off contribution

in order to render the mass parameter of the right order of magnitude. Given that

the bare parameters are neither physical, nor related to physical observables, one is

always free to choose such initial condition as demanded by the problem one wants to

study. In the language of the EFT, usually one appeals to arguments of naturalness

to set all the parameters in the model at the high-energy cut-off Λ0 to be order one in
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c0 c1 c2

F1(a) 15.3 20.1 31.8

F2(a) 48.1 60.04 295.4

F3(a) 48.1 60.04 295.4

units of Λ0, except for the light state, whose mass has to be fine-tuned [14, 68] below

the cut-off. One therefore should check the stability of such an assumption against

radiative corrections, or equivalently the renormalization flow. And indeed decoupling

ensures that the light states are not destabilized at low-energies by the presence of

heavy massive states. The relevant mass parameter in our case is the effective field

dependent mass M2
φ, which does run due to the running of the coupling constant λφ,

and the effects of the heavy states on the light mass are encoded in the running of this

coupling. During inflation or quintessence in order to have a viable model and a light

enough scalar mass this self-coupling has to be tiny, which might also be seen as a fine-

tuning problem. Here we are not trying to explain the origin of these ‘tiny’ parameters

when compared to other parameters of the model, but their stability against radiative

corrections and the viability of the model in the presence of heavy states.

Coming back to the RGEs Eqs. (5.71-5.75), the expressions for the threshold func-

tions Fi, i = 1, 2, 3, are given in Eqs. (A.47) - (A.49) in Appendix A (also some 2-loop

expressions are given in Appendix B). They can be well approximated by:

Fj(a) ≃
1 + c0ja

1 + c1ja+ c2ja2
, (5.79)

with the coefficients cij for each function given in Table 5.3. In the massless limit,

all threshold functions reduce to one, which recovers for the couplings (dimensionless

parameters) the standard RGEs computed for example in MS (see Appendix A). On the

other hand, when the ratio aα ≫ 1, we have Fj(aα) ≃ O(1/aα), i.e., power suppression

of the heavy state contribution. Decoupling is not instantaneous, as can be seen in Fig.

5.1. Threshold functions smoothly interpolate between the high energy regime where

massive states can be viewed as massless, and the low-energy theory without heavy

states.

All that remains now is to fix the initial conditions at some scale µ to integrate

the RGEs and obtain the values of parameters when all masses decouple. With those

we evaluate the tree-level potential to obtain the RG-improved effective potential at 1-

loop. It is shown in Appendix C that by substituting back the solution for the running

couplings at low-energy in the tree-level potential one recovers the 1-loop correction
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Figure 5.1: Threshold functions: F1(m
2/p2) (solid, black), F2(m

2/p2) (dashed, red), and

F3(m
2/p2) (dot-dashed, green).

computed in the MDR scheme:

∆V (1) =
1

64π2

(

λ2φφ
4

4
(ln

M2
φ

µ2
− I(M2

φ/µ
2)) + g4φ4(ln

M2
χ

µ2
− I(M2

χ/µ
2))

)

,(5.80)

where

I(a) = ln a− 2−
√
1 + 4a ln

√
1 + 4a− 1√
1 + 4a+ 1

. (5.81)

The main difference between the 1-loop correction computed in a mass independent

renormalization procedure, and the MDR scheme one, comes into the non-logarithmic

contribution, and it is due to the different scheme-dependent finite contributions in the

renormalization conditions. Comparing Eq. (5.80) with Eq. (5.55), the constant “3/2”

term is replaced by a threshold function I(a), which controls the contribution of the

original log term. Thus, whatever the hierarchy among the masses, we obtain the exact

result at 1-loop:

∆V (1)(µ = 0) = 0 . (5.82)

In section 5.5 we will present some examples of the procedure for an inflation model,

and a quintessence one. We want to check the impact of the radiative corrections on

the inflaton/quintessence potential as φ changes. Notice that by changing φ we are

implicitly changing the threshold conditions that depend on the effective masses, and
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therefore the values of the couplings, so effectively what we have are field dependent

couplings. We will check that at least during the regimes of interest, when φ evolves

the couplings remain in the perturbative regime and none of them picks up a large

correction. For example for the quintessence model, we can impose that we have indeed

a quintessence regime, such that for φ ≫ mP the quartic coupling λφ is tiny (or even

zero). By going backwards in time, i.e., taking smaller values of the field, the evolution

should be such that the coupling never gets large enough to disturb the standard

evolution of the quintessence field.

5.4 1-loop corrections: non-renormalizable self-interactions

Most quintessence potentials (and some inflation potentials) are typically given by non-

renormalizable φ potentials, VNR(φ), so that the tree-level potential is now given by:

V (0)(φ, χ) = VNR(φ) +
1

2
m2
φφ

2 +
λφ
4!
φ4 +

1

2
m2
χχ

2 +
λχ
4!
χ4 +

1

2
g2χ2φ2 , (5.83)

The φ-dependent mass of the φ field picks up an extra term due to the non-

renormalizable interaction, and in Eq. (5.50) we have to replaceM2
φ by V ′′

NR+M
2
φ. The

1-loop correction ∆V (1) can be split into a renormalizable and a non-renormalizable

contribution, owing to the origin of the field-dependent masses:

∆V (1) = ∆V
(1)
NR +∆V (1)

ren , (5.84)

where ∆V
(1)
ren is given in Eq. (5.50), with Mα =Mφ, Mχ, while ∆VNR is given by:

∆V
(1)
NR =

V ′′
NR

32π2
Λ2

+
1

64π2

(

V ′′
NR(V

′′
NR + 2M2

φ)

(

ln
V ′′
NR +M2

φ

Λ2
− 1

2

)

+M4
φ ln

V ′′
NR +M2

φ

M2
φ

)

.(5.85)

Having dealt with the renormalizable interactions in the previous section, we come

back to the quadratic cut-off and log dependent term due to the non-renormalizable

interaction. The standard approach, which we will follow, is then to consider Λ as the

effective ultraviolet cutoff for the model, such that:

∆V
(1)
NR ≃ V ′′

NR

32π2
Λ2 , (5.86)

where in ∆V
(1)
NR we have kept only the dominant quadratic contribution [53].

Without loss of generality, let us consider a generic quintessence potential of the

form:

VNR (φ) =
λM (4+n)

φn +Mn
. (5.87)
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The scale M is model dependent, and we do not consider any particular value; here it

only parametrizes the value of the field well outside the quintessence phase, φ ∼ M ,

while the quintessence regime happens for values of the field φ≫ mP . Now we want to

check that indeed ∆V
(1)
NR does not provide large corrections to the potential, ∆V

(1)
NR ≪

VNR. This condition is not difficult to fulfill when φ ≫ M , and in this regime we

simply have ∆VNR/VNR ≃ (Λ/φ)2, so in the quintessence regime when φ > mP , the

mass squared V ′′
NR has become tiny, and the effective ultraviolet cut-off can be taken

close to the Planck scale and still Λ/φ < 1. However, at early times when φ ∼M ≪ mP

we have that ∆V
(1)
NR/VNR ≃ (Λ/M)2, which can be large unless the cut-off is well below

M .

Nonetheless, one can argue as done in Ref. [26] that this is all right as far as

the 1-loop contribution is suppressed not with respect to the tree-level potential, but

with respect to the dominant energy density at the time. For example there are some

restrictions on the amount of dark energy at the time of Big Bang Nucleosynthesis, with

ρDE < 0.2ρrad, which in this case should be satisfied by the 1-loop effective potential.

At earlier times, the quintessence field may find itself fast rolling the potential, with

the Universe dominated by its kinetic energy density ρKE (kination). The condition to

be on the safe side would be that still ∆V
(1)
NR ≪ ρKE . However, it is not clear how to

reconcile a fast rolling field with the calculation of the improved effective potential, and

the approximation may break down. Because of that we do not pursue the calculation

of the effective potential into that regime. Whenever a kination phase due to the

quintessence field in the early universe, we can check that after that quantum corrections

do not mess up the evolution of the quintessence field, and that quintessence domination

is reached today. Going backwards in time, if the quantum corrections are subdominant

by the time of kination, we assume that they will not grow as much as to change this

phase. We have no means to consistently check this assumption, but we consider it a

reasonable working hypothesis.

5.5 Results for inflation and quintessence

5.5.1 Inflation

Let us consider inflationary potentials of the form:

V (φ) = λφM
4

(

φ

M

)n

, (5.88)
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which is added to V (χ) in Eq. (5.44). Due to the coupling between φ and χ, radiative

corrections will always induce a quartic interaction for the inflaton field. Just to keep

the discussion simple, we focus on the n = 4 case. The tree-level potential reduces then

to Eq. (5.45), with2 mφ = 0.

In such chaotic potentials inflation takes place for φ > mP , and therefore the χ

field gets a large mass gφ ≃ mP , for moderate values of the coupling g. On the other

hand, the inflaton mass is M2
φ = Vφφ < H2 ≪ M2

χ. Then, following our prescription,

the appropriate renormalization scale µ = µ∗ for examining physics during inflation is

of the order of Mφ. At this scale, the threshold functions imply a suppression of the

effect of the χ loops in the renormalization group equations.

Notice that in the standard MS scheme, the generic approach is to suppress large

logs, in which case at 1-loop order it would mean taking µ∗ ≃ Mχ. However, in

the MDR scheme the large log contribution is suppressed by the threshold function

prefactor when µ is chosen at the lowest threshold. In fact, at 2-loops at order g4, there

will be large logs depending on both massesMφ andMχ, and in the MS scheme it is not

clear which is the best choice for µ∗. Nevertheless, the MDR scheme is unambiguous

that it is around the lowest mass scale.

Up to order of magnitude, the above approach fixes the choice of µ∗ in the MDR

scheme. But there is an uncertainty in the exact value one should choose. This underlies

an inherent ambiguity in the value of the effective potential, which ultimately implies

a theoretical uncertainty in the coupling and thus on the model predictions such as the

amplitude of primordial perturbations. If the effective potential could be computed

exactly, then it would be completely µ-independent and any choice of µ∗ would be

equally good. However in any real calculation, where the effective potential is calculated

only to some finite order, often just 1-loop order, the choice of µ∗ must be made

carefully. For a given choice of µ∗, slightly larger or smaller values should result in the

same answer, and if they do not, the selection of µ∗ is flawed for the given order in the

loop expansion.

To implement the calculation of the RG improved effective potential, two renormal-

ization scales in general are needed. First is the scale, which will be called µ̄, where

the initial values of the parameters in the theory are specified and second is the scale

where we want to use the potential to do physics, which we have already denoted µ∗. A

2We have shown in section 5.3 that the mass parameter mφ does not run in the MDR scheme, so

that imposing as a boundary condition mφ(µ) = 0 ensures that this parameter vanishes at 1-loop at

any other energy scale.
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further detail in specifying the initial values of the parameters at µ̄ is this specification

in general must be given over some range of φ, and thus the masses in the system. As

φ changes, these φ-dependent masses will change, thus this choice of µ̄ and/or initial

values of the system parameters can change.

There are two approaches we will consider for initializing the RG improved calcu-

lation of the effective potential, which will be referred to as the high and low-energy

approaches. In the low-energy approach the parameters of the system are initialized

at the scale where one is interested in using the effective potential to do physics, thus

µ̄ = µ∗. Since this µ∗ in MDR scheme is at the scale of the smallest mass, it means

there would be very small quantum corrections to the effective potential from heavy

mass states. Moreover as φ changes, thus the masses in the system, in principle one

could use RG to move the value of µ∗ to optimize the quantum corrections, although

the effects would be small. In the high energy approach, the values of the initial param-

eters are specified at some high renormalization scale µ̄ and then the renormalization

group is used to run the parameters down to the scale µ∗, where physics is to be done.

An example of implementing the low-energy approach in the case of inflation would

be to fix the value of λφ at the epoch of inflation corresponding today to the largest

observable scale. This value of λφ can be determined from density perturbation con-

straints from measurement of the cosmic microwave background. The renormalization

scale this corresponds to would be (following our prescription) the lowest mass scale in

the theory, µ∗ ≃ Mφ. We may therefore say that at these values of φ and µ, observa-

tions tell us λφ(µ∗) ≈ 10−14, and this is all. If we have a more complicated model with

additional parameters, we must also be able to specify the remaining parameters such

as g2 also at µ∗. In this approach there would be no or very small quantum corrections,

so that the tree-level potential would be almost identical to the RG-improved one.

The high energy approach might be implemented if the scalar potential were em-

bedded in a higher theory, and some symmetry at a high energy scale µ̄ specified the

value of the parameters and over some range of φ. Then the RGE could be used to run

the parameters down from µ̄ to µ∗ where one wishes to do physics with the effective

potential.

An important point here is the matter of initial conditions is not simply a math-

ematical concern. There is in general missing physics in inflationary models. The

predictions one obtains from such models depend on this missing physics. Thus for a

given inflationary potential, depending what higher theory it is embedded in, differ-

ent specifications might emerge for the value of the coupling λφ at some high energy
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Figure 5.2: The running of λφ, with g
2 = 10−4. The red star indicates µ = µ̄; at this scale

some assumed physics informs us that λφ is constant over the considered range in φ. Blue dots

indicate the position on each curve where µ = µ∗, and where the parameter should be taken

to improve the effective potential. Curves with smaller φ than those shown quickly drive λφ

negative before µ∗ is reached. At larger φ the curves are flat and constant, with a value that

increases only slightly as φ increases.

scale, which when evolved down to µ∗ will lead to different predictions for inflation and

large scale structure. This can be viewed in an alternative fashion. In the low-energy

approach, we require the inflation model to be consistent with observation, thus the

parameters are determined by the physics of inflation. This might then be used to place

constraints on the unspecified physics at higher energies.

Let us now examine the behavior of the parameters with RG running. For the

high energy approach at some renormalization scale µ = µ̄ some unknown physics

specifies that the parameters (and λφ in particular) maintain their values over a range

in φ. Although we are not considering any specific model for the high scale physics,

we would like to investigate the procedure for how this would in principle be done.

As such, what we will do to determine the values of the parameters at scale µ̄ is run

from µ∗ (where the parameters are specified or known) to µ̄, at the value of φ where a

constraint on the parameters exists. For our purposes this will be φ = mp. This is just

to ensure that the effective potential will match observed constraints at φ = mp. We

would like to check it continues to do so at larger/smaller values of φ.
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Thus we start with the following parameters at φ = mp and µ = µ∗ = Mφ: λφ =

10−14, g2 = 10−4, λχ = 10−3, h2 = 10−4, m2
χ = 10−9m2

P , m
2
φ = 0, NF = 8, and

µ̄ = 10−5mP . We run the parameters upwards to µ̄ and find the value of the parameters

there. At this scale our assumed physics keeps these parameters unchanged with φ.

Thus we now change φ, and run back down to µ = µ∗. This lets us probe the effective

potential at different values of φ.

What is found is most parameters remain nearly constant (varying less than 0.1%

over the range in µ considered); the only parameter that runs appreciably is λφ, and is

plotted on Fig. 5.2. The blue dashed line on Fig. 5.2 shows this initial curve (φ = mp)

for λφ. The red star denotes µ̄, which is at the same location on all curves.

Recall at this scale µ̄ the parameters are assumed to be independent of φ: through

this assumption we are including the missing physics. We run down from the red star

to the low scale µ∗ for different values of φ (the blue dots denote the point µ∗ on each

line). At this scale, the parameter should be taken and inserted into the tree-level

potential to generate the 1-loop improved effective potential.

It is clear the curves are very flat at the scale µ∗; it makes little difference if the

parameters are evaluated at precisely µ∗ or within some order of magnitude of this

scale (or indeed, many orders of magnitude below it). This is precisely as we would

expect, as we have chosen µ∗ just for this property, so as to satisfy the µ-independence

of our improved effective potential.

As each curve generates a single value of λ(µ∗) for a single value of φ, we can

construct curves of how λ(µ∗) varies over φ directly. To do so we compare the values

at µ∗ (the blue dots) for a large number of curves. Furthermore, we can examine how

these curves change if the value of µ̄ (the horizontal position of the red star) is changed.

The result is Fig. 5.3, maintaining the above parameters but varying µ̄.

How can we understand this behavior? Consider the equation governing the running

of λφ, Eq. (5.71),

(4π)2βλφ = 3λ2φF2(aφ) + 12g4F2(aχ) . (5.89)

We will now make some approximations. If we assume µ2 ≪M2
χ (certainly true for the

numerical range shown above), we may use the approximate behavior of the threshold

function, F2(aχ) ≈ µ2/(g2φ2). Despite this suppression, the value of λφ is still small

enough for the second driving term to dominate. Indeed, for such small values of the

self-coupling λφ(µ) ≃ 10−14, in the absence of any other coupling the solution to the

RGE gives λφ(µ) ≃ λφ(µ̄), so that effectively βλφ ≃ 0, and the value of the coupling

must be initialized at that small value at any other high energy scale. The initial value
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Figure 5.3: Curves showing how λφ(µ∗) varies with φ, for different values of µ̄. As before,

g2 = 10−4. Since λφ(µ∗) appears in the RG-improved effective potential, this is the physically

important quantity. Curves with µ̄ larger than those shown quickly drive λφ(µ∗) negative

before φ is as small as 0.1mp, and have mildly larger values at large φ. At larger φ the curves

asymptote to a constant value. Increasing g2 has a similar effect to increasing µ̄2, and the

increase in one may be compensated for by a decrease in the other, allowing for larger values

of g2 than plotted here.
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of λφ must be fixed with the same accuracy than the given small value at low energies.

On the other hand, including the effect of g we find:

(4π)2
dλφ
dµ

≃ 12
g2

φ2
µ . (5.90)

We can solve this if we make the assumption g2 is constant, which is well supported

numerically. The solution is

λφ(µ) ≃ λφ(µ̄)−
6g2

(4π)2

(

µ̄

φ

)2
[

1−
(

µ

µ̄

)2
]

. (5.91)

We see now precisely the behavior in Fig. (5.2); starting from an initial value at λφ(µ̄),

λφ quickly reaches a constant value when µ ≪ µ̄. We also see the φ dependence

exhibited in Fig. (5.3). As φ is steadily reduced, the second term becomes larger,

eventually dominating the first term and driving λφ negative. Larger values of µ̄ have

the same effect as this. For λφ(µ∗) to be stable against changes in φ, we require the

second term smaller than the first. This gives the constraint:

6g2

(4π)2

(

µ̄

φ

)2

≪ λφ(µ̄) , (5.92)

which can be written as:

gµ̄≫ 10Mφ(µ̄) . (5.93)

For inflation, with λφ(µ̄) ≈ 10−14 and at its smallest φ = 0.1mp, we find:

gµ̄≪ 1012GeV . (5.94)

This agrees well with Fig. 5.3; if g2 ≈ 10−4, then µ̄ may be no larger than 1014 GeV.

When inflation ends at around φ ∼ mp, the suppression is reduced compared to

earlier, larger field values. As the field strength continues to decrease, the effects

become gradually larger. The values of µ̄ and g2 in the plots have been chosen to

display this behavior between φ = mp and φ = 0.1mp.

For completeness, note that if a large mass parameter is given to χ, such thatMχ ≈
mχ ≫ g2φ2, the solution becomes independent of φ at these field values. However, for

the solution to be valid, we would require Mχ ≈ mχ ≫ µ̄ to suppress the χ loops.

For a given value of g, Eq. (5.93) tell us which is the effective high energy scale for

the model below which the coupling g does not induce large corrections to the inflaton

self-coupling, i. e., the effects of the heavy field decouple. Similarly, choosing the value

of µ̄, it tells us how large can be the value of g. On the other hand, it is just an initial
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condition problem to find the value of g(µ̄) (having also set the values of the other

couplings) which gives rise to the required value of λφ(µ). The problem is how much

that initial value has to be fine-tuned in order not to induce a variation on λφ(µ) say

larger than 10 %, a question that can be answered with the RGEs. Taking for example

φ = mP , for the GUT scale with µ̄ ≃ 1016 GeV, an initial value g2(µ̄) ≃ 10−6 does not

require any tuning, while a value g2(µ̄) ≃ 10−4 requires to be fixed with an accuracy

of less than 10−4%. With µ̄ = mP , we obtain that g2(µ̄) ≃ 10−7 does not require any

tuning, but g2(µ̄) ≃ 10−4 has to be fixed with an accuracy of less than 10−6%. Without

taking into account thresholds in the RGEs, either with µ̄ the GUT scale or the Planck

scale, one would conclude that g2(µ̄) has to be fine-tuned within a 10−7% of its initial

value.

Let us now pause and consider the physical interpretation of these results. Without

decoupling, we would expect corrections to λφ of size O(g4). Instead, due to the

suppression of the χ-loops, we find this result is reduced by a factor of µ̄2/M2
χ. Deriving

an effective field theory, by integrating out the heavy degrees of freedom from a more

fundamental theory, typically leaves behind a low-energy theory along with terms in

the potential suppressed by factors of O
(

E2/m2
)

, where E is the low-energy scale the

theory is probed at, while m is the energy scale associated with the heavy degrees of

freedom. For instance, classical electromagnetism encounters corrections with a size

O
(

E2/m2
e

)

where me is the mass of the electron. We might have expected in the case

of inflation to find quantum corrections suppressed in a similar fashion, with corrections

O
(

E2/M2
χ

)

. But when dealing with an effective potential directly, it is not clear what

energy scale to associate to E. The effective potential is computed from diagrams with

external legs set to zero momentum, and the only other scale is the renormalization

scale, upon which our results cannot depend. We now have an answer (at least for

the form we have assumed our missing physics take): it is the scale associated with

µ̄, where the theory is set. If the extremely large field-strength associated with the

inflaton (with φ > mp in chaotic inflation) serve to generate field dependent mass of

the χ-field far above this scale, its contribution to the effective potential is suppressed.

At what scale should we expect µ̄ to be? Inflation is associated with high vacuum

energy densities. But the relationship between the renormalization scale and physical

energy scale is not clear. Without an obvious way of relating these two properties, it

is difficult to motivate any particular choice of µ̄ above any other.
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5.5.2 Quintessence

Now we revert to the generic quintessence potential introduced in Eq.(5.87).

Quintessence occurs when φ≫ mP , and thus, any field at least moderately coupled to

φ will acquire a large mass from the φ background field value. Therefore, again one

expects only power corrections to the effective potential from such heavy states. From

the previous example, we can perhaps already guess that we should expect the typical

g4 corrections to λφ to be suppressed by O(µ̄2/M2
χ).

In a similar fashion to inflation, we have only limited knowledge of the effective

potential. We know only that today, with φ ≃ mp, the value of λφ appearing in the

effective potential must be small enough so that the dominant contribution comes from

the non-renormalizable term VNR(φ). Another way of stating this is that the tiny

effective field mass of Mφ ∼ 10−33 eV remains unchanged by the size of λφ(µ∗). From
this, we can place a constraint on λφ(µ∗) ≪ 10−124.

At earlier epochs in the history of the universe, the quintessence field strength

is smaller. As discussed earlier, at very small field strengths the effective potential

description breaks down, but we would like to make sure the potential is not disrupted

by quantum corrections over at least an order of magnitude in φ.

We proceed in just the same way as in the previous section with inflation. The

system of equations are initialized at µ = µ∗ with φ = mp. We take parameters at this

scale as: λφ = 10−126, g2 = 10−20, λχ = 10−3, h2 = 10−4, m2
χ = 10−9m2

p, m
2
φ = 0,

NF = 8, and µ̄ = 10−57mp. All is identical as with inflation, except for the size of λφ, g
2

and µ̄, and of course the non-renormalizable contribution toMφ. The result is Fig. 5.4,

where once again the blue dashed line indicates the initial curve (φ = mp) that we use

to find appropriate parameters at µ̄, so that (by construction) we match observational

constraints at this value of φ. The red star indicates µ̄ where the initial curve ends, and

all other curves (each for a different value of φ) begin. Blue dots indicate the location

of µ∗ on each curve.

The results are very similar to inflation. Smaller values of φ cause λφ(µ∗) to rapidly

approach zero. Due to Mφ being proportional to an inverse power of φ, decreasing φ

also increases µ∗ = Mφ. Thus the blue dots on each curve shift to the right as φ is

decreased, the opposite for inflation.

Making φ small enough eventually drives λφ(µ∗) past zero. Our concern for

quintessence is different to that of inflation; we are not concerned with λφ becom-

ing negative; rather we are concerned with it becoming large compared with the non-
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Figure 5.4: The running of λφ, with g
2 = 10−20. As with inflation, the red star indicates µ̄

where the parameters are assumed to be φ independent. The blue dots on each curve indicate

µ∗ for each value of φ. Increasing g2 has a similar effect to decreasing φ2.

renormalizable term in the potential. However, once λφ(µ∗) becomes negative, smaller

values of φ decrease it further, such that its absolute value becomes large enough to

be problematic. Thus, to ensure the viability of the quintessence model, it is sufficient

to make the same demand as with inflation: that λφ remains positive for a considered

range in φ.

Just as before, we construct curves of λφ(µ∗) with respect to φ, shown on Fig. 5.4.

As with inflation, very small values of φ likely signal a breakdown in the description

of the field in terms of an effective potential. This is particularly clear in the case of

quintessence, where in the early universe and at small field values φ ≪ mp the field

may be moving extremely quickly, to the extent that the field’s behavior is dominated

by the kinetic terms. Again at larger field values, there is little difference to the value

of the parameter. Due to the non-renormalizable term in the potential, smaller values

of φ actually leads to a larger value of µ∗. This makes little difference to the behavior

of λφ(µ∗) with respect to φ however, as the curves are so flat at low values of µ. Fig.

5.5 shows this dependence of λφ(µ∗) with φ, for different values of µ̄. The behavior is

much the same, and can be understood in precisely the same way.

The equations remain unchanged when moving from inflation to quintessence. The

solution is therefore identical, and following the same line of reasoning, we may therefore
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Figure 5.5: Curves of λφ(µ∗) against µ̄. The value of g2 remains at 10−20. At large values of

φ the curves become flat, while small values induce large changes in λφ(µ∗), eventually driving

it negative (and eventually, large). As with inflation, larger values of g2 may be compensated

for by using smaller values of µ̄, and vice-versa.

write down the constraint:

gµ̄≪ 10Mφ(µ̄) ≃ 10−42GeV . (5.95)

Exactly how constrained the coupling g2 is, depends upon the renormalization scale µ̄

at which the physics is set. Keeping the latter within the range of the quintessence

mass, one can work safely with values of the coupling g2 ≃ 10−4. Forcing the high

energy scale to be too many orders of magnitude larger than the quintessence mass will

require the coupling g2 to be extremely suppressed.

Quintessence is a low-energy phenomena, operating at scales great many orders of

magnitude lower than inflation. The constraint on λφ means that the combination gµ̄

must be much smaller than in the case of inflation, to avoid generating corrections to

the effective potential that ruins the tree-level behavior. However once again there is

a great deal of ambiguity as to what an appropriate value of µ̄ should be. This is

information not included in quintessence models, just as it is not included in models of

inflation.
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5.6 Summary

The approach in this chapter is consistent with the concepts of low-energy effective

field theories [119, 13, 14, 68, 29, 120, 107]. In the effective field theory approach, at

low energies, reflected by a low renormalization scale, the effective theory is obtained

from the full theory by removing all heavy mass field internal propagator lines and

treating the heavy fields only as external particles in Green’s functions, with all other

effects emerging through renomalization of the parameters in the theory. In a scalar

field model, decoupling of heavy states from the low energy effective action given by

the light degrees of freedom was probed in [14, 68]. In this chapter, these concepts

have been applied to the effective potential, in application to inflation and quintessence

models. This follows previous treatments of decoupling in effective potentials, applied to

electroweak physics [16, 112, 34]. What is proposed here is that in interacting inflation

or quintessence models, if there are disparate mass scales in the theory, then a mass

independent renormalization scheme, such as the MS or MS schemes is not adequate

in capturing the physics of decoupling. Rather the mass dependent renormalization

scheme is more appropriate. This approach has already been applied to other problems

in physics, like for example the Higgs sector of the Minimal Supersymmetric Standard

Model (MSSM) [51, 110]. By using a mass-dependent subtraction scheme, the on-shell

renormalization scheme [48], it was shown that in the so-called decoupling limit, when

all the scalar masses other than the lightest Higgs are heavier than the electroweak scale,

one effectively recovers the Higgs sector of the Standard Model at the electroweak scale.

That is, the effects of new physics decouple at the electroweak scale. Similarly, in the

mass dependent scheme used in this chapter, we have shown that heavy fields coupled

to the inflaton or quintessence field have their quantum effects power suppressed in the

effective potential.

To implement the MDR scheme, the choice of renormalization scale, and thus the

division between low and high energy scales in the effective potential, must be deter-

mined. Although the effective potential must be independent of the renormalization

scale, the issue is at what scale should the parameters in the theory be initialized. As

noted in this chapter, this is an underlying ambiguity in inflation and quintessence

models and can lead to differing results. We discussed two options which we called the

low-energy and high-energy approaches in Sect. 5.5. In the low-energy approach the

parameters are initialized at a renormalization scale of the order of the lowest mass

scale in the system. One consequence of this approach is, if the inflaton or quintessence
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field is the field with lowest mass, and all other fields interacting with it are much

heavier, then there will be negligible quantum corrections, due to the decoupling ef-

fects. In the EFT description, the low-energy effective potential is given only by the

light degrees of freedom. Alternative in the high-energy approach, the parameters are

initialized at some high energy scale, possibly if the theory were embedded in some

higher theory and some symmetry principle determined the parameters at high scale.

In this case, one can use the renormalization group equations to evolve the scale to

where one wants to do physics. By demanding the radiative corrections due to the

heavy fields not to spoil the flatness of the potential, i.e., keeping the self-coupling λφ

small enough, one can derive the energy scale range of validity of the effective theory,

as given in Eqs. (5.93) and (5.95). Due to decoupling, this constraint on the coupling

of the heavy to the light state is milder than the constraint one would derive without

decoupling, and it is directly related to the energy scale upper limit for the effective

field theory. Nevertheless, in the absence of the inflation or quintessence model being

embedded in some higher theory, if the model has disparate mass scale, the low-energy

approach is technically a viable option, in which case even if the model is moderately

interacting with other fields, because of the decoupling effect it can still produce the

very flat potentials needed.

In cosmology there has been a common practice in the treatment of the scalar field

effective potential, whereby the effect at 1-loop order of any quantum field coupled to

this scalar field leads to a Coleman-Weinberg correction term in the quantum corrected

effective potential [102]. However this procedure is not always applicable. In partic-

ular, when the mass of a quantum field is greatly in excess of all other masses in the

system, the decoupling theorem implies the quantum corrections from this heavy field

are suppressed in powers of the light-to-heavy mass ratio.

There are many common models in inflation and quintessence where these suppres-

sion effects become valid. For inflation, in all large field models, often terms chaotic

inflation models [96], as well as some hybrid models [98] inflation occurs when the

inflaton background field value is very large 〈φ〉 ∼ mp. Thus any scalar or fermion

field coupled to the inflaton with at least moderate coupling will have a very large

mass, much bigger than the inflaton mass. The quantum correction from such fields

will thus be greatly suppressed during the inflation period due to decoupling. Also in

small field models [3, 97] after inflation, as the inflaton background field value grows,

it is possible fields coupled to the inflaton acquire large mass and thus there quantum

corrections might become suppressed. In quintessence models, the dark energy regime
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in most models occurs when the scalar field background value is very large φ ∼ mp

[114, 152, 30, 31, 27, 138, 20, 71, 115]. Thus once again during the quintessence regime,

quantum corrections from other scalar and fermion fields coupled to the quintessence

field will be highly suppressed from decoupling effects.

This decoupling effect can have significant importance to the building of inflation

and quintessence models. For inflation it implies the inflaton field can be coupled

more strongly to other heavy fields. Stronger couplings can have beneficial effects

in leading to more robust reheating after inflation or in the case of warm inflation

models [19], can lead to a greater parameter regime and many more possible models.

In quintessence models, the potential during the dark energy regime typically has to

be so flat, that the quintessence field often is just added as an additional field without

any other dynamical purpose aside from driving the late time dark energy expansion of

the universe. However the decoupling effect means that at early times the quintessence

field might be interacting with other fields and produce dynamical consequences and at

later time as the quintessence field background value becomes large, these other fields

become very massive, thus decoupling, which then leads to an almost noninteracting

field with the required ultra-flat potential to drive the late time dark energy phase.
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Chapter 6

Cosmological perturbation theory

6.1 Introduction

The universe is not quite homogeneous, but so far we have not looked at all at how

these inhomogeneities evolve with time. We would expect overdensities to grow with

time as they attract more matter, and underdensities to shrink, but the expansion of

the universe will obviously play some role in slowing the growth of structure.

Trying to describe the universe in terms of the exact pattern of overdensities we

observe on the sky is obviously unreasonable, but an excellent simplification is to de-

scribe the characteristic fluctuations in term of their Fourier transform. In this sense

the statistical behaviour of fluctuations can be examined, without worrying about the

complicated exact deviations from homogeneity that we observe.

Another simplification is to only consider the behaviour at a linear level, in the

sense that when expanding out quantities such as the density ρ as a homogeneous part

ρ̄ and a perturbation δρ, only terms linear in the perturbation are kept. Quadratic

terms and higher are discarded as small. Provided δ ≡ δρ/ρ ≪ 1, this should be an

excellent approximation. When described in terms of Fourier modes k, this means that

each k mode behaves independently of every other.
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6.2 Perturbed metric

Perturbing the matter distribution will introduce perturbations in the gravitational

fields (the components of the metric tensor). There is an inherent ambiguity in de-

scribing these perturbations, stemming from the fact that once the universe is no longer

perfectly homogeneous, there is no longer a true ‘cosmic’ time any more. This inherent

freedom in the description of the physics is referred to as gauge freedom.

There are three sorts of degrees of freedom to the perturbed FLRW metric. These

are tensor, vector and scalar modes. The former two are usually neglected as they

usually decay away quickly. We will only consider the scalar modes also.

For our choice of gauge, we use the Newtonian gauge. The two scalar degrees of

freedom are Φ and Ψ, and appear in the metric as

−ds2 = dt2(1 + 2Ψ)− a2(1− 2Φ)γijdx
idxj . (6.1)

Here γij is the metric tensor for flat, Euclidean space.

6.3 Christoffel symbols

The next step is to calculate the Christoffel symbols associated with the perturbed

metric. By doing so, we can evaluate the expression ∇µT
µν = 0, the conservation of

the energy-momentum tensor for the system.

Dots denote derivatives with respect to coordinate time, primes with respect to

conformal time τ (adτ ≡ dt) , and as mentioned earlier we will work in Fourier space

so that ∂i → iki/a = iki/a, and ∂i∂
i = −k2/a2.

Christoffel symbols are defined by the equation:

Γγµν =
1

2
gηγ (∂µgην + ∂νgηµ − ∂ηgµν) . (6.2)

First consider γ = 0. This gives,

Γ0
µν =

1

2
gη0 (∂µgην + ∂νgηµ − ∂ηgµν) .

Now examine µ = ν = 0. All the terms are identical, and so

Γ0
00 =

1

2
(1− 2Ψ)2Ψ̇ = Ψ̇,

to first order. Now consider the case where µ = 0 or ν = 0, while the other is equal to

i = 1, 2, 3. (It does not matter which, as the symbols are symmetric about their lower

indices).

Γ0
0i =

1

2
(1− 2Ψ) (∂0g0i + ∂ig00 − ∂0g0i) = ∂iΨ = ikiΨ.
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With both lower indices non-zero,

Γ0
ij =

1

2
(1− 2Ψ) (∂ig0j + ∂jgi0 − ∂0gij)

=− δij

(

a2Φ̇− a2H(1− 2Φ)
)

(1− 2Ψ)

= δij

(

H − 2H(Φ + Ψ)− Φ̇
)

The remaining symbols are Γiµ,ν . Consider µ = ν = 0.

Γi00 =
1

2
giη (∂0g0η + ∂0gη0 − ∂ηg00)

=− gij∂jΨ =
iΨki

a2

And again, if either µ = i or ν = i,

Γij0 =
1

2
giη (∂jgη0 + ∂0gjη − ∂ηgj0)

=
1

2
gik∂0gjk = δij

(

H − Φ̇
)

The last symbol is somewhat longer:

Γijk =
1

2
giη (∂jgηk + ∂kgηj − ∂ηgjk) =

1

2
gim (∂jgmk + ∂kgmj − ∂mgjk)

Proceeding term by term,

1

2
gim∂jgmk =δmkδ

im 1

2
a−2∂j

(

−(1− 2Φ)a2
)

=− Φiδikkj ,

1

2
gim∂jgmj = −Φiδijkk,

−1

2
giη∂mgjk = iΦδjkkiΦ

Putting these together again,

Γijk = −iΦ
(

δikkj + δijkk − δjkki
)

.

The Christoffel symbols are now also presented here together, for convenient refer-

ence.

Γ0
00 = Ψ̇ (6.3)

Γ0
0i = ikiΨ (6.4)

Γ0
ij = δija

2
(

H − 2H (Φ + Ψ)− Φ̇
)

(6.5)
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Γi00 = iΨ
ki

a2
(6.6)

Γij0 = δij

(

H − Φ̇
)

(6.7)

Γijk = −iΦ
(

δikkj + δijkk − δjkk
i
)

(6.8)

6.4 Conservation of the perturbed energy-momentum tensor

The energy-momentum tensor is given by:

Tµν = (ρ+ P )UµUν − δµνP, (6.9)

where Uµ is the four velocity of the fluid. In the rest frame of the fluid, U i = 0 (by

definition), and so normalisation UµUµ = 1 requires U0 = (1−Ψ). This is also true to

first order if U i are treated as small.

The coordinate 3-velocity is defined as

vi ≡ adxi

dt
=

U i

aU0
(6.10)

with an index that can be raised and lowered using γij . Inverting the equation

U i =
vi

a
, Ui = −avi. (6.11)

The vector vi is not exactly the proper 3-velocity because adxi is not proper distance,

and dt not proper time, but the corrections are only first order in the metric perturba-

tions.

Conservation of the energy-momentum tensor requires

∇µT
µ
ν = 0, (6.12)

or for a particular fluid

∇µT
µ
ν = Qν , (6.13)

where Qν is a four-vector describing energy-momentum exchange with other fluids in

the system. The sum of all Qν for all fluids must naturally be zero, to conserve energy-

momentum across the whole system (we will return to this point).

We will be quite general, and allow Qν to be non-zero.

Expanding out,

∇µT
µ
ν = ∂µT

µ
ν + ΓµηµT

η
ν − ΓηνµT

µ
η.
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6.4.1 δ-equation

Consider the ν = 0 case. Looking at each term in turn, we begin with the first term:

∂µT
µ
0 = ∂0T

0
0 + ∂iT

i
0 = ρ̇+ ∂i

vi

a
(ρ+ P ) ,

Or with derivatives with respect to conformal time denoted by a prime, and ∂iv
i = θ,

∂µT
µ
0 =

ρ′

a
+
θ

a
(ρ+ P ) . (6.14)

The second term can be broken up,

ΓµηµT
η
0 = Γµ0µT

0
0 + ΓµiµT

i
0.

and each term can be further separated,

ΓµηµT
η
0 = Γ0

00T
0
0 + Γi0iT

0
0 + Γ0

i0T
i
0 + ΓjijT

i
0.

Discarding the last two terms as second order, this yields

ΓµηµT
η
0 = Ψ′ ρ

a
+ 3

(

H− Φ′) ρ

a
(6.15)

The third term:

−Γη0µT
µ
µ = −Γ0

00T
0
0 − Γ0

0iT
i
0 − Γi00T

0
i − Γi0jT

j
i.

The middle two terms are second order, while the remaining two give

−Γη0µT
µ
µ = −Ψ′ ρ

a
+ 3

(

H− Φ′) P

a
.

Combining the equations together gives

ρ′ + θ (ρ+ P ) + 3H(ρ+ P )− 3Φ′ (ρ+ P ) = aQ0. (6.16)

From this, the equation governing the homogeneous background can be extracted:

ρ̄′ + 3H(ρ̄+ P̄ ) = aQ̄0. (6.17)

Writing δ = ρ−ρ̄
ρ̄ , and subtracting the background equation,

δ′ + δ
ρ̄′

ρ̄
+ θ(1 + w) + 3H

(

δP̄

δρ̄
+ 1

)

δ − 3Φ′ (1 + w) =
aδQ0

ρ̄
,

and using ρ̄′

ρ̄ = aQ̄0

ρ̄ − 3H(1 + w), the final result is:

δ′ + (1 + w)
(

θ − 3Φ′)+ 3H
(

δP̄

δρ̄
− w

)

δ = −δ aQ̄0

ρ̄
+
aδQ0

ρ̄
(6.18)
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6.4.2 θ-equation

Now consider ν = i. Again, term by term, the first term reads:

∂µT
µ
i = ∂0T

0
i + ∂jT

j
i = −

(

ρ̇+ Ṗ
)

avi − (ρ+ P ) [av̇i + aHvi + ∂iP ] .

Taking the partial (not covariant) derivative of this equation, and recalling ∂iv
i = θ,

the result in conformal time reads:

∂i∂µT
µ
i =

(

ρ̇+ Ṗ
) θ

a
+ (ρ+ P )

[

θ′

a2
+H θ

a2
− k2

a2
P

]

. (6.19)

The second term:

ΓµηµT
η
i = Γ0

η0T
η
i + ΓjηjT

η
i,

which can be again be separated yet further:

ΓµηµT
η
i = Γ0

00T
0
i + Γ0

j0T
j
i + Γj0jT

0
i + ΓjkjT

k
i.

The first term is second order. After a little algebra, and keeping only those terms first

order in the perturbations,

ΓµηµT
η
i = −iΨkiP − 3H (ρ+ P ) avi + i3ΦkiP,

so that once again taking the partial derivative,

∂iΓµηµT
η
i = −Ψk2

a2
P + 3H (ρ+ P )

θ

a2
+ 3

Φk2

a2
P. (6.20)

The third and final term:

−ΓηiµT
µ
η = −Γ0

i0T
0
0 − Γji0T

0
j − ΓkijT

j
k − Γ0

ijT
j
0.

After a little algebra, and again taking a partial derivative:

−∂iΓηiµTµη = −ρΨk
2

a2
− 3

Φk2

a2
P (6.21)

Using the continuity equation to replace ρ̄′, dividing through by (1 + w)ρ̄, and re-

arranging, the final equation reads:

θ′ +H(1− 3w)θ +
w′

1 + w
θ − δP̄ /δρ̄

1 + w
k2δ − k2Ψ =

a2∂iQi
(1 + w)ρ̄

− aQ0

ρ̄
θ (6.22)

From this point on, the bar over background quantities will be dropped.
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6.5 Perturbed Einstein equations

The Einstein equations will also be modified, and we can relate the first order changes

in the metric (culminating in the Einstein tensor Gµν) to the perturbations in the

energy-momentum tensor.

To first order, the perturbed Einstein equations are

k2φ+ 3
ȧ

a

(

φ̇+
ȧ

a
ψ

)

= −4πGa2δρ (6.23)

k2
(

φ̇+
ȧ

a
ψ

)

= −4πGa2 (ρ+ P ) θ , (6.24)

φ̈+
ȧ

a
(ψ̇ + 2φ̇) +

(

2
ä

a
− ȧ2

a2

)

ψ +
k2

3
(φ− ψ) = −4π

3
δP , (6.25)

k2(φ− ψ) = 0 . (6.26)

where the final equation has assumed a lack of any anisotropic stress (see [103] for full

details on cosmological perturbation theory).

6.6 Energy-momentum balance

Energy-momentum conservation for fluid A implies

∇µT
µ
ν = Qν ,

and conservation for the entire system requires

∑

A

QµA = 0. (6.27)

The peculiar velocity potential vA is related to θA via θA = −k2vA. The total

velocity potential is given by

(ρ+ P ) v =
∑

A

(ρA + PA) vA (6.28)

A general energy-momentum exchange vector can be split as

QA0 = QA (1 + ψ) + δQA (6.29)

QAi = −a∂i (fA +QAv) . (6.30)

Here, fA is an intrinsic momentum potential, while the term proportional to the total

velocity potential is due to velocity transport along the total velocity. Conservation of

energy requires

0 =
∑

QA =
∑

δQA =
∑

fA (6.31)
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6.7 Sound speed

The sound speed csA of fluid or scalar field A is the speed at which pressure fluctuations

propagate in the rest frame of A,

c2sA =
δPA
δρA

∣

∣

∣

rf
(6.32)

Meanwhile, the “adiabatic sound speed” for the medium A is defined as [144]

c2aA =
P ′
A

ρ′A
= wA +

w′
A

ρ′A/ρA
(6.33)

The adiabatic sound speed is the sound speed a fluid would have, assuming that there

are no non-adiabatic perturbations present. For barotropic fluids, the sound speed and

the adiabatic sound speed are identical. For fluids with a constant, negative w, this

obviously leads to an imaginary sound speed, which produces instabilities in the dark

energy. Most authors instead adopt the scalar field value;

c2sx = 1, c2ax = wx < 0. (6.34)

This introduces a non-adiabatic pressure perturbation (see [144] for details on the short

derivation),

δPA = c2sAδρA +
(

c2sA − c2aA
)

[3H(1 + wA)ρA − aQA]
θA
k2

(6.35)

By adopting a scalar-field sound-speed, the sound speed of the fluid is no longer that of

the adiabatic sound-speed. Non-adiabatic pressure perturbations have been introduced.

We will return to this point in Section 7.2.3 when we come to solve the equations for

a specific scenario.

Substituting equations (6.29) and (6.30) for the energy exchange four-vector, along

with equation (6.35) for the pressure perturbation, into equations (6.18) and (6.22),

then the perturbation equations for fluid A take the most general form:

δ′A + 3H(c2sA − wA)δA + (1 + wA)θA + 3H
[

3H(1 + wA)(c
2
sA − wA) + w′

A

] θA
k2

−3(1 + wA)Φ
′ =

aQA
ρA

[

Φ− δA + 3H
(

c2sA − wA
) θA
k2

]

+
a

ρA
δQA (6.36)

θ′A +H(1− 3c2sA)θA − c2sA
(1 + wA)

k2δA − k2Ψ =
aQA

(1 + wA)ρA

[

θ − (1 + c2sA)θA
]

− a

(1 + wA)ρA
k2fA. (6.37)
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6.8 Final notes

Discovering how structure evolves in the universe at a linear level is tantamount to

solving equations (6.36)–(6.37), supplemented by the perturbed Einstein equations,

(6.23)–(6.26), and of course the Friedmann equation to provide H. For multiple fluids,

these coupled equations can become difficult to solve.

As a simplification, and to shed some insight on the physics behind the mathemat-

ics, we will consider the sub-horizon (k/H ≫ 1) limit, and a pure matter (de Sitter)

universe.

The equation of motion for δ simplifies to,

δ′ + 3Hδ + θ = 3φ′ . (6.38)

Meanwhile, one of the perturbed Einstein equations simplifies to what amounts to

Poisson’s equation in comoving coordinates,

−k2ψ = 4πGa2ρ δ . (6.39)

Combining with the equation for θ, and neglecting time derivatives of φ = ψ (from the

last perturbed Einstein equation) leads to a second order equation,

δ′′ +Hδ = −k2ψ . (6.40)

The growth of structure is driven by gravity (the right hand side), but suppressed by

the expansion of the universe.

In the matter dominated era, the solution is δc ∝ τ2 ∝ a; density perturbations

grow linearly with the expansion of the universe.

The following two Chapters will carry out much the same analysis, but in a universe

where energy exchange between dark matter and dark energy is allowed.
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Chapter 7

On the Large-Scale Instability in

Interacting Dark Energy and Dark

Matter Fluids

By far the simplest model of dark energy is Einstein’s cosmological constant, Λ. The

cosmological constant(Λ) and cold dark matter (CDM) model, with values of today’s

density parameter for the dark energy Ωx ≈ 0.7 and dark matter Ωm ≈ 0.3 is the

current prevailing paradigm. But while consistent with observational constraints, the

standard model is in many ways unsatisfactory. One such example is the ‘coincidence

problem’: why are the energy densities in the dark energy and dark matter comparable

today, when the redshift dependence of each is so different?

Motivated to explain the coincidence problem while deviating as little as possible

from the successful ΛCDM model, a coupling between dark energy and dark matter

has often been considered. An energy exchange modifies the background evolution of

the dark sector, and explaining the coincidence problem can be reduced to tuning a

coupling parameter to an appropriate value.

The coupling enters via the continuity equations. With energy exchange rate Q

between the dark energy (subscript x) and the cold dark matter (subscript c), the dark
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energy obeys the continuity equation in conformal time

ρ′x + 3H(1 + wx)ρx = −Q, (7.1)

while the dark matter obeys

ρ′c + 3Hρc = Q. (7.2)

Here we have introduced the equation of state parameter wA that gives the ratio of the

pressure PA to the energy density ρA of a fluid,

wA =
PA
ρA

. (7.3)

We have also used H = aH, where a(t) is the expansion scale-factor and H the Hubble

parameter, and primes to indicate derivatives with respect to conformal time. Accel-

eration of the expansion rate requires the energy density of the universe to dominated

by a fluid with an effective equation of state parameter weff < −1/3. We do not allow

the phantom case of w < −1 in this chapter. Simple solutions for the background

exist for couplings of the form Q = αHρx + βHρc. These were initially investigated

by Chimento [38] and then expanded upon by Barrow and Clifton [17], who provided

general solutions for any cosmology with two components exchanging energy in such a

fashion, provided the components were modelled as cosmological fluids with constant

w. Quartin et al. [121] examined the observational constraints upon such a class of

models, significantly limiting the available parameter space. Again, the equation of

state parameter was treated as fixed. Non-zero values of β were found to reduce the

required fine-tuning of the initial energy density, as well as increase the observationally

allowed values of α [121].

A coupling would influence more than just the background dynamics of the universe.

In particular, the growth of perturbations in the coupled fluids would be affected. Re-

cent work by Valiviita et al. [144] has shown that couplings of the simple form described

above, with constant w, exhibit extremely rapid growth of dark energy fluctuations on

super-horizon scales in the early universe. In fact, the perturbations in the dark energy

become unstable for any model with non-zero β, no matter how small this parameter

is made. While this would appear to rule out all couplings of the above form and with

constant w, the explicit examples in [144] included no cases where the interaction rate

was proportional to the density of dark energy and not of the dark matter, i.e. with

β = 0 and α 6= 0. Here we look at just such a scenario.
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7.1 Background evolution

Friedmann’s equation relates the evolution of the scale-factor a(t) to the background

energy density ρ. We make use of conformal time, τ , which is related to cosmic time

via dt = adτ . Overdots indicate derivatives with respect to conformal time.

Friedmann’s equation reads

H2 ≡
(

a′

a

)2

=
8πG

3
ρa2. (7.4)

With the choice of Q = αHρx, the continuity equations can be solved to yield

[17, 38]

ρx = ρx,0 a
−(3(1+w)+α), (7.5)

ρc = − αρx,0
3w + α

a−(3(1+w)+α) +

(

ρc,0 +
αρx,0
3w + α

)

a−3.

We follow the standard notation where a subscript zero indicates today’s value. We

normalise the scale-factor so that a0 = 1. The ratio of dark energy to dark matter

density r can then be written

1

r
=
ρc
ρx

=

(

ρc,0
ρx,0

+
α

3w + α

)

a3w+α − α

3w + α
(7.6)

With |3w| < α, the dark energy and dark matter approach a constant ratio as the

universe expands. The coincidence problem can be said to be solved if this ratio is

of order unity, but this requires a value of α already observationally excluded [121].

Nevertheless, as argued in [121], non-zero values of α can still be said to alleviate the

problem. We restrict ourselves to positive values of α.

7.2 Perturbed FRW cosmology

We assume a flat FRW cosmology and work in Newtonian gauge,

−ds2 = dt2(1 + 2Ψ)− a2(1− 2Φ)δijdx
idxj , (7.7)

with metric signature (+,−,−,−). We work in Fourier space, using comoving Fourier

wave-vectors ki = ki, so that ∂i∂
i → −k2/a2.

The four-velocity of fluid A is given by

Uµ(A) =
(

(1−Ψ), a−1vi(A)

)

. (7.8)

The peculiar velocity three-vector vi = vi are small. We define the velocity perturbation

θ ≡ ∂iv
i.
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7.2.1 Energy-momentum tensors

The energy-momentum tensor for fluid A is given by:

Tµ(A)ν =
(

ρ(A) + P (A)
)

U (A)µU (A)
ν − δµνP

(A). (7.9)

The total energy-momentum tensor is simply the sum of the components,

Tµν =
∑

A

Tµ(A)ν . (7.10)

We define the density perturbation in fluid δA using ρA ≡ (1 + δA)ρ̄A. An overbar

denotes the background quantity, though we will usually leave this implicit.

Energy and momentum conservation for fluid A implies

∇µT
µ(A)
ν = Q(A)

ν ,

and conservation for the entire system requires

∑

A

Qµ(A) = 0. (7.11)

The four-vector Qµ(A) governs the energy exchange between components, and it is to

this we now turn our attention.

7.2.2 Covariant energy exchange

The energy exchange in the background does not determine a fully covariant form of

energy exchange [88, 144]. Instead, an energy exchange four-vector must be specified.

We adopt the approach of [144] and consider two scenarios; aligning the four-vector

with the dark energy four-velocity,

Qµ(A) = QAU
µ
x , (7.12)

or with the four-vector of the dark matter four-velocity,

Qµ(A) = QAU
µ
c . (7.13)

These choices produce slightly different outcomes, and the differences are noted as we

proceed.

To produce the desired changes to the continuity equations, we see that aQc =

−aQx = αHρx in both cases. We also make the common assumption that αH is an

approximation to an interaction rate that has no spatial dependence. We therefore
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perturb only ρx, not H in the coupling, though this means the energy exchange is

no longer covariant (to be so, the time derivative of a should include the effect of

the perturbations to the time part of the metric; H is no longer precisely scalar once

perturbations are included). Thus the interaction rate depends purely on the large-scale

cosmic time, and not on the proper time of local observers.

7.2.3 Sound speed of dark energy

The speed of sound of a fluid or scalar field A is denoted by csA. For a barotropic fluid

with a constant value of wA, then c
2
sA = wA. This leads to an imaginary speed of sound

for the dark energy (c2sx = wx < 0). An imaginary sound speed leads to instabilities in

the dark energy; the problem is commonly remedied by imposing a real sound speed by

hand. A common choice (and the one we make here) is the scalar field value of csx = 1.

This choice leads to an intrinsic non-adiabatic pressure perturbation in the dark

energy. This contains a term, highlighted recently in [144], that arises due to the

coupling between dark energy and dark matter. We include this term, and refer the

interested reader to [144].

7.2.4 Perturbation equations of motion

Conservation of the energy-momentum tensor, combined with results of the previous

sections and our choice of energy exchange four-vector, implies the following. For the

dark energy density perturbation:

δ′x + 3H(1− wx)δx + (1 + wx)θx + 9H2(1− w2
x)
θx
k2

− 3(1 + wx)Φ
′ = −αH

[

Ψ+ 3H(1− wx)
θx
k2

]

. (7.14)

For the dark energy velocity perturbation, the right-hand side differs slightly depending

on our choice of energy exchange four-vector.

θ′x − 2Hθx −
k2

1 + wx
δx − k2Ψ =

(1 + b)αH
1 + wx

θx,

where

b =







0 if Qµ(A) = QAU
µ
x ,

1 if Qµ(A) = QAU
µ
c .

(7.15)

For the dark matter, the density perturbation obeys

δ′c + θc − 3Φ′ = αHρx
ρc

[δx − δc] , (7.16)
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while the velocity perturbation is governed by

θ′c + θcH− k2Ψ = (1− b)αHρx
ρc

[θx − θc] . (7.17)

The perturbed Einstein equations are well known, and we do not reproduce them

here. They can be found in [103], whose notation for the scalar metric perturbations

we share.

7.3 Initial conditions in the early radiation era

In [144] it was shown that models with β 6= 0 suffered from an early time large-scale

instability no matter how small the value of β. This was driven by a term proportional

to β on the right-hand side of equation (7.15). A term proportional to α also exists,

which can be large if w is close to −1 or α is made very large. In this section we examine

how large this term needs to be to cause the non-adiabatic mode to be a growing one.

We consider super-horizon scales (k/H ≪ 1) and assume initial conditions that

would be adiabatic in the uncoupled case (though we have not made any attempt to

determine if either mode corresponds to an entropy perturbation). The gravitational

potentials are dominated by fluctuations in the dominant fluid (radiation or matter).

The well known result is that Φ ∝ Ψ = constant. The constant of proportionality in

the radiation era is determined by the anisotropic stress generated by the neutrinos.

In the absence of neutrinos or in the matter dominated era, the potentials are equal.

These assumptions will be invalid only if perturbations in the dark energy are large

enough to influence the gravitational potentials. As the dark energy has a very low

background density in the radiation era, this can only happen if δx grows extremely

large.

Neglecting time derivatives of the gravitational potential, and keeping only leading

order terms in k/H, the dark energy equations (7.14) – (7.15) can be combined into a

second order equation:

δ′′x + H
(

1− 3w − (1 + b)α

1 + w
− 2

H′

H2

)

δ′x

+ 3

(

H2

(

1− b
α

1 + w

)

−H′
)

(1− w) δx

=
(

AH2 +BH′)Ψ, (7.18)

The constants A and B have values unimportant for our analysis.
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In the radiation era, H = τ−1. An obvious solution is therefore: δx ∝ Ψ = constant.

This would be the adiabatic mode in the uncoupled case. To find the remaining solu-

tions, we take this solution as dominant and look for how the others grow given this

case. We assume Ψ is approximately constant and define a new variable δ̂x = δx+CΨ,

with the constant C chosen such that the right-hand side of (7.18) is equal to zero. In

the radiation dominated era, we can then write:

τ2δ̂′′x +

(

3− 3w − (1 + b)α

1 + w

)

τ δ̂′x + 3(1− w)

(

2− b
α

1 + w

)

δ̂x = 0 (7.19)

When b = 1, equation (7.19) becomes formally the same equation found by He et

al.[72], despite the differing assumptions made about the physics involved. In their

investigation of perturbations given a background coupling of the form Q = αHρx,
they choose to set the net momentum exchange to zero (Qi(A) = 0), in contrast to our

adoption of the form of momentum exchange used in [144]. The differences between

the b = 1 choice of momentum exchange and zero net momentum exchange arise in the

equations for the dark matter perturbations, which are not used in the above analysis,

nor in the analysis by He et al. [72] This leads to the same behaviour of dark energy

perturbations. This is not true when b = 0, and can result in different behaviour

(oscillatory or non-oscillatory) for the same choice of parameters (see the remainder of

this section). Note also that the simplifying assumptions, and the justifications, made

in [72] differ to those made here: we have neglected terms that will be small due to

choice of intial conditions, and simplified the result by assuming the mode that would

be adiabatic in the uncoupled case is dominant. In [72], terms are instead neglected

that are found to be small from a numerical analysis.

Solutions of equation (7.19) are power laws, δ̂x ∝ τn± . The index is given by:

n± =
Γ

2(1 + w)
±

√
∆

2(1 + w)
, (7.20)

where we follow the notation of [72] and have defined the quantities

Γ = 3w2 + w + (1 + b)α− 2, (7.21)

and

∆ = 9w4 + 30w3 + (13− 6(b− 1)α)w2

+ 2w [(1 + b)α− 14] + 4(2b− 1)α+ (1 + b)2α2 − 20. (7.22)

In the limit of w very close to -1 (and assuming α is reasonably small), we can

expand as a series in (1 + w),

Γ

2(1 + w)
≈ −5/2 +

(1 + b)α

2(1 + w)
+

3(1 + w)

2
+O(1 + w)2, (7.23)
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∆ ≈ (1 + 3b)α2 + 2(7b− 5)(1 + w)α

+ (6(1− b)α− 23)(1 + w)2 +O(1 + w)3. (7.24)

When α = 0, the non-adiabatic mode is decaying. But when the coupling is switched

on, the second term in Γ can become very large, resulting in n+ ≫ 1. For a range of

α and w, which is much larger in the b = 0 case, oscillatory behaviour can also result

(due to ∆ becoming negative). The instability means these coupled models suffer from

all the problems outlined in [144] for β 6= 0 models, unless the value of α is made small

enough. The closer w is to −1, the smaller αmust be made to avoid the instability. This

is in contrast to β 6= 0 models, which are unstable no matter how small the parameter

β is made.

In the matter dominated era, we can carry out the same procedure, this time with

H = 2τ−1. We find,

Γ

2(1 + w)
≈ −9/2 +

(1 + b)α

1 + w
+ 3(1 + w) +O(1 + w)2, (7.25)

and

∆ ≈ 4(1 + 3b)α2 + 12(5b− 3)α(1 + w)

+ (24(1− b)α− 62)(1 + w)2 +O(1 + w)3. (7.26)

Once again, the second term in Γ can result in a rapidly growing dark energy fluctuation.

We have solved equations (7.14) – (7.17) numerically in the matter dominated

regime (Figure 7.1), where we need not worry about the radiation fluid and its per-

turbations. The analytical agreement is excellent until the mode leaves the horizon

(kτ ∼ 1). Numerically we see that when this happens the mode begins to oscillate with

a growing amplitude.

7.4 Sub-horizon evolution in the matter and radiation domi-

nated eras

In the sub-horizon limit, H2/k2 ≪ 1, equation (7.14) yields,

δ′x + 3H(1− wx)δx + (1 + wx)θx − 3(1 + wx)Φ
′ = 0. (7.27)

Note the two terms on the right-hand side of equation (7.14) scale as H2/k2. As these

are the only two terms containing the coupling parameter α, the simplified equation

above does not contain the coupling parameter.
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Figure 7.1: The evolution of the dark energy outside the horizon in a matter dominated

universe, for modes of three different scales. We take α = 0.08 and w = −0.98, and b = 1.

The agreement with the analytical approximation is excellent until the mode begins to leave

the horizon (kτ ∼ 1). Vertical lines indicate when this occurs for each mode.

One of the perturbed Einstein equations simplifies to Poisson’s equation in comoving

coordinates,

−k2Ψ = 4πGa2 (ρxδx + ρcδc) . (7.28)

Without the coupling, the dark energy perturbations are significantly suppressed on

small-scales in comparison to dark matter perturbations, primarily due to its large

speed of sound [21]. The coupling does nothing to alter this fact unless the right-hand

side of equation (7.15) makes a significant contribution. If the early time instability has

been avoided this cannot be the case, as α/(1 +w) will be small. Thus it is reasonable

to expect the dark energy to remain suppressed on sub-horizon scales. We therefore

neglect dark energy perturbations for the remainder of this section.

By combining equations (7.16) and (7.17), we eliminate θc and find a second-order

equation for the growth of the matter density perturbation. From the above argument,

we have neglected dark energy perturbations. Keeping only the dominant gravitational

terms,

δ′′c + H
(

1 + 2α
ρx
ρc

)

δ′c

+ α
ρx
ρc

(

H′ −H2(α+ 3w − 1)
)

δc = −k2Ψ. (7.29)

We note that in the limit of α→ 0, this reduces to the standard growth equation, with
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the well known growing mode δc ∝ τ2 in both matter and radiation eras. The additional

terms are proportional to αr (recall r is the ratio of dark energy to dark matter). In

the matter dominated regime, then αr ≪ 1, and these terms will be negligible. Even

when r ∼ 1, the terms will be suppressed by the size of α, which will be small itself.

The dominant effect causing a deviation from standard linear growth of structure in the

matter dominated regime will therefore be, as in an uncoupled cosmology, the influence

of the dark energy upon the expansion rate. The growth of structure in a coupled model

can therefore be treated in the matter dominated regime simply as an uncoupled model

with an effective dark energy equation of state parameter weff = w + α/3. This will

cease to be true only when the background energy density of matter is no longer well

approximated by its usual ρc ∝ a−3 dependence, and the late time scaling behaviour

becomes apparent.

7.5 Sub-horizon evolution in the dark energy dominated era

The coupling between dark energy and dark matter eventually leads to a constant

ratio between the two dark components. With a small value of α, the dark energy

still dominates. We consider the evolution of structure once this equilibrium has been

reached.

Friedmann’s equation solves to yield

H = 2(α+ 3w + 1)−1η−1, (7.30)

with the new time variable η = τ − τ∞. Note that as η increases (τ decreases and

approaches τ∞), the scale-factor increases. The constant of integration, τ∞, is the

radius of the de Sitter event-horizon in the uncoupled case with a cosmological constant.

The growth equation can then be written as,

η2δ′′c + η
2− 12w − 4α

α+ 3w + 1
δ′c

+ 2
(3α+ 9w − 1)(3w + α) + αw

(α+ 3w + 1)2
δc = 0. (7.31)

This admits power law solutions, δc ∝ ηm, where

m =
5

2
− 3

1 + 3w + α
± 1

2

√

1− 8α

w(1 + 3w + α)2
. (7.32)

In the range of α and w relevant to the problem, then m > 0. Recalling that η de-

creases with increasing scale-factor, we see that the universe becomes steadily more
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homogeneous as it expands. We interpret this to be a combination of two effects. The

first is the accelerating expansion, which slows and (without the coupling) eventually

stops structure formation. This occurs, for example, in ΛCDM cosmology when the

cosmological constant becomes dominant. The second effect is that dark energy is

constantly being transformed into dark matter, via the coupling. As the rate is pro-

portional to the density of the dark energy, and the dark energy density is essentially

uniform, new dark matter is also created uniformally. This rising ‘background’ of dark

matter reduces the relative value of the fluctuations, reducing δc.

We have also investigated both numerically and analytically the extreme late time

behaviour, where kη ≪ 1 and the modes can be thought of as leaving the horizon. We

find the tend toward homogeneity continues, but with a much milder rate of decay.

7.6 Conclusions

We have shown that constant w models with the same form of energy-momentum

exchange considered by [144] suffer from an instability with α 6= 0, even if β = 0.

However the instabilities in these models are not as severe as those facing models with

β 6= 0. There is at least some non-trivial region of parameter space where the instability

can be avoided, although the value of α is now constrained both from background

observables [121] and from stability requirements to be extremely small. Despite this,

any non-zero value of α will lead to a late-time scaling regime, alleviating (even if not

solving) the coincidence problem. It is unfortunate that with α constrained to such

small values, we find any observable trace upon the growth of CDM structure will be

negligible. Detecting a coupling of this form from measurements of large-scale structure

is extremely doubtful, even with the precision promised by future experiments.

We have said nothing up to this point of models of dark energy with a variable

equation of state parameter, such as scalar-field (quintessence) models. The same

caveats in [144] apply here. Much of the above analysis will not apply in variable w

models, although some parameterisations such as the often used w = w0+(1−a)wa lead
to fixed w over large periods of time. Our analysis will apply during those epochs of

constant w. We refer interested readers to recent work on quintessence with couplings

of this or similar form (such as recent work [39, 47]).

The future decay of dark matter fluctuations is an interesting result. It implies

observers today find themselves close to the time of maximum inhomogeneity. The

more the coincidence problem is alleviated, the closer to the late-time scaling regime
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today becomes, and thus the closer to the peak of inhomogeneity. Without the coupling,

observers find themselves at the time of the end of structure growth. The root cause

in both cases is the acceleration of the universe only beginning today. Our position

as apparently privileged observers in this fashion remains difficult to explain in any

satisfactory way.
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Chapter 8

Unmodified Gravity

8.1 Introduction

One of the major goals of future cosmological studies is to categorise dark energy as

one of three candidates: a cosmological constant, a physical fluid, or simply some man-

ifestation of new gravitational physics. Geometric measurements such as supernovae

and baryon acoustic oscillations will scrutinise the null hypothesis of a cosmological

constant. However, a physical fluid and modified gravity could both reproduce almost

arbitrary expansion histories, so distinguishing them requires a study of the growth of

structure. It is the validity of this diagnostic step that provides the focus of the present

work.

Anisotropic stress in the dark energy fluid may mimic metric theories of gravity, as

demonstrated by Kunz & Sapone [92] and more generally by Hu [75]. Here we take

this one step further: even without anisotropic stress, it can be shown that significant

deviations in structure growth are achievable. The only requirement is that some

interaction should exist between dark matter and the smooth dark energy component,

permitting the transfer of energy.

Any change in the dark energy density is conventionally attributed to the equation

of state w(z), which dictates the adiabatic behaviour of a physical fluid. But density

evolution may also arise from non-gravitational interactions with other fluids, thereby

violating adiabaticity. Cosmologies with energy exchange have been extensively studied
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in the literature [5, 17, 144, 143, 39, 78, 157, 12, 94], and generate an expansion history

that is fully reproducible by a single inert scalar field whose evolution matches the

effective equation of state weff(z). The degeneracy between these two models may be

broken by studying the growth of structure, which is disrupted by the evolving matter

density [72]. Yet it is this same test that would conventionally be used to identify

modifications to gravity.

In Section 8.2 we begin by reviewing a simple case of dark energy decaying into

a form of dark matter. The evolution of perturbations are quantified in Section 8.3,

before exploring the observational consequences in Section 8.4.

8.2 Energy exchange

When speculating on possible interactions amongst the lesser known constituents of

our Universe, we are spanning a remarkably broad class of models, with potentially

numerous degrees of freedom. This could extend to new regimes of dark physics, such

as dark matter particles spontaneously decaying into a relativistic dark species such as

neutrinos or massless particles, e.g. the dark photons speculated by Ackerman et al

[2]. This particular example would be compatible with current observations provided

the dark matter particle is sufficiently massive, and the dark fine-structure constant is

sufficiently small. For the remainder of this work, we shall focus on the case of dark

energy decaying into a form of dark matter, and explore the observational consequences.

As an illustrative example, we study the simple case of a cosmological (almost) con-

stant that decays into a homogeneous form of dark matter. The selection w = −1 for

the dark energy fluid bypasses the various instability issues highlighted in previous work

[78, 144, 39]. Instead we choose to focus on the behaviour of the dark matter pertur-

bations. The evolution of the mean matter density ρm is dictated by the conservation

equations

ρ′Λ = −Q, (8.1)

ρ′m + 3Hρm = Q, (8.2)

where the prime denotes a derivative with respect to conformal time, and H ≡ a′/a = ȧ

is the conformal Hubble parameter. The interaction parameter Q controls the rate of

energy transfer, and is generally considered to be a function of either the dark matter

or dark energy density.
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The central result of this chapter will be to demonstrate that models of interacting

dark energy modify the growth of large scale structure, with an explicit example that

exhibits a constant decrement c, such that

f ≡ d ln δ

d ln a

= Ωγm − c,

(8.3)

thus providing another mechanism for anomalous growth, aside from modified gravity

or anisotropic stress. The magnitude of c is determined by both the nature and strength

of the interaction.

We adopt an empirical modification to the density evolution, which reproduces the

functional form for a number of models such as interacting quintessence [157, 147],

given by

ρm = ρm0a
−3+ǫ, (8.4)

where the parameter ǫ ≪ 1 dictates the rate of energy transfer. This particular pa-

rameterisation is advantageous in providing the necessary scaling of the dark energy

density to help resolve the naturalness and coincidence problems. The dark energy den-

sity maintains a magnitude comparable to the dark matter density, although it does

not help explain why the transition to dark energy domination has occurred at recent

times. Furthermore, the simple form of (8.4) allows significant progress to be made

analytically. In this case the evolution of the dark energy density is, for a flat universe,

given by

ρΛ = ρΛ0 +
ǫ

3− ǫ
ρm0

[

a−3+ǫ − 1
]

. (8.5)

At high redshifts, this leads to the tracking behaviour characterised by

ΩΛ(a→ 0) =
ǫ

3
, (8.6)

until we approach the era of radiation domination. Thus in effect this model adjusts

the dark energy decay lifetime with epoch; for a constant lifetime, we would expect

ρΛ → constant at high z and ρΛ → 0 at late times. Our analysis treats the parameter

ǫ as a constant, though it remains valid provided ǫ varies sufficiently slowly, satisfying

the condition dǫ/ d ln a≪ ǫ.

Given the dark matter mass evolution (8.4), one can see a direct relation between

our phenomenological approach, and that of a coupled scalar field as outlined in [5].
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ǫeff =
−
∫

Q(φ) dφ

ln a
. (8.7)

8.3 Growth of structure

Any form of non-gravitational interaction in the dark sector may be expected to impact

upon the growth of structure. As we shall see, a decaying form of dark energy generates

three distinct mechanisms for slowing the rate of structure growth. We quantify each

of these in turn, starting with the modification to the expansion history H(z).

8.3.1 Background dynamics

Here we generalise the derivation of linear structure growth by Linder & Cahn [101] to

incorporate the different background evolution of both dark energy and dark matter,

ρm ∝ a−3+ǫ. Including energy exchange at the background level only is insufficient, as

we will show, but it is instructive to identify the contribution this yields in the following

derivation of f(a) ≡ d ln δ/ d ln a. Starting from the differential equation

d2δ

dt2
+ 2H(a)

dδ

dt
− 4πρmδ = 0, (8.8)

which may be rewritten as

df

d ln a
+

1

2

d lnH2

d ln a

(

f − 1

2

)

+ f(f + 2)− 3

2
Ωm(a) = 0 , (8.9)

and utilising

H2/H2
0 ≃ Ωma

−3+ǫ [1 + ΩΛ(a)/Ωm(a)] , (8.10)

yields, to first order in (f(a)− 1) [101],

f(a) ≈ 1− ǫ

5
− 1

2
ΩΛ(a)

(

1− ǫ

5

)

+

[

1− 1

2
ΩΛ(a)

]

I(a) , (8.11)

where

I(a) = −1

4
a−(5+ǫ)/2

∫ a

0

da′

a′
(a′)(5+ǫ)/2ΩΛ(a

′) . (8.12)

Before evaluating this integral, we first need to consider the scaling behaviour of dark

matter and dark energy at early times. To proceed, we simply recast the dark energy

density (8.5) in the form

ΩΛ(a) = Ω1 +Ω2(a) +O
(

ǫ2
)

+O
(

Ω2
Λ(a)

)

, (8.13)
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where Ω1 is the constant component, and Ω2 is the collection of terms that follow a

power law:

Ω1 =
ǫ

3
;

Ω2 =
(

ΩΛ0 −
ǫ

3

)

a3−ǫ ,
(8.14)

provided we assume the contribution from radiation is negligible.

Using these redshift dependencies in I(a), then to first order in deviations from

matter domination we find:

I(a) = −1

4

[

2

5 + ǫ
Ω1 +

2

11− 3ǫ
Ω2(a)

]

. (8.15)

Writing Ω2(a) = ΩΛ(a)− Ω1 leaves us with

I(a) = − ǫ

30
+

ǫ

66
− ΩΛ(a)

22
+O

(

ǫ2
)

+O
(

Ω2
Λ(a)

)

. (8.16)

Substituting our solution back into (8.11) gives:

f(a) ≃ 1−
(

6

11
− 6

55
ǫ

)

ΩΛ(a)−
12

55
ǫ (8.17)

Of these two new terms involving ǫ, the second is of greater importance. This contrasts

with the conventional approximation for f(a) [146, 100] given by

f(a) = Ωγm(a)

≃ 1− γΩΛ(a) .
(8.18)

If we insist on maintaining the definition γ ≈ [1− f(a)] /ΩΛ(a), the extra
12
55ǫ will mean

γ is no longer a constant to first order in ΩΛ(a). This suggests that a constant γ is no

longer a viable approximation for solving the perturbation equations. Rather than face

the difficulty in generalising to a redshift dependent γ, we note that the constancy of

γ can be maintained at the appropriate level of approximation by simply changing the

approximate solution such that

g(a) = e
∫ a

0
( da′/a′)[Ωγ

m(a′)−1+b] . (8.19)

The new constant b means that

γ ≈ −(f(a)− 1 + b)/ΩΛ(a) , (8.20)

and we see that if b is chosen to offset the constant terms in (f(a)−1), then γ will once

again be a constant. For the case of pure background energy exchange,
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b = −12ǫ

55
, (8.21)

and hence our first modification to the growth rate is

f(a) ≃ Ωγm(a)−
12ǫ

55
, (8.22)

where γ is subject to a minor perturbation

γ =
6

11
− 6

55
ǫ . (8.23)

8.3.2 Dilution

The energy exchange does not only affect the background dynamics; it also generates

new terms in the perturbation equations, so (8.8) is no longer valid. By adding a

homogeneous contribution to the background density, the fractional contrast, δ, is

suppressed. In this particular parameterisation of energy exchange, the density and

velocity perturbation equations are greatly simplified from the general case presented

in [144]:

δ′ + ǫHδ + θ − 3Φ′ = 0; (8.24)

θ′ +Hθ − k2Ψ = 0. (8.25)

The differential equation governing f(a) now becomes

df

d ln a
+
f

2

d lnH2

d ln a
+ f(f + 2) + 2ǫ

+
ǫ

2

d lnH2

d ln a
− 3

2
Ωm(a) = 0

(8.26)

and carrying these new terms through gives

f(a) ≈ 1− 2

5
ǫ+

[

1− 1

2
ΩΛ(a)

]

(1− 4ǫ)I(a) . (8.27)

The integral I(a) has already been evaluated (8.16), and so we find:

f(a) ≈ 1 +

(

6

11
− 16

55
ǫ

)

ΩΛ(a)− ǫ

(

2

5
+

1

55

)

, (8.28)

or

f(a) = Ωγm(a)−
23

55
ǫ , (8.29)
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where

γ =
6

11
− 16

55
ǫ . (8.30)

8.3.3 Inertial Drag

In the previous subsection we implicitly assumed that there is a pure energy transfer,

from the perspective of the dark matter rest frame. If however the energy transfer

occurs in the CMB frame, the newly formed dark matter will not be instilled with the

appropriate bulk motion, and a drag term appears in the perturbation equations.

The density and velocity perturbation equations are then of the form

δ′ + ǫHδ + θ − 3Φ′ = 0, (8.31)

θ′ +H (1 + ǫ) θ − k2Ψ = 0. (8.32)

The physical interpretation of the ǫHδ term in (8.31) is one of dilution, as addressed

in the previous subsection. A second effect which also slows structure growth is the

extra drag term in (8.32), ǫHθ. This arises due to the appearance of stationary matter,

reducing the mean flow rate.

If we define new perturbations δ̄ = δaǫ and θ̄ = θaǫ, then substituting these rescaled

variables into (8.31) and (8.32) leaves us with

δ̄′ + θ̄ = 0 , (8.33)

θ̄′ +Hθ̄ − k2Ψ̄ = 0 . (8.34)

where we have neglected Φ′, and the gravitational source term is rescaled as

−k2Ψ̄ =
3

2
H2Ωmδ̄ =

3

2
H2Ωmδa

ǫ = −k2Ψaǫ . (8.35)

These two new equations, (8.33) and (8.34), are precisely the equations for pertur-

bations as if no energy exchange were taking place beyond a background level. The

previous section provided us with an approximate solution in a universe with back-

ground energy exchange:

δ̄′ ≃ δ̄H
[

Ωm(a)
γ − ǫ

(

1

5
+

1

55

)]

. (8.36)

After rescaling:

δ′ ≃ δH
[

Ωm(a)
γ − ǫ

(

6

5
+

1

55

)]

, (8.37)
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Figure 8.1: The fractional change in the evolution of linear perturbations in the presence of

a decaying cosmological constant with ǫ = 0.01 (upper) and ǫ = 0.04 (lower), as defined in

(8.4). The pair of dash-dotted lines highlight the slight suppression of growth induced by the

diluting effect of transferring homogeneous energy into the dark matter frame. The dashed lines

correspond to an energy transfer in the CMB rest frame, with the extra deceleration arising

due to the introduction of stationary matter. These are well described by the solid lines, which

illustrate the analytic solution given by (8.38).

or simply

f(a) = Ωγm(a)−
67

55
ǫ , (8.38)

and we return to the solution (8.23) to find

γ =
6

11
− 6

55
ǫ . (8.39)

We see from Figure 8.1 that this analytic approximation is very successful when

compared to the numerical one.

The physical mechanisms contributing to this new growth rate are summarised in

Table 8.1. The quoted total corresponds to the model where Q is unperturbed, and

with the energy transfer occurring in the dark energy rest frame (that of the CMB). If

instead the dark energy decay is sensitive to local fluctuations in the matter density,

δQ ∝ Hδρm, the dilution term is no longer present. Similarly, if the energy exchange

were to take place in the dark matter rest frame as opposed to the dark energy rest

frame, the drag contribution vanishes.
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Contribution ∆f/ǫ ∆γ/ǫ

Background −
(

1

5
+

1

55

)

− 6

55

Dilution −1

5
−10

55

Drag −4

5
+
10

55

Total −67

55
− 6

55

Table 8.1: Summary of the contributions to the growth rate from a decaying dark energy

component, in units of ǫ. Whether the effects of dilution and drag arise will depend on the be-

haviour and orientation of the interaction parameter Q. Note that the terms in the left column,

those contributing directly to f(z), have a considerably greater impact than the corrections to

γ in the right column.

8.3.4 Baryonic Correction

Thus far we have assumed the universe comprises solely of dark matter and dark energy,

but before considering the observational consequences we must first extend our analysis

to include baryons. We therefore divide the matter component into cold dark matter

and baryonic terms, denoted ρc and ρb. The baryonic perturbations are simply given

by

δ′′b +Hδ′b = 4πGa(ρcδc + ρbδb). (8.40)

The analytic solution in (8.38) now requires a minor rescaling to compensate for

the introduction of baryonic matter. A simple weighting of the decay parameter ǫ by

the fraction of mass to which it applies is sufficient.

f = Ωγm − 67

55
ǭ, (8.41)

ǭ ≡ Ωc
Ωm

ǫ. (8.42)

In Figure 8.3, this formalism is seen to provide an excellent description for the

combined matter perturbation, although we note that a more thorough treatment of

the perturbations is required at very high redshifts (z > 100), where the radiation
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Figure 8.2: The baryonic bias induced by ǫ = 0.01 and ǫ = 0.04.

energy density starts to become significant. At later times the baryons closely track

the growth rate of the dark matter perturbations, but with a slightly enhanced density

contrast. Defining the baryonic bias b ≡ δb/δc, the present day value of this ratio is

approximately given by

b ≈ 1 + 2ǫ, (8.43)

as illustrated in Figure 8.2.

8.4 Observational consequences

We now review their impact on cosmological observables, using redshift-space distor-

tions as a measure of the growth rate, before considering implications for the Integrated

Sachs-Wolfe (ISW) effect.

8.4.1 Redshift space distortions

In order to highlight the observational consequences of this energy exchange, we evalu-

ate the appropriate Fisher matrix for a redshift survey at z = 0.5 (see [132]), and com-

bine this with the Dark Energy Task Force Fisher matrix for Planck. We marginalise

over the parameter set

[w0, wa,ΩΛ,Ωk,Ωmh
2,Ωbh

2, ns, As, β, γ, σp, ǫ]. (8.44)
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Figure 8.3: The logarithmic growth rate of both cold dark matter (dashed), and the baryons

(dotted), in the presence of a decaying cosmological constant with ǫ = 0.04. The solid line

illustrates the approximate solution given by (8.41), which traces the total matter perturbation.

The standard cosmological parameters are taken to have fiducial values as derived

from WMAP5 [54]. In order to remain consistent with the CMB Fisher matrix, when

perturbing ǫ we ensure the value of ρm at z = 1100 is held fixed. The Hubble parameter

h is slightly perturbed for the purposes of distance estimation. We neglect the small

change induced by the Integrated Sachs-Wolfe effect (see 8.4.2).

As a parameterisation of modified gravity, the growth of structure is taken to follow

the form given by [146, 100]

f ≃ Ωγm. (8.45)

Clearly one ought to expect that, for the case of interacting models, applying the

above prescription would lead to a biased estimate of the growth index γ. In addition

to the extra ǫ term in (8.38), the value of γ is biased if the evolution of Ωm(z) does not

run as expected. This shift is illustrated by the solid contours in Figure 8.4 which are

generated with ǫ = 0.04.

In practice, we must deal with the Fingers of God in greater detail than a single

parameter σp. It should also be noted that these models may have some impact on

virialised structures, though we leave this as a topic for future investigation.
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Figure 8.4: The solid contours provide an example of the bias which may be induced in the

gravitational growth index γ when making the false assumption that dark energy is stable.

The true model, as indicated by the black dot, corresponds to ǫ = 0.01. The dashed contours

demonstrate the modification to the growth index induced by the elastic interaction model

outlined in [133].

8.4.2 Integrated Sachs-Wolfe effect

One restriction that dark energy models must satisfy is not to overpredict the Integrated

Sachs-Wolfe effect. Excessive change in the gravitational potential would invariably

generate large fluctuations in both the CMB and CMB-LSS cross-correlation on large

angular scales. Indeed this has already been employed by Valiviita et al. [143] to assist

in constraining models of decaying dark energy.

Since we are still working in the context of General Relativity, the gravitational

potential is readily evaluated via the Poisson equation

Φ(k, a) = −4πGρ(t)a2
δ(a)

k2
, (8.46)

Ψ = Φ . (8.47)

This evolution is illustrated in Figure 8.5 for the standard case of flat ΛCDM, alongside

small perturbations in the decay parameter (ǫ) and global curvature (Ωk). While there

is a distinctive change in behaviour at high redshift, this is a regime that lies out of
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Figure 8.5: The decay rate of the gravitational potential as experienced in a flat ΛCDM

Universe (solid), and with perturbed cosmologies ǫ = 0.01 (dashed) and Ωk = −0.01 (dotted).

reach for cross-correlation studies. Radiation may also start to become significant at

this point; we have not included this effect in our treatment.

The ISW signal is, at best, a ∼ 5σ observation, and as such there is significant room

for flexibility in the anticipated signal strength. Taking a 20% change as the maximum

permissible, this corresponds to an approximate upper limit of ǫ . 0.1. This appears

broadly consistent with the findings of Valiviita et al. [143], who established an upper

bound of |Γ| < 0.23H0 for a constant dark energy decay rate, from a combination

of WMAP, supernovae, and BAO data. The two parameterisations are related by

Γ = −Hǫ. Our earlier analysis on the growth rate may be naturally extended to this

model, which we also find to be well described by the prescription

∆f ∝ Γ/H . (8.48)

8.5 Discussion

In the case of a decaying cosmological ‘constant’, we have demonstrated that the growth

rate of large scale structure is subject to a constant decrement f = Ωγm − c. For the

simple model we consider, this can largely be attributed to the dragging effect on bulk

motions induced by the production of stationary matter. Smaller contributions arise
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from both the background dynamics, and the diluting effect of gradually introducing a

homogeneous density field. It is also important to note that in more general interacting

models the presence of dark energy perturbations may also influence the growth of

structure. These act to enhance the growth rate, and may overpower the mechanisms

considered here. Indeed in many cases the dark energy perturbations in coupled models

lead to pathological instabilities.

Energy exchange within the dark sector leads to a change in the comoving matter

density, which in turn induces a number of changes to cosmological observations. If

these changes are not taken into consideration, then suppression to the growth of large

scale structure leads to a näıvely inferred value of the growth index γ rising above the

conventional value γ > 0.55. While the physical motivation for such models remains

unclear, we believe this is no less true for current approaches to modified gravity.

As noted by Blandford et al. [24], a blind cosmologist living in the radiation domi-

nated era might measure the evolution of the scale factor and erroneously conclude that

the expansion is driven by a scalar field with an exponential potential. This thought

experiment may be extended further: a “dark” astronomer only capable of studying

the dark matter would notice a strange behaviour of non-linear structure. They might

attempt to construct a modified theory of gravity which accounts for this behaviour.

However the true source of this discrepancy is the momentum exchanged between the

baryons and photons, inducing new features to the growth of structure. This modifi-

cation is apparent both at the era of recombination, and the present day. We are at

risk of falling into a similar trap here: the baryocentric assumption that neither dark

energy nor dark matter exhibit any complex behaviour may lead to dark physics being

mistaken for modified gravity.
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Chapter 9

Conclusions and Summary

In this thesis we have explored some of the fundamental issues facing the standard

model of cosmology, as well examined a variety of solutions and their implications.

In Chapter 4 we introduced an additional scalar field to the model proposed by

Peebles and Vilenkin [115], using a symmetry breaking term to facilitate reheating

in the universe. We constrained model parameters to a range, and calculated the

reheating temperature as a function of these parameters. We also noted that the

symmetry breaking causes the production, and eventual removal, of domain walls in

the universe. An interesting avenue of further research would be to explore this aspect

of the model; some preliminary numerical calculations we have carried out indicates

these domain walls may persist as quasi-stable spatial deviations (solitons). A more

rigorous calculation including the effects of gravity is still required to confirm this.

We moved on in Chapter 5 to address the effect of quantum corrections in models,

such as the one described in Chapter 4, that include a coupling between the quintessence

or inflation field, and another scalar field. There we described how to implement a mass-

dependent renormalisation scheme in the context of cosmology, and noted that due to

the large field values today for quintessence, and during during inflation, such quantum

corrections may not be as large as when calculated in a mass-independent renormal-

isation scheme. We also highlighted the inherent problem of the missing physics in

quintessence and inflation models, required to determine the renormalisation scale in

the calculation of the effective potential.
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Next we turned to cosmological perturbation theory, to try to understand the effect

of energy exchange between dark matter and dark energy. We chose a simple form of

energy exchange, and in Chapter 7 quantified the nature of an instability in this form

of energy exchange. In Chapter 8 we examined a slightly different form of the energy

exchange, and found that this effect becomes very difficult to distinguish observationally

from modified gravity. We also provided a very successful analytic approximation to the

growth rate of structure, that allowed us to break down effects of the interaction into

separate parts, allowing for a clean physical interpretation of each case. Going beyond

these simple forms for energy-momentum exchange is challenging, however, and leaves

a great deal of room for further investigation. Carrying out the analysis with a form of

energy exchange that is more suited to a scalar-field interaction would be particularly

relevant to current lines of investigation [93].
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Appendix A

Mass Dependent Renormalization

Scheme

In this Appendix we summarize the mass dependent renormalization scheme [66] used

to obtain the RGEs for mass parameters and couplings Eqs. (5.71)-(5.77). In order to

set the notation and the procedure, we start by considering the simplest example, a

single scalar field with potential:

V (φ) =
λφ
4!
φ4 +

m2
φ

2
φ2 . (A.1)

The renormalized Lagrangian including the counterterms is then:

Lren = L+ δLct =
1

2
∂µφ∂

µφ− V (φ) +
δZφ

2
∂µφ∂

µφ−
δm2

φ

2
φ2 − δλφ

4!
φ4 − δΩ

=
Zφ
2
∂µφ∂

µφ−
Z−1
m2

φ

2
m2
φφ

2 − Zλ
4!
λφφ

4 − Z−1
Ω Ω , (A.2)

where φ, m2
φ and λφ are (finite) renormalized parameters, and φ0 = Z

1/2
φ φ, m2

φ0 =

Z−1
φ Z−1

m2
φ

m2
φ, λφ0 = Z−2

φ Zλφλφ, the (infinite) bare parameters, and

δZφ
= Zφ − 1 , (A.3)

Zφ being the wave function renormalization constant.

Loop corrections are computed with the Lagrangian given by the first line in Eq.

(A.2), including the corrections given by the counterterms. The first step is then
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φ

(a) (b)

φ

φ

Figure A.1: (a) 1-loop scalar self-energy diagram. (b) 1-loop correction to the proper scalar

quartic vertex.

to regularize the divergent integrals, and for that we use dimensional regularization:

evaluating the integrals in d = 4 − ǫ dimensions, and then taking the limit ǫ going

to zero. The divergent term at 1-loop is isolated as the single pole when d = 4 (2/ǫ

term). The renormalized (finite) mass and coupling are defined by imposing suitable

normalization conditions on the n-point 1PI Green functions Γ(n) at some arbitrary

scale µ [122]. The relation between the bare and renormalized n-point 1PI functions is

given by:

Γ(n)(p2) |p2=µ2= Z
n/2
φ Γ

(n)
0 (p2) |p2=µ2 , (A.4)

where as before the subscript “0” denotes the bare quantity. The normalization con-

dition fixes the counterterms that cancel out the divergent terms; this is equivalent to

define the renormalization constants, given the relation between these and the coun-

terterms introduced in section 5.3, Eqs.(5.65)-(5.67). We now derive them explicitly in

the MDR scheme.

The 2-point 1PI renormalized function Γ(2), including the contributions from the

counterterms and the radiative correction Π(φ)(p2) (Fig. (A.1.a)), is given by:

Γ(2)(p2) = p2 −m2
φ + δZφ

p2 − δm2
φ +Π(φ)(p2) . (A.5)

The counterterms, or equivalently the renormalization constants, are fixed by demand-

ing Γ(2) to be that of a free-field theory with running mass parameter m2
φ(µ) [139, 7],

at the renormalization scale µ:

Γ(2)(p2) |p2=µ2≡ (p2 −m2
φ(p

2)) |p2=µ2 , (A.6)

where p2 is the incoming Euclidean momentum1. The 1-loop contribution is given in

1In this Appendix p2 will refer to the Euclidean momentum, and we drop for simplicity the subindex

“E” hereon.
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this case by:

Π(φ)(p2) =
λφ
2
L(m2

φ/µ̂
2)m2

φ , (A.7)

L(m2
φ/µ̂

2) =
1

16π2

(

2

ǭ
+ 1− ln

m2
φ

µ̂2

)

, (A.8)

where the scale µ̂ is introduced in the regularization procedure because of dimensional

reasons, and 2/ǭ = 2/ǫ−γE +ln 4π. When the scalar field does not couple to fermions,

the wave function renormalization constant at 1-loop does not receive any contribution

and therefore:

Zφ = 1 . (A.9)

On the other hand, the normalization condition fixes the mass counterterm:

δm2
φ = Π(φ)(µ2) , (A.10)

and from Eq. (5.65) we can read the mass renormalization constant:

Zm2
φ
= 1− λφ

2
L(m2

φ/µ̂
2) . (A.11)

The relation between the renormalized mass parameter and the bare parameter is given

by:

m2
φ(µ) = ZφZm2

φ
m2
φ0 , (A.12)

and thus, taking the derivative with respect to the renormalization scale, one obtains

the RGE for the mass parameter:

βm2
φ
=
dm2

φ(µ)

d lnµ
= m2

φ

d lnZm2
φ

d lnµ
= 0 . (A.13)

Thus, given that at 1-loop the radiative correction Π(φ)(p2) is independent of the ex-

ternal momentum, this (quadratically) divergent contribution can be reabsorbed into

a redefinition of the mass parameter.

For the renormalized vacuum energy, the situation is quite similar. The zero-point

1PI function at 1-loop are given by vacuum diagrams which do not depend on any scale

except that of the mass of the particle in the loop. Therefore,

ZΩΩ = Ω−
m4
φ

4
L(m2

φ/µ̂
2) , (A.14)

and

βΩ = 0 . (A.15)
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The vacuum contribution will be fixed by the boundary conditions, say Ω(µ) = 0.

Either at higher orders, or when the scalar couples to fermions, we will have Zφ 6= 1

and βm2
φ
6= 0, but still the pure vacuum contributions give βΩ = 0.

The RGE for the quartic coupling is derived in a similar manner, obtaining the

coupling renormalization constant by imposing the normalization condition on the 4-

point 1PI function. The renormalized 4-point 1PI function at 1-loop is given by:

Γ(4)(p2) = −λφ − δλφ +
3

2
λ2φΓ(p

2,m2
φ) (A.16)

where Γ(p2,m2) is the contribution from the 1-loop diagram Fig. (A.1.b):

Γ(p2,m2) =
1

16π2

(

2

ǭ
−
∫ 1

0
dx ln

m2 + x(1− x)p2

µ̂2

)

. (A.17)

We impose the normalization condition:

Γ(4)(p2) |p2=µ2≡ −λφ(µ) , (A.18)

which defines the coupling counterterm:

δλφ =
3

2
λ2φΓ(µ

2,m2
φ) , (A.19)

and using Eq. (5.66), the coupling renormalization constant Z−1
λφ

:

Z−1
λφ

= 1− 3

2
λφΓ(µ

2,m2
φ) . (A.20)

The relation between renormalized and bare coupling is given by:

λφ(µ) = Z2
φZ

−1
λφ
λφ0 , (A.21)

and as before, taking the derivative the RGE for the coupling reads:

dλφ(µ)

d lnµ
=

3λ2φ
(4π)2

F2(aφ) , (A.22)

F2(aφ) = 1− 2aφ
√

1 + 4aφ
ln

√

1 + 4aφ + 1
√

1 + 4aφ − 1
, (A.23)

where aφ = m2
φ/µ

2. Threshold effects are included in the effective coupling through the

momentum dependence p2 = µ2 of the radiative corrections2, such that the coefficients

of the RGEs are modulated by a threshold function F2(a). The latter reduces to one in

the massless limit, a = 0, but it goes to zero when a = m2/µ2 goes to infinity. That is,

2In practice, the running effective coupling can be obtained by taking the derivative of the 1-loop

1PI Green functions with respect to the momentum, and then replacing p2 = µ2.
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in the massless limit one recover the same RGEs for the effective couplings than those

computed in a mass independent scheme, like the MS scheme. But in the opposite

limit, for a heavy state with a ≫ 1, the contribution is more and more suppressed as

the ratio a increases.

Having set the scheme in the simplest model, we can extend it now to the case of

study, adding the second scalar field χ, with potential:

V (φ, χ) = Ω +
1

2
m2
φφ

2 +
λφ
4!
φ4 +

1

2
m2
χχ

2 +
λχ
4!
χ4 +

1

2
g2χ2φ2 . (A.24)

Adding the corresponding counterterms, the renormalized Lagrangian for the scalar

sector is then:

LS =
1

2
∂µφ∂

µφ+
1

2
∂µχ∂

µχ− V (φ, χ)

+
δZφ

2
∂µφ∂

µφ+
δZχ

2
∂µχ∂

µχ−
δm2

φ

2
φ2 −

δm2
χ

2
χ2 − δλφ

4!
φ4 − δλχ

4!
χ4

−δg
2

2
φ2χ2 − δΩ . (A.25)

We also consider Yukawa interactions between χ and NF fermions Ψα, with the

fermionic Lagrangian given by:

LF = Ψ̄α(iγ
µ∂µ −mf )Ψα − hχΨ̄αΨ+ δZf

Ψ̄αΨ

−δmf Ψ̄αΨ− δhχΨ̄αΨ , (A.26)

where we have taken for simplicity a common mass mf and Yukawa coupling h for the

fermions.

The interaction term given by the coupling g2 only adds a constant (quadratically)

divergent term to Πφ, through the same diagram than in Fig. (A.1.a) but with a χ

internal line. Therefore, still we have Zφ = 1 and

m2
φZm2

φ
= m2

φ −
λφ
2
m2
φL(m

2
φ/µ̂

2)− g2m2
χL(m

2
χ/µ̂

2) , (A.27)

and thus βm2
φ
= 0. On the other hand, Zχ and Zm2

χ
receive a p-dependent contribution

from the loop of fermions. The diagrams contributing to the χ field 2-point function

are given in Fig. (A.2), with

Π(χ)(p2) = 2h2NFΓ(p
2,m2

f )p
2 + 8h2NFΓ(p

2,m2
f )m

2
f +

λχ
2
L(m2

χ/µ̂
2)m2

χ

+g2L(m2
φ/µ̂

2)m2
φ . (A.28)
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φ, χ
ψα

ψα

Figure A.2: 1-loop self-energy diagram contribution to the χ propagator. Dashed lines repre-

sents scalars, and fermions are given by solid lines.

For the couplings, the renormalization constants Zχ and Zm2
χ
are given then by:

Zχ = 1− 2h2NFΓ(µ
2,m2

f ) , (A.29)

m2
χZm2

χ
= m2

χ − 8h2NFm
2
fΓ(µ

2,m2
f )−

λχ
2
m2
χL(m

2
χ/µ̂

2)

−g2m2
φL(m

2
φ/µ̂

2) . (A.30)

The renormalization constant Z−1
λφ

picks up a new term similar to that in Eq. (A.20)

due to the loop with 2 massive χ states, i.e., a diagram similar to that in Fig. (A.1.b)

but with χ running in the loop. The 1-loop diagrams contributing to the λχ and g2

coupling renormalization constants are given in Figs. (A.3.a) and (A.3.b) respectively.

The set of renormalization constants are then:

λφZ
−1
λφ

= λφ −
3

2
λ2φΓ(µ

2,m2
φ)− 6g4Γ(µ2,m2

χ) , (A.31)

λχZ
−1
λχ

= λχ −
3

2
λ2χΓ(µ

2,m2
χ)− 6g4Γ(µ2,m2

φ)− 24h4NFΓ(µ
2,m2

f ) , (A.32)

g2Z−1
g2

= g2
(

1− λχ
2
Γ(µ2,m2

χ)−
λφ
2
Γ(µ2,m2

φ)− 4g2Γ2(µ
2,m2

χ,m
2
φ)

)

,(A.33)

where:

Γ2(p
2,m2

1,m
2
2) =

1

16π2

(

2

ǭ
−
∫ 1

0
dx ln

m2
1x+m2

2(1− x) + x(1− x)p2

µ̂2

)

. (A.34)

To obtain the RGE for the Yukawa coupling we also need to renormalize the in-

verse fermion propagator S−1 and the Yukawa vertex Γ(3). The corresponding 1-loop

diagrams are given in Figs. (A.4.a) and (A.4.b). The normalization condition for S−1

and Γ(3) are similar to Eqs. (A.6) and (A.18):

S−1(p2)p2=µ2 ≡ (p/−mf (p
2)) |p2=µ2 , (A.35)

Γ(3)(p2)p2=µ2 ≡ hR(µ) , (A.36)
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φ, χ

φ, χ φ
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φ

φ

χ

χ

χ

χ

χ

χ

ψα

χ

χχ

χ

χ

φ

χ

φ

(a)

(b)

Figure A.3: (a) 1-loop proper vertex correction to λχ. (b) 1-loop proper vertex correction to

g2.

ψα

χ

χ
χ

(a) (b)

Figure A.4: (a) 1-loop fermion self-energy. (b) 1-loop Yukawa vertex correction.

and from the above equations we can obtain Zf , Zh, and Zmf
for massive fermions:

Zf = 1− h2

2
Γf (µ

2,m2
χ,m

2
f ) , (A.37)

Z−1
h = 1− h2Γ2(µ

2,m2
χ,m

2
f ) , (A.38)

Zmf
= 1− h2Γf (µ

2,m2
χ,m

2
f ) , (A.39)

where:

Γf (p
2,m2

1,m
2
2) =

1

16π2

(

2

ǭ
−
∫ 1

0
dxx ln

m2
1x+m2

2(1− x) + x(1− x)p2

µ̂2

)

.(A.40)
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Finally, from the above renormalization constant, and the relations:

m2
φ(µ) = ZφZm2

φ
m2
φ0 , (A.41)

m2
χ(µ) = ZχZm2

χ
m2
χ0 , (A.42)

λφ(µ) = Z2
φZ

−1
λφ
λφ0 , (A.43)

λχ(µ) = Z2
χZ

−1
λχ
λχ0 , (A.44)

g2(µ) = ZφZχZ
−1
g2
g20 , (A.45)

h2(µ) = Z1/2
χ ZfZ

−1
h2
h20 , (A.46)

the RGEs (5.71)-(5.76) including the threshold functions are easily derived (setting

mf = 0). The latter are given by:

F1(a) = −(4π)2
dΓ2(p

2,m2, 0)

d ln p2
= 1− a ln

1 + a

a
, (A.47)

F2(a) = −(4π)2
dΓ(p2,m2)

d ln p2
= 1− 2a√

1 + 4a
ln

√
1 + 4a+ 1√
1 + 4a− 1

, (A.48)

F3(a) = −(4π)2
(

dΓf (p
2,m2, 0)

d ln p2
+ 2

dΓ2(p
2,m2, 0)

d ln p2

)

= 1 + 2a(1− (1 + a) ln
1 + a

a
) , (A.49)

where in computing F1(a) from the loop with one light mφ and a heavy mχ ≫ mφ we

have set mφ = 0. F2(a) is the threshold function for a scalar loop with 2 equal massive

states, F1(a) that of a scalar loop with one massless and one massive scalar state, and

F3(a) that with massless fermions and one massive scalar.
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Appendix B

Power Suppression of 2-loop

Coefficients

At 2-loop order, the RG-improved effective potential is given by the 1-loop effective

potential with running parameters evaluated using the 2-loop RG equations. Following

the MDR prescription, again the optimal choice to fix the renormalization scale is

below all massive thresholds; thus the 2-loop effective potential reduces to the tree-

level potential plus the 2-loop RGE functions. Decoupling will be included in the latter

through threshold functions, similarly to the 1-loop RGEs.

At 2-loop order, both the wave function renormalization constant Zφ and the mass

parameter one Zm2
φ
get a µ dependent contribution from the sunset diagram in Fig.

(B.1.a), whereas the quartic coupling λφ correction comes from Fig. (B.1.b). The 2-

loop beta functions in a mass independent scheme can be found for example in Refs.

[44, 105, 106, 62, 61], where one only would need to extract the divergent contributions

from those diagrams. In the MDR scheme we need to carry out the full calculation

of the diagram keeping the finite contributions. We will not attempt such a full 2-

loop calculation here, and we only want to argue that such diagrams gives a power

suppression of the corresponding RGE coefficients that go at least like O(µ2/M2
α) when

M2
α ≫ µ2, M2

α being the heavy mass running in the loop. For the first diagram in

the vertex correction in Fig.(B.1.b), this can be viewed as the 1-loop vertex correction

but with the LHS interaction replaced by an effective (momentum dependent) vertex
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again like that of Fig. (A.1.b). According to the 1-loop calculation, this will give the

corresponding suppression by the mass running in the loop also in the 2-loop coefficients.

The contributions of the order of O(λφg
4), and O(g6), will be therefore suppressed by

the heavy mass M2
χ. That of the order of O(λ3φ) is suppressed by factors O(µ2/M2

φ)

when µ ≪ Mφ. In the cosmology models studied in the text of this paper, generally

Mφ ∼ µ and so these diagrams are not suppressed due to decoupling effects, but rather

because λφ is always tiny. The second diagram in Fig. (B.1.b) gives a term (O(h2g4)

coming from the insertion of the fermion loop in one of the internal χ lines. Again, this

contribution will be suppressed by a factor O(µ2/M2
χ), similarly to the 1-loop vertex

correction without the fermion insertion.

We will therefore concentrate on the sunset diagram in Fig. (B.1.a), and in partic-

ular on the contribution to the wave function renormalization constant. In general for

the sunset diagram with three different internal scalar masses we have:

ΠφS(p
2,m2

1,m
2
2,m

2
3) =

λ2i
6





∑

j=1,2,3

m2
jAj(p

2,m2
i ) + p2B(p2,m2

i )



 , (B.1)

(4π)4Aj(p
2,m2

i ) = −2(
1

ǫ2
+

1

ǫ
(
3

2
− ln

m2
j

4πµ̂2
− γE + Im(p

2,m2
i )) , (B.2)

(4π)4B(p2,m2
i ) =

1

2

(1

ǫ
− γE +

1

2
−

2

∫ 1

0
dx

∫ 1

0
dy(1− y) ln

(

M2(x, y) + p2y(1− y)
) )

, (B.3)

whereM2(x, y) = (m2
1x+m

2
2(1−x))y/(x(1−x))+m2

3(1−y), and λi is a general quartic

coupling with the appropriate symmetry factors. In particular, when we have three φ

running in the loop then λ2i = λ2φ, and with two χ and one φ then λ2i = 12g4. The

function Im(p
2,m2

i ) is the finite contribution to the mass renormalization. By adding

the sunset contribution to the 2-point function Eq. (A.5), the normalization condition

Eq. (A.6) fixes the non-vanishing 2-loop wave function counterterm δ
(2)
Z , which defines

the wave function renormalization constant Z
(2)
φ = 1 + δ

(2)
Z , and then the anomalous

dimension of the field:

γ
(2)
φ =

d lnZ
(2)
φ

d lnµ2
=

1

(4π)4

(

λ2φ
12
F22(aφ, aφ, aφ) + g4F22(aχ, aχ, aφ)

)

, (B.4)

with the threshold function given by the parametric integral:

F22(a1, a2, a3) = 2

∫ 1

0
dx

∫ 1

0
dy

y(1− y)2

a(x, y) + y(1− y)
, (B.5)

where a(x, y) = M2(x, y)/µ2. From the above expression, one can check that indeed

when we have only massless states running in the loop then F22(0) = 1, but when any
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Figure B.1: (a) 2-loop scalar wave function renormalization diagram.(b) 2-loop correction to

the proper scalar quartic vertex.

of the masses ai goes to infinity, then F22(ai) goes to zero as O(1/ai). The integral

can be evaluated numerically for arbitrary mass parameters, and it behaves similarly

to the 1-loop threshold functions in Fig. (5.1).

From the renormalization condition Eq. (A.43), the 2-loop beta function for λφ

gets contributions from the anomalous dimension γ
(2)
φ and the proper vertex γ

(2)
V =

−d lnZ(2)
λφ
/d lnµ,

β
(2)
λφ

= 4λφγ
(2)
φ + γ

(2)
V

=
1

(4π)4

(

λ3φ

(

1

3
F22(aφ, aφ, aφ)− 6G(aφ, aφ)

)

+λφg
4(4F22(aχ, aχ, aφ)− 24G(aφ, aχ)− 96g6G(aχ, aχ)

−432NFh
2g4GF (af , aχ)

)

. (B.6)

We have not computed explicitly the 2-loop vertex threshold functions G(ai, aj),

GF (ai, ah), but as argued above, we can expect them to have the correct limits when

ai ≫ 1, and therefore decoupling in the sense of power suppression is also maintained

in the MDR scheme at the 2-loop level.
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Appendix C

1-loop Effective Potential Within

the Mass Dependent

Renormalization (MDR) Scheme

The 1-loop radiative correction to the effective potential, computed using dimensional

regularization, is given by:

∆V (1)
reg = − 1

64π2

(

M4
φ(L(M

2
φ/µ̂

2) +
1

2
) +M4

χ(L(M
2
χ/µ̂

2) +
1

2
)

)

. (C.1)

The renormalized 1-loop effective potential is obtained by adding to ∆V
(1)
reg the appro-

priate counterterms:

∆V (1) = ∆V (1)
reg + (Z−1

Ω − 1)Ω +
1

2
m2
φ(Z

−1
m2

φ

− 1)φ2 +
λφ
4!

(Zλφ − 1)φ4 . (C.2)

By plugging Zφ = 1, computing the renormalization constants given in Eqs. (A.27),

(A.31) in the MDR scheme, and renormalizing the cosmological constant by demanding

V (φ = 0) = 0, one has:

∆V (1) =
1

64π2

(

m4
φ ln

M2
φ

m2
φ

+ λφm
2
φφ

2 ln
M2
φ

m2
φ

+m4
χ ln

M2
χ

m2
χ

+ 2g2m2
χφ

2 ln
M2
χ

m2
χ

+
λ2φφ

4

4

(

ln
M2
φ

µ2
− I(m2

φ/µ
2)

)

+ g4φ4

(

ln
M2
χ

µ2
− I(m2

χ/µ
2)

))

, (C.3)
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where

I(a) =

∫ 1

0
dx ln(a+ x(1− x)) = ln a− 2−

√
1 + 4a ln

√
1 + 4a− 1√
1 + 4a+ 1

. (C.4)

Because the 1-loop renormalization constant have been computed in the previous sec-

tion in the symmetric phase of the theory (i.e., taking the vev of the field to vanish),

the threshold functions I(a) depend on the mass parameters m2
i , instead of the physical

effective masses M2
i relevant for the effective potential. Then, this expression would

only lead to decoupling of heavy states when mφ ,mχ ≫ φ, but not when φ≫ mφ, mχ.

For example by taking µ ≪ mφ, mχ, and expanding the threshold function I(a) when

a≫ 1, we have:

∆V (1) =
1

64π2

(

M4
φ ln

M2
φ

m2
φ

+M4
χ ln

M2
χ

m2
χ

+
λ2φφ

4

4

(

− µ2

6m2
φ

+ · · ·
)

+ g4φ4
(

− µ2

6m2
χ

+ · · ·
)

)

, (C.5)

and unless mφ ∼ mχ, we are still left with potentially large logs, lnφ2/m2
φ, lnφ

2/m2
χ,

and the original problem addressed in Refs. [16, 83, 82]. On the other hand, in the

particular limit that the mass parameters vanish, mφ = mχ = 0, one just recover the

expression for the effective potential computed in a mass independent scheme:

∆V (1) =
1

64π2

(

λ2φφ
4

4

(

ln
λφφ

2/2

µ2
− 2

)

+ g4φ4
(

ln
g2φ2

µ2
− 2

)

)

. (C.6)

In this case, given that both mass scales are set by the vev of the field φ, large logs

could be controlled and resummed by taking for example µ ≃ φ.

This apparent failure of the MDR scheme can be related to the fact that the effective

potential is computed in the non-symmetric phase of the theory, after shifting the field

φ by its vev. One should therefore also impose the renormalization conditions and get

the counterterms in this phase. After shifting the field, the propagators running in the

loops depend now on the effective mass and, by repeating the calculation done in the

previous section, one can derive similarly the renormalization constants now with the

threshold functions depending on Mα. This accounts to replace m2
i by M

2
i in both the

logs and threshold functions in Eq. (C.3), and the effective potential is then given by:

∆V (1) =
1

64π2

(

λ2φφ
4

4
(ln

M2
φ

µ2
− I(M2

φ/µ
2)) + g4φ4(ln

M2
χ

µ2
− I(M2

χ/µ
2))

)

.(C.7)

This is similar to the effective potential obtained in Ref. [34]. In that work, decoupling

is introduced in the effective potential through step-functions at each physical threshold
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Mi = µ, Eq. (5.63). In our case it is implemented through the threshold function I(ai)

obtained when computing the 1-loop radiative corrections.

Finally, the RG-improved effective potential is given by absorbing the log depen-

dence on the running parameters, such that the 1-loop potential is given by the tree-level

potential evaluated at the boundary t∗ = lnµ∗/µ:

V eff =
1

2
m2
φ(t∗)φ

2(t∗) +
λφ(t∗)

4!
φ4(t∗) . (C.8)

This can be shown by explicit integration of the RGEs, plugging the result in the

tree-level potential. At 1-loop order, the mass parameter and the field do not run,

mφ(t∗) = mφ, and φ(t∗) = φ, and integrating the RGE for λφ in the MDR scheme, Eq.

(5.71) we have:

λφ(µ∗) ≃ λφ(µ) +
3λ2φ(µ)

32π2

(

I(M2
φ/µ

2
∗)− I(M2

φ/µ
2)− ln

µ2∗
µ2

)

+
12g4(µ)

32π2

(

I(M2
χ/µ

2
∗)− I(M2

χ/µ
2)− ln

µ2∗
µ2

)

. (C.9)

Taking µ∗ ≪Mφ, Mχ, this gives:

λφ(µ∗) ≃ λφ(µ) +
3λ2φ(µ)

32π2

(

ln
M2
φ

µ2
− I(M2

φ/µ
2)

)

+
12g4(µ)

32π2

(

ln
M2
χ

µ2
− I(M2

χ/µ
2)

)

,

(C.10)

and therefore,

V eff =
1

2
m2
φ(t∗)φ

2(t∗) +
λφ(t∗)

4!
φ4(t∗)

≃ 1

2
m2
φφ

2 +
λφ
4!
φ4

+
1

64π2

(

λ2φφ
4

4
(ln

M2
φ

µ2
− I(M2

φ/µ
2)) + g4φ4(ln

M2
χ

µ2
− I(M2

χ/µ
2))

)

(C.11)

where λφ ≡ λφ(µ) and g
2 ≡ g2(µ).
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